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ABSTRACT 
Tribes constitute a unique feature of Baghelkhand 
which is a land of kaleidoscopic diversity. Exploitation 
of the natural resources of the region and its recent 
socio-economic changes have brought to them a new 
dimension of tussle and struggle. A large share of forest 
and mineral wealth is extracted from the tribal areas, 
but tribals themselves remain largely unemployed and are 
not able enjoy its fruits. Majority of tribals are 
engaged in agriculture and related activities. But, 
agriculture alone is unable to improve their socio-economic 
condition,and thus, most of them are caught up in r 
vicious circle of indebtedness and land alienation. 
Field studies have indicated that there has been 
an unplanned and haphazard development in the region. 
There is need for the formulation of a national policy on 
the development of agriculture in the forested, hilly and 
rugged terrain of the tribal dominated areas. Side by 
side, tribal handicrafts ana cottage industry should also 
be developed for their socio-economic uplift. The 
Government has taken some steps in this direction, but 
much is yet to be accomplished. 
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In this context, the present researcher has 
studied the habitat of the tribals of the region auid has 
come to the conclusion that there should be a permanent 
committee to screen, evaluate and co-ordinate efforts of 
developmental planning in the tribal areas. 
The present work deals with the tribal habitat. 
The subject matter is discussed under three heads, 
'Physical Basis', 'The Economic Base' and 'Tribal Welfare*. 
The Physical Basis of the region is discussed in six 
chapters. The first chapter is 'Historical Background', 
dealing with the region's historical ups and downs during 
four periods of its history, namely, ancient period, 
medieval period, pre-independence period and post 
independence period. These periods mark a sequential 
development of the tribals, resulting from their changing 
relations with the physical, -biotic and cultural 
environment from the remotest antiquity of the palaeolithic 
age to the present scientific and technological era. The 
historical events which have taken place in this area are 
intimately linked with the socio-economic changes. The 
region was part of Vindhya Pradesh from 1948 to 1956. 
Its name is derived from that of a Rajput clan called the 
Baghelas which is believed to have settled in the area. 
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In the second and third chapter,relief, geology and 
and 
minerals,/drainage system are discussed. The region, with 
hilly and rugged terrain, is situated on the east and 
south of the Son river. It is covered with dense forests. 
The habital of tribals comprises the districts of Sidhi, 
Shahdol and Surguja. The region lies between 22*^ 21' to 
24°21'i^ I and 81°20' to 84°22'E and covers an area of 
46,897 sq. km with a population 3.96 million. Baghelkhand 
may be described in general terms as a secluded basin. 
On the east of the Maikal plateau and north of the 
Cheittisgarh Basin lie two important coal basins of the 
Lower Gondwana Age - Sohagpur Basin in the west and 
Surguja Basin in the east, separated by Deogarh Hills. 
The rim of the Surguja Basin consists of Archean 
metamorphic rocks in the east, coarse sandstone of the 
upper Gondwana rocks in the north and isolated flat 
topped mesas, while laterite cappings, locally known as 
"pats" rise above the floor of the basin. The Hainpat 
(1,152 m), however, stands in the south of the basin. 
The Jamirpat in the east represents a penneplain at an 
elevation 1,000 m, above which monact rocks rise another 
200 m. On the north, the Deogarh Hills formed by 
Gondwana sandstone are considerably dissected and all the 
rivers which flow northwards across the region 
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appea-r t o be of the super-posed type. The Rihand i s a 
t y p i c a l example. 
The t h i r d chapter deals with the climate of the 
region which i s of a typ ica l monsoon type . The scorching 
heat of May i s modified, i n p laces , by extensive f l o r a l 
cover. The region receives average r a i n f a l l of more than 
1 25 cm ana which increases as one goes eastward. For 
example, Ambikapur has 16.25 cm of r a i n f a l l , Dharamjaigarh 
162.0 cm and Naitrahat (on the border of Bihar and 
i-Iadhya Pradesh) 160.0 cm. The average temperature of the 
above mentioned towns i s 35o5 C in the month of May and 
i n the north-south of the region, the temperature i s 
40 C. Average temperature in January remains i n between 
10° and 12.5°C. 
The fourth chapter throws l i g h t on i t s drainage 
system. The important r i v e r s of the region are Son, 
Mahanadi, Gopad, Banas, Koi l , Kanher ana Rihand. The 
basins of these r ivers have r i ch a l l u v i a l covers which 
serve as the c u l t u r a l cases in the vast rugged stony and 
fores t clad t e r r a i n of the region. The general dend r i t i c 
plan i s l o c a l l y d i s t r i bu t ed by the rectangular pa t t e rn 
on the Bijawars in S idh i , the t r e l l i s e d pa t t e rn on the 
s teep slopes such as of Agori uplands, and more loca l i zed 
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radial, annular patterns. Over such a land, exposed to 
denudation since early times, the youthful features of 
topography, the behaviour of streams and their distribution 
seek their explanation in the successive tectonic 
activities, within or outside the area, which have affected 
it in varying degrees. The recent event, i.e. the 
Himalayan orogeny, is responsible for it. Otherwise this 
area, planted several times, would have had a more 
sensile topography now. 
The patterns of flora and fauna are discussed 
in the fifth chapter. The distribution of flora and 
fauna vary according to rainfall and the nature of the 
soil. Vegetation ranges from grasses and thorny trees to 
deciduous trees of commercial significance like teak, sal, 
baldu etc., in the region both in small pockets and in 
considerable stretches. Considerable acreage has been 
maintained under reserve category while over 25 per cent 
of those on the slopes are classed as protected forests, 
as their further exploitation might have accentuated 
soil erosion in the areas. Because of the exploitation 
of forests, the fauna like tigers, wolves, jackals, spotted 
deer etc, are fast disappearing. 
The sixth and last chapter of this section 
deals with agricultural lands and soils of the region and 
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the problems of soil erosion. Sandy red soil is spread over 
large area of fhe region. Generally, agricultural lands 
are located in th.e fertile river valleys. The agricultural 
lands in tribal areas, categorized in respect of their 
elevation, are tanar (upland) and don (low land). These 
fertile lands are being eroded due to haphazard exploitation 
of forests and this is a matter of great concern. 
The second section i.e. 'Economic Base' comprises 
the seventh, eight and ninth chapters. The chapter on the 
economic status of tribals describes various tribal groups 
according to their economic activities. These groups are 
those consisting of prosperous cultivators (Gonds, Oraons, 
Kawars etc.) and those living from hand-to-mouth which 
incluae the largest number of tribals, among whom the 
condition of Baigas, Kols, Korwas is most miserable. 
Their economic activities are" forest produce collection, 
working as labourers in Public Works Department gangs, or 
in construction work rikshaw pulling etc. Others work as 
landless labourers and mine labourers. They also depend 
upon nearby forests for their livelihood. 
The eighth chapter,entitled 'Agriculture', discusses 
the methods of cultivation, and livestock rearing and 
songs, dances and festivals relating to the various 
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agricultural operations.- Nature here is not a kind 
mother and mere sustenance has to be earned by the sweai 
of the brow. Holdings are small, fragmentation is excessive 
ana alternative source of income are few. Different 
stages of agricultural operations are marked by different 
folk dances, songs and festivals. For example Sua, Shaila, 
Karma, Ganga Dasehra etc. They show a marked correlation 
between culture, economy and environment. The main crop 
of the region is rice,and 50 to 65 per cent lands come 
under its cultivation. Jowar, wheat, kodon-kutki, 
gram, maize, tur, ulsi til etc. are the other crops. Methods 
of agriculture are age old. Herd rearing is common 
with agricultural activities but it is based on quantity 
instead of quality. There is need for modernizing 
agriculture in keeping with their environment and culture. 
The ninth chapter is on Cottage Industry and 
analyses the problems of the revival of the dying tribal 
handicrafts and cottage induatries based on local resources 
and labour.A Large number of landholdings do not provide 
food for the whole year. In the past, the tribals prepared 
some items of handicraft for their personal use and the 
surplus was sold in exchange of money or bartered in the 
local market to supplement their incomes. These handicrafts 
have gradually been losing their importance because of 
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mill made articles. At 'present handicrafts and other 
manufacturing activities are bidi rolling, rope making, 
medicine making, preparation of wooden articles, liquor, 
basketery, tusserworm rearing, tile making, gur making, 
iron sraithy, dairying etc. There are several sellers 
markets in the tribal areas but these are characterized 
by great variation in selling ana purchasing prices, 
monopoly of non-tribal traders etc. 
The roads both kuchcha and pucca and railway 
lines have been laid to transport the mineral and forest 
resources of the region. Most of the roads are unbridged 
and in rainy days hilly and forested tribal areas are 
cut off from the outside world for long periods. 
The third section 'Tribal Population and Welfare', 
contains the tenth and the eleventh chapters. The tenth 
chapter is entitled 'Tribal Population and Tribal Villages 
and Settlements'. There are 18,23,274 tribals living in 
different parts of the region, which makes about 46 per cent 
of its total population. Density of the tribal population 
is determined by socio-physical factors. It ranges 
between 77 persons/sq. km (Hanendragarh) and 13 persons/ 
sq. km. (Bharatpur). Economically active tribal population 
is 1,73,943 or 43 per cent of the total number of workers. 
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The present researcher , for his convenience, divided the 
main a c t i v i t y of workers into t h r e e - ( i ) c u l t i v a t o r s , 
( i i ) a g r i c u l t u r a l workers, and ( i i i ) other workers or 
non-agr icu l tu ra l l aboure r s , the respec t ive numbers and 
percentages of each in the year 1981 being 4,94,671 persons 
(62 per cen t ) , 1,18,540 persons (30 per c e n t ) , and 
6,678 persons (8 per c e n t ) . A large number of t r i b a l s 
are engaged in a g r i c u l t u r e . The number of cu l t i va to r s 
i s gradua-lly decreasing because of poverty and land 
a l i e n a t i o n . As a r e s u l t of t h i s , they are becoming 
landless are forced to work as a g r i c u l t u r a l laboxirer and a 
few of them are engaged in secondary and t e r t i a r y a c t i v i t i e s . 
Due to high r a t e of i l l i t e r a c y among them, the 
t r i b a l s are facing many socio-economic problems. There a r e 
2,924 primary schools, 265 seconaary schools , and 50 higher 
secondary schools in the rura l areas of the region; but 
only about 8 per cent t r i b a l s are l i t e r a t e and they are 
s t i l l far behind the i r non- t r iba l bre thren in t h i s respec t . 
There are 6,203 v i l l a g e s in the region accommodating 
17,85,252 t r i b a l s . A ru ra l set t lement in t r i b a l areas 
i s a group of dwellings in t h e i r typ ica l form exhib i t ing 
a de f in i t e r e l a t i o n s h i p and fine adjustment to s o i l , 
topography, climate and water supply which determine the 
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nature of a set t lement in the region. General izat ion 
are not possible and pa t t e rns of set t lement cannot be 
explained only in terms of a few i so la ted f ac to r s . Diiring 
the course of v i l l age surveys the present researcher 
observed the importance of such cu l t u r a l fac tors as sense 
of s ecu r i t y , migrat ion, ethnic composition, t r a d i t i o n s , 
socio-economic bonds, clan s o l i d a r i t y , i r r i g a t i o n 
f a c i l i t i e s , co-operat ion in a g r i c u l t u r e , methods of 
c u l t i v a t i o n , s i ze of holdings and lease system. These 
se t t lements are of dispersed type, with c l u s t e r of compact 
and semi-compact se t t l ements . The roofe of the houses are 
made of t i l e s with kuchcha wal l s . The economic condition 
of a t r i b a l determines the s i ze ana mater ia l of his house. 
The eleventh and l a s t chapter deals with welfare 
measures and the impact of Integrated Tr ibal Development 
Programmes in t r i b a l a reas . In the chapter suggestions 
have a lso been made for the improvement of the socio-
economic condition of the t r i b a l s of the region. 
Welfare programme for the t r i b a l s s t a r t e d during 
the co lonia l period. In pre-independence period the welfare 
programmes were designed mainly to f a c i l i c a t e the spread 
of C h r i s t i a n i t y . But a f t e r independence, a r e a l i s t i c 
approach to t h e i r development was adopter_, keeping in mind 
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considera t ion of na t iona l^ in t eg ra t ion . With the advent of 
the Fi f th Five Year Plan ' In tegra ted Tr ibal Development 
Programmes ( I . !r.D.Ps) s t ra tegy ushered in a new era of 
, t r i b a l s welfare. Tribal areas for these programmes are 
evaluated on the basis of the concentrat ion of t r i b a l 
populat ion or t h e i r i s o l a t i o n and backwardness. About 
60 per' cent of the t r i b a l area of the region i s covered by 
these programmes,which includes Kusmi block of Sidhi 
d i s t r i c t , , Sohagpur, Pushparajgarh t a h s i l s of Shahdol 
d i s t r i c t and the whole of Surguja d i s t r i c t . 
The conclusion deals with the crux of the t r i b a l 
problem which i s e s s e n t i a l l y one of requirements of food 
and l ivel ihood for which the t r i b a l s mainly depend on 
fores t resources and a g r i c u l t u r a l produce. The chapter 
ends with a number of suggestions for the betterment of 
the t r i b a l s of the Baghelkhand 'region. I t s t r e s s e s t ha t the 
focus of the Government should be on the preserva t ion of 
f o r e s t s , improvements in a g r i c u l t u r a l techniques, i r r i g a t i o n 
f a c i l i t i e s ana s o i l conservat ion. To augment t h e i r 
meagre income from a g r i c u l t u r e , the Government should also 
fos t e r ag r i cu l t u r e and fo re s t based cottage indus t r i e s and 
t r i b a l handic ra f t s . The most c ruc i a l c a t a l y t i c agent 
for the implementation of t r i b a l welfare programmes i s 
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edueation. Though there are a good number of primary 
and secondary schools i n the region, the t r i b a l s lag far 
behind the i r non - t r i ba l bre thern i n educat ion. Therefore, 
a mass l eve l programme of the e rad ica t ion of i l l i t e r a c y 
among the t r i b a l s should be launched. The t r i b a l s should 
be encouraged and given f inancia l help for t h i s and 
ang:an-bari schools should be increased i n number in the 
h i l l y , f o r e s t e d and inaccess ib le t r i b a l a reas . 
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INTRODUCTION 
India is a land of unity in diversity and so is 
Indian life and culture.The tribals inhabiting this 
country, speaking different dialects and following 
distinctive ways of life, customs etc. within their 
different natural environments,contribute to the many-
sided splendour of the Nation, which is unique in the 
world. The socio-economic life of the tribals with its 
problems provides an excellent scope for and source of 
inspiration to the inquisitive and adventurous geographers. 
The tribal people of India live in forests, hills, 
plateaus and naturally isolated regions. They are 
variously called Vanjati (forest caste), Vanvasi (forest 
inhabitants), pahariya (hill people), adim.jati (primitive 
caste), adivasi (aboriginals), .ian.iati (folk communities), 
anusuchit .jan .jati (scheduled tribes), and such other names 
signifying their ecological, economic, historical or 
cultural characteristics. Among these nomenclatures the 
most popular term is adivasi (aboriginals) while the 
constitutional name for them is anusuchit .jan.iati 
(scheduled tribes). 
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There are , according to 1971 Census of India, 
altogether 427 t r i b a l communities in the country. 
Their to ta l strength, according to the 1981 Census, 
comes to 51,628,638 which, makes 7.76 per cent of India's 
to ta l population. Of these,94 per cent l ive in villages 
and about 85 per cent engage in agr icul tura l a c t i v i t i e s . 
Thus bulk of t r i ba l population in India consists of 
ag r i cu l tu r i s t s , though they supplement their incomes and 
food requirements with the i r handicrafts, hunting, 
gathering and fishing. 
Tribal agr icul ture , however, is characterisied by 
uneconomic holdings, lana al ienation, indebtedness, lack 
of credit f a c i l i t i e s ana lack of i r r iga t ion f a c i l i t i e s 
in undulating te r ra ins . Use of t radi t ional s k i l l s and 
primitive implements i s also a sa l ient feature of t r i b a l 
agr icul tural economy. In general, they raise only one 
crop per annum (durin^ the rainy season) ana have to f a l l 
back upon the i r subsidiary occupations, namely bamboo 
basket making, rope making, iron and wood work, spinning 
and weaving e tc . with their t radi t ional s k i l l and primitive 
tools and local ly available raw material in the forests 
and h i l l s . They make objects -vdiich they need themselves 
and the surplus is for barter or they s e l l their products 
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in weekly markets. The supplementary sources of income 
are gradually decreasing because of the poor quality of 
their handicrafts. Their style of life is marked by 
seasonal ana agricultural festivals, ancestor worships, 
rite de passage, drinking, dancing and singing. 
It will be appropriate at this stage to describe 
the major process of transformation of the economy of the 
tribes in the context of the development of the national 
economy as a whole. The major thrust of change is from 
the food gathering to the food production stage or from 
tribal economy to settled agricultural economy. The 
reasons for this are four. First, there is a ever 
increasing pressure of population on.land. Ihen, there 
is enhancement of culture-contact situations in which the 
tribals adopt the oiltivation techniques and practices 
of the advanced non-tribal peasant communities. Thirdly, 
reservation of forests for commercial exploitation 
not only restricts but also erodes customary tribal rights 
in forests ana in many cases, eliminates the possibilities 
of shifting cultivation. Lastly, there, is a development 
strategy to restrict and readjust shifting cultivation so 
of 
as to minimize the incidence/the degradation of the soil. 
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to promote terrace cultivation, to apply new 
agricultural technology in the tribal areas and to 
accelerate the pace of the flow of capital in the these 
areas, 
Under these circumstances,technological and 
structural changes are taking place in the Baghelkhand 
region, though on a smaller scale as compared with the 
changes in the tribal areas of the north-east of the 
country. The pace of the transfonnation of tribal 
agriculture has been quickened with the application of 
dry fanning technology to settled agriculture in the 
region. At present, much of the settled cultivation is 
at subsistence level and majority of the tribals produce 
not marketable but what has been described as the 
•marketed' surplus . They are forced to sell their produce 
to buy their necessities. However, pockets of modernized 
agriculture are emerging in the Gond and Oraon 
dominated areas of the region. Incidence of cash cropping 
is also being reported from Baghelkhand. However, this 
is a region where process of modern economic development 
has been started only recently. 
Tribes constitute a unique feature of Baghelkhand. 
Recent realization of natural resources of the region,with 
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the changing socio-economic values^has resulted in a 
clash between old and new values. A large share of 
forest and mineral wealth is extracted from the tribal 
areas>but tribals themselves remain largely unemployed 
and are not able to enjoy its fruits. Majority of tribals 
are engaged in agriculture and related activities. But 
agriculture alone is unable to improve their socio-
economic condition^and thus, most of them are caught in 
the vicious circle of indebtedness and land alienation. 
Hence, the study of man-land relationship in such a large 
area and other phenomena which are significant from 
social, economic and political points of view^is timely. 
Therefore in 1985 the present researcher conducted an 
intensive survey, covering almost all the seasons of the 
year_,of the important tribal areas of Baghelkhand. 
The aims of the survey were as follows: 
(i) to study the socio-economic condition of the 
tribal people and the factors responsible for 
their poverty; 
(ii) to study the tribal methods of farming in relation 
to their natural and cultural environment; 
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( iii) to study their handicrafts and cottage industries 
as a supplementary source of income; 
(iv) to study the existing marketing conditions for 
the agricultural and forest produce, herhal 
medicines etc., ana the finished products of the 
cottage industries; 
(v) to study the means of transport in tribal areas; 
(vi) to study the incidence of literacy among the tribals 
and its impact on agriculture; 
(vii) to study their settlement patterns and house 
types; and 
(viii) to study the attitudes of tribal people towards 
different types of tribal welfare programmes 
and to visualize the techniques of development 
programmes most suited to them. 
The survey was conducted in January, February, 
June and September^1985. Field investigations were carried 
out from Shahdol in different tribal areas of the three 
districts of the region, namely, Sidhi, Shahdol and 
Surguja. From each district at least six villages were 
selected for the survey. The selection of the villages 
was done on considerations of nearness or remoteness of the 
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villages from towns and roads or railway lines. 
Predominance of tribals in the population^situation with 
respect to the forest etc. which detennine the communicability 
and accessibility of these areas and the extent of 
contracts the tribals have with non-tribals. For the 
purpose of survey, the techniques used during the 
investigations were observations, interviews, and enquiries 
on the basis of a structured schedule. The data collected 
has been processed through various statistical methods 
such as averages^, percentages, standard deviation etc. 
The Government records and other published work available 
have also been consulted in order to make the study 
comprehensive. 
The present work deals with the tribal habitat. 
The subject matter is discussed under three heads, 
'Physical Basis', 'The Economic Base',and'Tribal Population 
and Welfare'. The physical basis of the region is discussed 
in six chapters. The first chapter is 'Historical 
Background', dealing with the ups and downs during four 
periods of its history, namely ancient, mediaeval, 
pre-independence and post-independence eras. In the 
second chapter, relief, geology and mineral resources of 
the region are discussed. The third chapter deals with 
the climate of the region and the fourth chapter throws 
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light on its drainage system. The patterns of flora 
and fauna are discussed in the fifth chapter and the 
sixth and last chapter deals with soils and agricultural 
lands of the region and the problem of soil erosion. 
The second section i.e.'The Economic Base' 
comprises the seventh, eight and ninth chapters.' Economic 
Status of Tribals' describes various economic activities 
of tribals ,in brief. The eighth chapter entitled 
'Agriculture' discusses the methods of tribal cultivation 
and livestock rearing and songs, dances and festivals 
relating to the various agricultural operations. The 
ninth chapter is on 'Cottage Industry' and analyses the 
problem of the revival of the dying handicrafts and cottage 
industries based on local resources and labour. This 
chapter also discusses different kinds of markets, 
marketing of agricultural and forest produce, tribal 
weights and measures and the monopoly exercised by non-
tribal traders. This chapter also describes the transport 
system of the region and its impact on the tribal way 
of life. 
The third section 'Tribal Population and Welfare' 
comprises the tenth and eleventh chapters. The tenth 
chapter, 'Tribal Villages and Settlements', analyses 
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patterns, distribution and growth of the tribal population. 
It also examines economic, social, and cultural character-
istics of the tribal people. The chapter further deals 
with tribal villages, settlements, house types and material 
used in the construction of houses. The eleventh chapter, 
'Tribal Welfare', describes the attitude of the 
Government since colonial times in respect of tribal 
welfare. It also contains a detailed account of the 
Integrated Tribal Development Programmes (ITDPs) relating 
to the tribal areas of Baghelkhand, In this chapter 
suggestions have also been made for the improvement of the 
socio-economic condition of the tribals of the region. 
Field studies have indicated that there has been 
an unplanned and haphazard progress in the region. There 
is need for the formulation of a national policy on the 
development of agriculture ±n the forested, hilly and 
rugged terrain of tribal dominated areas. Side by side, 
tribal handicrafts and cottage industry should also be 
developed for their socio-economic uplift. 
The conclusion deals with the crux of the tribal 
problem which is essentially one of the requirements of 
food and other necessities of life, for which the tribals 
mainly depend on forest resources and agricultural produce. 
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The present researcher realises that there may 
be some shortcomings in the thesis. This was because 
of paucity of data. There have also been some difficulties 
due to the vast extent of the region under study. Isolation, 
remoteness and inaccessibility have been other limiting 
factors. In spite of the best efforts on his part, it has 
not been possible to cover all aspects of the tribal 
economy of Baghelkhand. 
The present thesis is a modest attempt at 
suggesting solutions to the problems facing the Baghelkhand 
tribals. There is room for further research in this area 
of studies. However, the author has described the life 
style of the tribals of the region, the understanding 
of which, it is hoped, would be of some help to the 
planners. 
PART I 
PHYSICAL BASIS 
CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
In the Baghelkhand region a sequential historical 
development may be seen which has resulted from the changing 
relations between physical, biotic and cultural 
environments from the remotest antiquity of the palaeolithic 
age to the present scientific and technological era. The 
ijistorical events which have taken place are intimately 
linked with the evolution of the tribal life, both of which 
are subject to the contemporary socio-economic and political 
conditions of the region. Baghelkhand has experienced four 
such broad periods representing varying degrees of 
historical change i) the Ancient period, ii) the Mediaeval 
period, iii) the Pre-Independence period, and iv) the 
Post-Independence period, 
ANCIENT PERIOD 
The cultural evolution of the region can be traced 
back to very early times. In 1866-68 A.D., Carlyle 
discovered a large number of pigmy flints of the neolithic 
age in Rewa. Archaeological remnants give certain clues 
regarding the earliest life of man in the region. The 
microliths, polished stone, celts, choppers or chopping 
tools, pebble tools, hand axes and rock drawings depicting 
wild animals, hunting spears and bows and arrows, hunting 
scene etc. found in the Son valley, Kaimur ranges and a 
few scattered localities in the south indicate the level 
of palaeolithic life in this tract. These archaeological 
remains present a process of the evolution of the manner 
of life and economy which man achieved through a gradual 
utilization of the resources with the increasing 
necessities of life. 
The early settlers had to live in an inhospitable 
environment. They had to depend on whatever nature offered 
effortlessly. Besides Rewa, in Son Valley and Kaimur 
Ranges, rock painting and engravings have also been 
discovered in the Ambikapur in Surguja district 
and stone- bone pot-sherds have been obtained in several 
of the rock shelters. These telics found alongwith the 
paintings have been found useful for the study of the 
material culture of the people inhabiting the rock shelters, 
Bajpai establishes the date of earliest paintings sometime 
about 6000 B.C. 
Kayastha, S.L, and Mishra, S.N., "Growth of Tribal 
iiconomy and Impact of Modern Economic Development 
on Tribal Economy and Society in Sonpur Region, 
U.P.'*» National Geographical Journal of India, 
Vol.l5i, Parts 2-3, 1968, pp. 128-132. 
Bajpai, K.JJ). , The Geographiqa-l Encyclopaedia of 
Ancieri't and Medieval India, Part I, Varanasi, 
1967, pp.1-8. 
o 
The last paintings, in terms of time, may be 
ascribed to 8th to gth century A.D. Thus, it appears 
that long before the advent of Rigvedic Aryans in the 
Indian subcontinent, the areas coming under the purview 
of the present study were occupied by people who had 
developed a culture of their own. The aspirations and 
cultural attainments of these people have been faithfully 
reflected in the rock paintings and in the discovery of 
various objects from the different cultural levels of a 
number of sites. Centres of culture and civilization 
gradually evolved in the valley of the Son river and other 
river valleys. The stone age people first settled in 
these valleys where they found a moderate climate and 
abundant sources of livelihood. Later, chalcolithic people 
made their homes near the banks of the rivers. They found 
the clay of the river banks suitable for pottery and for 
cultivation. In course of time, important cities like 
Saubhagayapur, Kakaredica etc. sprang up on the banks of 
Son river and left their mark on the history of ancient 
•5 
India. 
3 Pali Text Society. Vol.I,213; IV, 
252, 256, 260. 
't 
The early history of Baghelkhand region is 
extremely obscure. Historical evidence points out that 
the region was split up into a nximber of tracts inhabitated 
by Dravadian tribes - Gonds, Kols, Baigensetc. These 
tribes were organised under their respective chiefs and 
were in perpetual internecine wars with one another. 
Some 1700 years ago, they were attacked by jRakel Hajputs 
from Kundri in Palamau District and subjugated. Records, 
anecodotes, and travel accounts show that prior to the 
fiaoput occupation of the central part of India in the 
12th century A,D., the tribes were owners of land and 
4 
property and were rulers in most parts of the region. 
The early Buddhist books, the Mahabharat, the Ramayana 
and the Puranas, all have been related this region 
with the Haihaya, Kalachuri or Chedi clans. Nothing 
definite is known of the rise of these clans, but the fact 
that they employ in their dated records an era of which 
the initial year corresponds to A,D.249 points to their 
having become a tribe of local importance somewhere about 
the third century. Their original habitat has always 
Brett, E.A.D.E., Central Province Gazetteers, 
Bombay, 1909, p.227. 
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been on the Narbada, with Mahishmati or Maheshwar as 
their capital town. From this position they appear to 
have been driven eastwards and to have finally acquired 
Kalinjar, where Krishna Chedi is said to have slain an 
evil-minded king who practised cannibalism. With this 
stronghold as a base, they gradually extended their 
dominions over what is now known as Baghelkhand. During 
the fourth and fifth centuries,the Gupta dynasty of 
Magadh was paramount over this region, as is shown by the 
records of the feudatory chiefs of the Uchhakalpa family 
5 
and the Parivrajaka Rajor of Kho. In one of these 
records the king is stated to have sought to give 
prosperity to the kingdom of Dahala together with the 
eighteen forest kingdoms. Special interest attaches to 
the term forest kingdoms, as it is also employed by 
Samudra Gupta in the Allahabad pillar inscription, when 
detailing his conquests; it refers no doubt to the chiefs 
of this region, some of whom may possibly have been 
Haihayas. In the sixth century,the Kalacheria must have 
become the ruling clan of some importance, as the Badami 
king Manglisa records his victory over Budha Varman Kalchuri 
5 ibid. 
6 ibid. 
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of Chedi. and the Birhat Sanhita, written during the 
same period, mentions the Chaidyas as an important central 
Indian tribe. During the later part of the seventh 
.century the Kalachuris rapidly acquired the sovereignty 
of the whole tract which came to be called after them 
Ghedidesa or the land of the Chedis. Their chief stronghold 
was Kalinjir. During this period the Chandelas were 
rising to power in Bundelkhand, the Parmars in Malwa, the 
Rashtrakutas in Kanauj, and the Chalukyas in Gujarat and 
southern India. The records of these clans refer to many 
of their contests and alliances. The Kalacharis received 
their first blow at the hand of the Chandela chief 
Gosovarma (925-55), who seized the fort of Kalinjar and 
its surrounding district, he and his successors assuming 
thenceforth the ancient Kalachuri title of 'Lord of 
Kalinjar' . The Kalachuris wer^ e still* however, a powerful 
tibe and continued to hold most of their possessions 
7 
until the twelfth century; 
Imperial Gazetteer of India. 1908, 
Vol.VI, p.23. 
MEDIEVAL PERIOD 
It is not quite certain when the Baghels 
established themselves in liiis region. After the advent 
of Mohammadans, the power of the Kalcuris was broken and 
the country fell to the, Bhass, Chauhans, Sengars, Gonds, 
and other clans. There is no proof that the Baghelas 
entered the region before the tenth century, after the 
destruction of their kingdoms in Gujarat by Ulugh Khan 
in 926 A.D. From this time onward the history of the 
country become that of Rewa State. 
The Rewa chiefs claim to be Vaghela Rajputs, 
tracing their descent from the Chalukya or Solanki rulers 
of Anahila-Pataka. Baghelkhand was named after the ruling 
house of Rewa. It was, however, known to the Mohammadan 
q 
historians^ as Bhata or Bhatgora. 
Lavanprasada of the village Udyaghrapalli or 
Vagela (Gujarat) was the governor of Udyagiri and Vidisha 
under the rulers of Anhila-Pataka. From the state records 
of Rewa, it appears that Viradhavala, the son of the 
8 ibid., pp.187-188. 
9 Luard, G.E., Rewah State Gazetteer, 
Vol.4, p.8. 
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Lavanprasada, migrated to Marpha,27 km nor th -eas t of 
Kalanjara j in 631 A.H. or 1233-34 A.D. He -was succeeded 
by his e ldes t son, Karandeva who married the daughter of 
the Kalachuri ru l e r of Ratanpur and received the Bandogarh 
f o r t as dowry, Karandeva moved from Marpha and es tabl i shed 
himself a t Bandogarh. 
The e a r l i e s t h i s t o r i c a l reference to a Vaghela 
Chief of Rewa per ta ins to the region of Bahlol Lodi 
(1451-89). The Vaghela chief a t the time was Raja Bhira 
o r Bhaira and he a s s i s t ed Hussain Shah of Jaunpur against 
Bahlol Lodi. Raja Bhir i s said to have offered a l l eg iance 
to Sinkandar Lodi (1489-.1517)» who at tacked Bandogarh during 
the reign of Saiivahana Vaghela, but fa i led to capture i t , 
11 and l a t e r sacked the coxintry as far as Banda. 
Saiivahana was succeeded by his son Virasimha 
about 1500, ae was on good terms with Sikandar Lodi. 
According to the Akbarnama of Abul Fazal , he gave asylum 
to Aman Das who l a t e r became famous as Sangram Shah, the 
1 2 
fa ther - in- law of the celebrated Durgavati , Virasimha i s 
10 
1 1 Elliot, The History of India as told by its 
own historians, Vol.4t P»346. 
1 2 ibid., Vol.6, p.32. 
t h e 'Narasimha ' who was mentioned by Babur a s a s s i s t i n g 
Rana Sangramasimha a t t h e b a t t l e of Kanwah (March 16,1527) 
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w i t h 4,000 horsemen,^ He l a t e r r ece ived t h e Bhata 
. t e r r i t o r i e s as Nankar j a g i r (maintenance g r a n t ) from 
Babur. 
During the r e i g n of Akbar, t h e Baghelkhand r e g i o n 
f e l l p a r t l y i n t h e Bhatghora and p a r t l y i n the Ka lan ja ra 
IS S a r k a r of the Allahabad Subha, Maharaja Ram Chandra 
Vaghel of Bandogarh i s s a i d t o have p re sen ted h i s c e l e b r a t e d 
1 6 
c o u r t mus ic ian Tansen Kaiawant to the Mughal Emperor Akbar. 
Aurangzeb i s s a i d to have s e p a r a t e d t h e d i s t r i c t s round 
Rewa from Bhatgora and brought them t o g e t h e r under 
Ka l an j a r a S a r k a r , 
PEE-INDEPENDENCE PERIOD 
During the p re - independence p e r i o d , between 
the r e g i o n 
17th cen tu ry and second h a l f of the 18th c e n t u r y , / w a s swept 
over r e p e a t e d l y by the Mara thas , This pe r iod was marked by 
13 E r s k i n , B a b a r ' s Memories, p . 3 6 0 . 
14 The Rewah S t a t e Records - The A d m i n i s t r a t i v e 
S e c t i o n . 
15 Blochman, A i n - i - A k b a r i . Y o l . 2 , pp .157-166 . 
16 Census of I n d i a . 1951, V o l . 1 6 , P a r t I , 
(Vindhya P r a d e s h ) , p p . 1 1 - 1 3 . 
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wide settlement and colonization in the hitherto 'jungle 
areas'. Many non-tribal Hindu castes, famous for their 
agricultural pursuits, like the Ahirs and Kurmis, came and 
17 
settled there. As is the general process, the tribais 
were either pushed out or they themselves withdrew where 
they could maintain their cultural identity and way of 
life unruffled; though it was hard upon them as the 
resources of sustenance becomes scarcer with increasing 
elevation and inaccessibility. Some of the tribes, however 
learnt, techniques of cultivation and other traits of 
Hindu culture. The tribal habitats are the most unaccesaible 
and unpromising areas of the region with unhealthy tracts 
of very uneven and rugged terrain, thin and stony soils 
and widespread jungles. The entire region is a tangled 
mass of hills and plains. Because of its hilly and 
inaccessible nature, the Baghelkhand plateau of Central 
India is a saferplace than the plains and has also been 
the land of promise as a sanctuary for a number of local 
rulers and patriots who could defy the foreign powers and 
main bain their independence for a major part of historical 
paF t. As such, when the region came under the British 
l i 
r u l e , i t remained both under them d i r e c t l y and a l so as 
congeries of pe t ty s t a t e s of varying dimensions, the 
B r i t i s h being the paramount power. 
After the disturbances of 1857, a p o l i t i c a l 
o f f i ce r was at tached to the Rewa Darbar, and was a t the 
same time put in charge of the minor holdings of Maihar, 
Nagod Sohawat, and Kathi , In 1862 th i s of f icer was 
withdrawn a t the request of the Rewa Durbar and these 
s t a t e s were placed under a p o l i t i c a l agent in Bundelkhand. 
In 1871 Baghelkhand was put in charge of a separate 
o f f i c e r with his headquarters a t Satna. In I896, the 
s t a t e s of Baraunda, Jaso and the f ive Chaube Jag i r s were 
t ransferred from Bundelkhand to Baghelkhand, Rewa alone 
was held under a t r e a t y , the remaining s t a t e s and e s t a t e s 
being Sanad holdings. All t r a n s i t dues in the Agency 
were abol ished. 
The p o l i t i c a l agent exerc ise the usual general 
supervis ion over the a f f a i r s of the s t a t e s , and in the 
case of a l l but Rewa,personally dea l t with crimes of 
heinous charac te r . In the por t ion of the Jhansi Railway 
which was in the es ta tes of Pahara and Taraon, the 
p o l i t i c a l agent exercised the powers of a D i s t r i c t Magistrate 
and a court of sessions. The agency surgeon supervised 
medical arrangements. 
While the actual administrative units were the 
states and estates in the Agency, its political control 
remained with the Government of India, working through 
its political offices. The political charges, which were 
formed before I891, have been described in the I891 census 
reports as 'artificial' and unstable, for these were 
'merely convenient groupings of states' with a view to 
exerting control by the political officers. Again, it was 
pointed out that the various states of the Agency 
intermingled in such a manner that one state often had 
19 possession in several political charges. The adjustment 
of internal areas became a matter of great difficulty in 
view of the lack of a complete survey, desire to inflate 
the size of possessions and the frequent omission in state 
survey of the areas of feudatories and of wastes and 
forest lands, The census reports of 1931, however, claim 
some amount of accuracy or trustworthiness of returns 
20 for Central India. 
18 Census of India.1921. Vol.18, Part 1, pp.1-2. 
19. Luard, Census of India. 1911, Vol.17, 'Central 
India Agencies Report and Tables, pp.1-2. 
20 Census of India. 1931, Vol.20, Part I, pp.1-2. 
The process of change continued. After the 
census of 1931, the Bundelkhand and Baghelkhand Agencies 
21 
were amalgamated into one charge. 
Ultimately, the system of treating the political 
charges as units was abandoned. In its place, every state 
with a population of 16,000 and above was shown as an 
22 
independent unit. 
These administrative divisions were a legacy 
from the first quarter of the nineteenth century and they 
continued for more than a decade from 1931. Thus in the 
census of 1941, Central India was almost a crazy network 
of princely states, each under a hereditary ruler and a 
self-sufficient world within itself. 
The historico-cultural development in the region 
since pre-historic period to the present has been the 
result of the changing physical, biotic and cultural 
environments. Prom the study it is obvious that the 
historical events that have taken place in this region 
21 Census of India. 1931, Vol.20, Part I, pp.1-2. 
22 ibid., pp.4-5. 
23 Census of India. 1951, Vol.15, Part I-A. 
Report, Madhya Bharat and Bhopal. 
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have had a powerful impact on the evolution of the tribal 
life stages which has been influenced by the socio-
economic and cultural environment which has been changing 
rapidly under the pressure of circumstances. 
Districts Sidhi and Shahdol of Baghelkhand Agency 
were part of Vindhya Pradesh. This State was formed in 
1948 by the Union of 34 States of the Bundelkhand and 
Baghelkhand Political Agencies of Central India and the 
State of the Gwalior Presidency, i.e., Khanniadhana, 
after the integration and transfer of the enclaves, on 
March 1, 19517 The Surguja district was part of Madhya 
Bharat^ which started on its career on the May 28, 1948 
and the Constitution of India gave the State the status 
of a Part B State?^ 
The post-independence structure of the State of 
Indian Union is partly the result of accident and 
circumstances attending the growth of the British power in 
India and partly a by-product of the historic process of 
the integration of former Indian States. The map of the 
24 Census of India 1951, Vol.16, Part I, 
Vindhya Pradesh'. 
25 Report, Madhya Bharat and Bhopal, Vol.15, 
Part I^A, 1951. 
2 6 Report of the S t a t e s R e o r g a n i z a t i o n Commission 
1955, p . 1 . 
];. 
territories annexed and directly ruled by the British 
was not shaped by any rational or scientific planning but 
mainly by the military, political or administrative 
exigencies of the time. The necessity of reorganization 
o f provinces on a rational basis was pointed out even by 
the authors of the Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms, 
1918,' The Indian Statutory Commission of 1930 also 
upheld the same opinionf 
Immediately after Independence, a revolutionary 
change came over in the former princely States with 
dramatic speed. In addition to factors like linguistic 
and ethnic homogeniety or historical tradition, the 
compulsion of certain dynamic urges of the time necessiated 
quick decisions. 
Madhya Pradesh of 1951 was a composite State 
(Madhya Bhairat, Bhopal and Vindhya Pradesh). The people 
of the eight Marathi-speaking districts^ became vociferous 
27 Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms, 
1918, P a r a . 5 9 . 
28 Report of I n d i a n , The I n d i a n S t a t u t o r y 
Commission, V o l , I I , Para 25, 
2 9 The E igh t Mara th i - speak ing d i s t r i c t s a r e as 
f o l l o w s , v i z . , 1) Buldana, 2) Akola, 
3) Amaravat i , 4) Yeotmala, 5) Vardha, 
6) Nagpur, 7) Bhandara and 8) Chanda. 
Of t h e s e Akola, Amaravat i , Buldana and 
Yeotmala were i n B e r a r , 
lo 
i n demanding the separation o f these areas. It was part 
of Mahavidarbha Movement,the origin of which can be traced 
back to igo5. But though the States Reorganization 
•50 Commission recommended the creation of the Vidarbha State, 
the people of the area ultimately reconciled themselves to 
merging with Maharashtra, the Marathi-speaking State of 
the Indian Union^ 
Along with the question of separation of the 
Marathi-speaking areas, the question of the other Hindi-
speaking units of Central India, namely Vindhya Pradesh, 
Bhopal and Madhya Bharat, naturally arose. The Mahakosal 
Pradeshik Congress Committee suggested the formation of 
a State consisting of the Hindi-speaking areas of the then 
Madhya Pradesh, the Malwa portion of Madhya Bharat and 
the whole of Vindhya Pradesh and Bhopal'; There was little 
doubt, as held by the Commission, that from the point of 
view of Bhopal and Vindhya Pradesh, the advantages of 
30 Reports of the S ta t e s Reorganization 
Commission, 1955, p.125. 
31 Cf. Census of India. I96I, Vol.VIII, Part I-A, 
Reports. 
32 Menon, V.P., The Story of the Integration of 
Indian States, Orient Longmans, Bombay, 
1961, pp.289-92. 
3 3 Reports of the States Reorganization 
Commission, 1955, p.127. 
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becoming an integral part of a richly endowed State 
would more than compensate fojr the initial disadvantages, 
if any. Regarding the Union of Madhya Bharat with Madhya 
Pradesh, the Commission also suggested with equal 
emphasis, that in the long run the formation of bigger 
unit will be desirable^^ 
These facts were widely appreciated. There was 
a remarkable consesus with regard to the formation of a 
large State comprising the Hindi-speaking areas of 
Central India. Accordingly, the Commission recommended 
inclusion of the following areas in the proposed State: 
(a) the 14 districts of residuary Madhya Pradesh, 
(b) the Bhopal State 
(c) the State of Vindhya Pradesh 
(d) Madhya Bharat, except the Sunel enclave 
of the Mandsaur District, and 
(e) the Sironj Sub-division of the Kota 
District of Rajasthan. 
Thxis, the State of Madhya Pradesh was formed on 
November 1, 1956, under the provisions of the States 
Reorganization Act, 1956. The new State became a compact 
34 ibid., p.128. 
unit in spite of the observation that boundaries are 
still arbitrary and in places fantastic. It was 
appropriately' named Madhya Pradesh^ 36 
The Census of India 19^1, Vol.Vill, Part I-A 
Reports, gives the names of following 43 districts and 
7 division into which the State of Madhya Pradesh is now 
divided: 
Division 
A. Gwalior 
B. Rewa 
G. Indore 
District 
D. Bhopal 
1, Morena, 2. Bhind, 3. Gwalior 
4. Datia, 5. Shivpuri, 6, Guna 
1. Tikamgarh, 2. Chhatarpur, 3. Panna, 
4. Satna, 5. fiewa, 6. Shahdol, 7. Sidhi 
1. Mandsaur (Mandasor), 2. Ratlam, 
3. Ujjain, 4. Jhabua, 5. Dhar, 
6. Indore, 7. Dewas, 8. West Nimar 
(Khargone), 9. East Nimar (Khandwa) 
1. Shajpur, 2. Rajgarh, 3. Vidisha, 
4. Sehore, 5. Eaisen, 6. Hoahangabad, 
7. Betul 
35 Spate, I.H.K., India and Pakistan, p.565. 
56 Reports of the States Reorganization Commission, 
1955, p.132. 
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B, Jabalpur 
F. Bilaspur 
1. Sagar, 2. Damoh, 5. Jabalpur, 
4. Narsinghpur (Narsimhapur), 
5. Mandla, 6, Chhindwara, 7. Seoni, 
8. Balaghat 
1. Surguja, 2. Bilaspur, 3. Baigarh 
G. Kaipur 1. Durg, 2. fiaipur, 3 . Bastar 
Thus, the Baghelkhand region i a now par t of 
Madhya Pradesh, comprising the d i s t r i c t s of S idh i , 
Shahdol and Surguja. 
CHAPTEK II 
PHYSICAL SiiTTII^ } 
iNo realistic understanding of the tribes of 
Baghelkhand region and their culture is possible unless 
it is recognized that the surface of the earth undergoes 
changes independently of human activity. To give a 
background for the understanding of present day relationships 
between these tribes and their environment, this chapter 
deals with the physical conditions of this area which 
affect the tribes and their culture either directly or 
indirectly. 
The Baghelkhand region is located in northeastern 
Madhya Pradesh and includes the districts of Sidhi, 
Shahdol and Surguja (Fig.2.1). This region,with a large 
tribal population, lags far behind in socio-economic 
development as compared with other parts of the State, 
Baghelkhand belongs to the mesolevel Vindhyan-
Baghelkhand region of India where the process of modenn 
economic development has recently been accelerated. This 
Singh, L.R. (ed.), India; A Regional Geography, 
N.G.S.I., Varanasi, 1972, pp.622-648. 
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region lies between 22°21 ' to 24°2rN and 81°20' to 84°22'E 
and covers an area of 46,897 sq. km with a tribal 
population of 1_,843,279 according to the Census of India, 
I98I. The tribes - Baiga, Bhumia, Gonds, Kols, Kawar, 
Oraon etc. constitute about 46.50 per cent of the region's 
total population of 5.96 million. 
Baghelkhand may be described in general terms as 
a secluded basin. On the east of the Maikal plateau and 
north of the Chattisgarh Basin lie two important coal 
basins of lower Gondwana age - Sohagpur Basin in the west 
and burguja Basin in the east, separated by Deogarh Hills. 
The rim of the Surguja Basin consists of Archean 
metamorphic rocks in the east, of coarse sandstone of the 
Upper Gondwana rocks in the north and isolated flat topped 
mesas with laterite cappings, locally known as "pats''^  
rise above the floor of the basin (Fig.2.2). The Mainpat 
(1,152 m), however, stands in the south of the basin. 
The Jamirpat in the east represents a penneplain at an 
elevation of about 1,000 m, above which isolated monact 
rocks rise another 200 m. On the north,the Deogarh Hills 
formed by Gondwana sandstone are considerably dissected 
and all the rivers which flow northwards across this 
region appear to be of superposed type. The Rihand is a 
2 
tyrical example. 
Government of India, The National Atlas of India, 
Plate 3.2» National Atlas Organisation, 
Ministry of Education, I968. 
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f\ .' 2 
Gi:.OLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES 
A. Geology 
The geological formations found in Baghelkhand 
region are represented by the Archaeans including 
schistose and granitoid rocks (Fig.2.5). '^iie belt of 
Bidhi-Shahdol-Surguja includes older metamorphics-
metamorphic rocks generally called Sidhi Group or Sidhi 
granite, gneiss and granite of Surguja and Shahdol 
districts. A description of these groups is being given 
in the following paragraphs. 
Sidhi Group 
In Sidhi area the Archaeans are represented by 
older metamorphics and Sidhi Group with an intervening 
unconformity. The older metajnorphics comprise different 
varieties of basic schists traversed by basic intrusives, 
granites and quartz veins. The Sidhi Group consists of 
banded haematite and magnetite-quartzites, phyllites, 
and orthoquartzites. The older metamorphics have undergone 
metamorphism of green schist facics, whereas the overlying, 
Sidhi Group, exhibits very low grade metamorphism. 
The rocks are tightly folded into isoclinal folds, 
plunging either east-northeast or west-southwest. Both 
compressional and shear folding have affected the area. 
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Shahdol Group 
In Shahdol area the main rock types are 
Ghloritetalc schists, hornblende-schists, banded magnetite-
jasperquartzites,phyllites associated with epidorite 
bands and dolomites, probably of Dharwarian age. The 
general strike direction varies from northeast-southwest 
to west-northwest-east-southeast. 
The area presents a complex structural history 
with a number of asymmetrical folds, faults and fractures, 
including probably a thrust affecting all rock formations. 
In this ^ rea the Archaeans are represented by 
older metamorphics and granite intrusives. The older 
metamorphics include slates, phyllites, mica-schists and 
quartzites. The granitoids consist of granite-gneiss, 
granodiorites, pegmatites, aplites and quartz veins. 
The metasediments of the area form a belt of 
ov^ erturned folds, the fold axes trending east-west. In 
the vicinity of Bhilai-Dhorpur area of Surguja district, 
the fold axes are in west northwest-east southeast and 
northwest-southeast. Along the anticlinal axes of these 
cross folds there are plutons of granite and granodiorites, 
and in the synclinal parts there are minor intrusives of 
granite porphyry and quartz veins. 
The Gondwana sediments in this region occupy a 
large continuous patch and are divided into Taichir, 
Barkar, Panchet, and Mahadeva. 
Talchirs 
These overlie the Archaens unconformably along 
the margins of Ramkola and Bisrampur coalfields in 
Surguja district and comprise boulder beds, sandstone 
and shales. These are also noticed at Jhilmili and 
Sohagpur areas in Surguja and Shahdol districts respectively, 
The Umaria marine bed succeeds the Talchirs with a slight 
unconformity and is found underlying the coal-bearing 
Barakars. The marine bed 3 metre thick consisting of 
sandstone and clays are noticed near Umaria, Annuppur 
and Manendragarh. It is fossiliferous and includes the 
remains of Spiriferina. Retcularia, and a few gastropods. 
Barkars 
The Barkars are represented by sandstone, shale 
and coal seams as noticed in Bisrampur, Lakhanpur, 
Jhilmili and Sohagpur areas. Many workable deposits of 
coal are found in them. 
2S 
Panchets 
These are divided into Parsora and Tiki Formations. 
The Parsora Formation consists of fine-grained ferruginous 
shales associated with felspathic sandstone and is well 
developed at Parsora village near Sohagpur. Tiki Formation 
comprises sandstone with clay balls, noticed 65 km 
northeast of Parsora. It is fossiliferous and shows 
remains of Labrynthodonts. 
Mahadevas 
These are well developed in Bisrampur and Sonhat 
areas and consist of grits, shales and pebbly conglomerate 
with sandstone. 
Jabalpurs 
These a r e n o t i c e d to the West of Sohagpur a r e a , 
c o n s i s t i n g of s h a l e s and f e l s p a t h i c sands tone c h a r a c t e r i s e d 
by t h e p resence of p l a n t f o s s i l s . 
STRUCTURE 
In Gondwana Coal Measures, the preservation of 
the coal as well as associated sediments is mainly due to 
the trough faulting. Echelon type of boundary faults 
between Gondwanas and Precambrians are noticed in each 
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coalfield. The G-ondwanas of this region are also 
traversed by a series of faults,as noticed in Bisrampur 
and Lakhanpur areas. In Sohagpur area dykes and silts 
of basalts belonging to Deccan Trap are noticed intruding 
the G-ondwanas, In Umaria-Karor area, the Talchirs 
exhibit gentle anticlinal structures south-southeast of 
Majhgawan (25°37':80°15'). 
Nimar Sandstone, Bagh Group and Lameta Group 
These rocks which are closely associated with 
each other occur as thin disconnected bodies, mainly 
outskirting the Deccan Trap pile in Shahdol and Surguja 
districts. The Lametas occur mainly in the western part 
of Shahdol and southeastern part of Surguja district. 
These rocks occur below the Deccan Trap pile, the lowest 
flows of which in different places may be of different time, 
and on generally the Archaean metamorphics and granitoids, 
Bijawars and Vindhyans below. 
Deccan Trap 
The lava flows of Gretaceous-Paleocene age is 
collectively named as Deccan Trap and locally in the region 
as Malwa Trap. The Deccan Trap has been a major source 
of bauxite in the region. The development of laterite 
profile due to weathering of the trap rocks in Surguja 
3.J 
district has resulted in. the formation of bauxite bodies. 
Agate which forms amygdules is worked on a very small scale 
for ornamental purposes. Chalcopyrite and native copper 
found in the trap rocks are too low in concentration to 
be economically workable. It is also a major source of 
good road metal and stone chips and- is being extensively 
used. 
Inter-Trappean Beds 
The successive sheets of lava in various places 
are separated by sedimentary deposits comprising irregular 
patchy bodies of cherts, impure siliceous limestones, 
clays and pyroclastic materials, which have been called 
Inter Trappean beds. Sometimes they include substsuatial 
amount of volcanic detritus and may be composed almost 
entirely of such material. -Xhese beds generally vary in 
width from 0.5 m to 5.0 m and are of variable but not 
extensive horizontal extent though at a few places they 
occur as thin streaks or even upto 5.0 m thickness. 
Sometimes they occur as small insignificant streaks or 
patches. These Inter-Trappeans are found to contain at 
places fossil shells of Gastropods, Lamelibranches and 
plant remains. These beds are of fresh water origin. In 
the region the Inter-Troppean beds are seen to concentrate 
3i 
in the lower part of the trap pile. These Inter-Trappean 
beds yield plant and animal fossils which are largely . 
considered to be of Tertiary age. 
Because of impure nature of the Inter-Trappean 
beds, they are not of much economic significance. Tests 
on Red Bole and clay horizon have so far failed to show 
presence of any significant deposits of potash. 
Alluvial Deposits 
The alluvial deposits of the Son valley, contain 
the Older Alluvium of the Middle Pleistocene age. Variation 
in the age of the alluvial deposits is shown by alluvial 
terraces. The hard cemented gravels contain rich 
concentration of vertebrate fossils, mainly belonging to 
Proboscidia, Boviidae, Suidae, Equidae etc. Stone 
artifacts are also common in "the gravel beds. The sand 
gravel beds form prolific aquifers whose average thickness 
is generally 30 metres. 
B. Mineral Resources 
The widely distributed Archaean and Gondwana 
rocks of the Baghelkhand region contain a variety of minerals, 
Geological Survey of India, Geology and Mineral 
Resources of the States of India. Miscellaneous 
Publications, No.50, Part XI, Madhya Pradesh, 
1976, pp.6-26. 
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For instance, the region contains more than '84.1 per cent 
of coal reserves (144,467 million tonnes) of the state 
or 15f4 per cent of that of the country. Similarly, 
15.7 per cent estimated reserves of bauxite and 21.0 
per cent clays of the state are confined within this 
plateau. Besides^sizable reserves of limestone, corundum, 
corundum sillimanite and fluouspar are also known to be 
there. It is worth mentioning that the plateau accounts 
for Rs.227.74 million in 1971 i.e., about 34.0 per cent 
of the State's mineral output which works at about 4.5 
per cent of the covuitry's total volume of mineral output. 
But most of the produced minerals are exported, and 
therefore, they have hardly made any contribution to the 
economic and industrial development of this region. 
Economic activities related to them are limited to mining 
and export. It is ironic that the Amarkantak Thermal 
Power Station, one of the three large power stations of 
the State, with a generating capacity of 110 Megawatts was 
commissioned during the Third Five Year Plan near Shahdol, 
but only 5.9 per cent of the villages could be electrified 
and the generating capacity of this power station has 
since gone upto 240 Megawatts. 
Among the important metallic minerals of the 
region are iron-ore, bauxite and manganese. Iron-ore 
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occurs in the Bijawar rocks of Gopudbanas and Singrauli 
tahsils in lateritic form with a metal content of 
55 per cent. However, the ore does not occur in large 
quantity at any one place. Hence it has not been 
exploited on a commercial scale. Presently, local ores 
are being used for the manufacture of agricultural 
implements and articles of domestic use. Mining is being 
carried on in open pits with an average production of 
50 to 6o thousand tonnes. Most of the bauxite mined is 
being used in the manufacture of firebricks, pottery, 
sanitary pipes etc. and is exported too. At Amarkantak, 
its quarrying has been taken up recently by the Birlas. 
The ore of the saucer shaped basin here contains nearly 
60 per cent of alumina. It is mostly exported to 
Renukut for the Hindalco Factory. Mangnese and copper 
deposits have recently been located in Gandhigram area 
in Sidhi District. Limestone, building stone and clay-ore 
are the principal non-metallic minerals of the Upper Son 
Basin. The region is famous for its limestone which 
spreads from one end of the Son trough to the other. 
Its important mining centres are Jukehi and Kymore. The 
Vindhyan limestone and sandstone are widely used for 
making flooring tiles and as roof and wall materials. 
Clay is widely found in Shahdol district with silicate 
3 / 
content well above 60 per cent. It is extensively 
quarried and is used for making refractory, structural, 
domestic and electrical goods. Baryta is found at 
Andhiyar-Khoh, Bharra (Sidhi district) in dolometic 
limestone belonging to Bijawar series. It is mostly used 
in the manufacture of printing ink, paints, gramophone 
records, linoleum etc. Corundum is being mined at Waidhan 
in Singrauli Tahsil. Besides^ sillimanite, mica, gallium, 
beryl, pegmatite etc. have also been recently located 
in this region. 
Among the fossil fuels, coal is the only mineral 
found in the region. Major coal producing field of the 
1 2 
region are: i) the Umaria Korar field with its mining 
centre at Umaria, ii) the Johilla field (Eastern and 
Western) with its mining centres at Birsinghpur Pali and 
4 
J^ 'owrozabad respectively, iii) 'the Sohagpur field with its 
mining centres at Burhar, Nargada-Hari-Dafai colliery 
town, Kotma and Bijuri, and iv) the Singrauli field with 
it mining centre at Singrauli. The Singrauli coalfield 
1 The production of coal during 1971-75 was 
estimated as 
2 80 million tonnes in the Umaria Korar tila 
5 80 million tonnes 
4 40 million tonnes 
5 1853 million tonnes 
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produced nearly 20 per cent of the total coal of the 
region during 1971-73 and the Sohagpur field nearly 
5 per cent in the same period. Mines are partly 
mechanised but the coal being of inferior quality^ mining 
is never intensive. The Sohagpur coalfield contains 
some coolcing coal, the cooking properties of which 
increase from west to east. All collieries of the region 
are located close to the Katni-Bilaspur railway line, and 
more than 80 per cent of the production is exported. 
Singrauli coalfield has recently come in the picture of 
coal production and is growing fast with the completion 
of the Katni-Bilaspur railway line. Reserves of first 
grade coal have been estimated to be about 29 million 
tonnes in Nawanagar field alone. The field is being 
exploited by the National Coal Development Corporation 
(WCDC) over an area of 1090 hectares: 
Srivastava, V.K., 'Mining Economy in the 
Upper Son Basin', Uttar Bharat Bhoosol 
Patrika, Vol.VI, No.2, December 1970, 
pp.32-42. 
CHAPTER III 
CLIMATE 
The region has a typical monsoon type of climate. 
The scorching heat of May is modified, in places, by 
extensive floral cover. The region, according to 
Thornthwaits first classification, falls in the Tropical 
Thermal Belt showing a Thermal Efficiency Index of about 
150, whereas the Precipitation Effectiveness Index of the 
region is 45> which gives it a grassland type character. 
The average distribution of climatic elements with 
respect to time indicates the prevalence of four main 
seasons of unequal duration, dry summer (pre-monsoon 
season), March-May; wet summer (the monsoon season), 
June-September; transitional period (post-monsoon season) 
October, November and winter season (December-February), 
which are marked by distinct characteristics of the weather 
elements. January is the coldest month of the region 
when average monthly temperature is , between 15°C and 
18°C. The condition is almost similar in December but 
February exhibits a rise of 3°-4°C over January, though 
the winter still prevails. During December and January 
the minimum temperature remains well below 5°G and 
occasionally with the sweep of the western disturbances 
3? 
and accompanying cold wajres , it touches 0°C mark. 
Relative humidity, especially in the morning, remains 
high (about 60 per cent) and occasional showers (8,3 cm 
at Shahdol), contributing about 5 per cent to the annual 
precipitation, are also experienced. The gradual 
increase in temperature and fall in •, relative htunidity 
become more pronounced by March as the former takes a 
leap of 5°C or more, while the latter declines by 15-20 
per cent and thus marks the onset of the dry summer 
season. The temperature continues to rise till the third 
week of June when it records maximum temperature above 
40°G, although May records the highest average (31.6-35.7°C) 
and is regarded as the hottest month. In June owing to 
the outburst of the monsoon, the sudden fall of temperature 
by over 10^0 in the later half brings the average 
temperature down. But at ceiftain places, due to low 
humidity and vast expanses of bare rocks, the conditions 
are aggravated so much so that the temperature occasionally 
touches 50°C. Intense heating results in the local and 
short-lived loo and heatwaves. The pre-monsoon showers 
(contributing only about 2.5 per cent to the annvial 
precipitation) are too weak to moderate the temperatures. 
The onset of monsoon by mid-June checks the rise in 
temperature which begins to fall (total fall being around 
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5 0) , though slowly, uptx) September. The period between 
mid-June and September end marks the duration of the 
rainy season. High relative humidity shares over 7 per cent 
Ox the annual precipitation. 
The region receives rainfall from both the 
streams of the summer monsoon, the Bay of Bengal and the 
southwestern branch of the Arabian Sea. The hilly 
topography of the land very much influences the spatial 
distribution of rainfall. The high precipices of the 
amarkantak Plateau and those of the Pats, such as Mainpat 
and Jamir Pat etc. are effective barriers to the 
southeastern stream of monsoon. Consequently, southern 
and southeastern tracts of the region has the heaviest 
rainfall of the region (154 cm at Sitapur). But the 
northern Shahdol and whole of the Sidhi district come in 
the rain-shadow area and receive the lowest rainfall 
(98.3 cm at Deosar and 103 cm at Sohagpur). The amount 
of rainfall slightly increases westward from the Sohagpur 
rainfall depression on account of the deep penetration 
of the south-west Arabian Sea current of monsoon into the 
Hare, K.F., Climatic Classifications. 
London Essays in Geography. 
(London Longmans, Green & Go. 1951), 
pp.111-135. 
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region through the Narmada corridor (Pig.3.1). Kie 
east-west distributional pattern of rainfall in the region 
thus stands in sharp contrast with the north-south 
rainfall pattern of the Indian subcontinent of which this 
region is a part. Particularly the whole of the Sidhi 
district and Beohari tahsil and central part of Sohagpur 
tahsil of Shahdol district form area& of low rainfall 
( <. 110 cm), while the remaining parts of the Shahdol 
district and the entire Surguja district receive heavy 
O 1 1 0 cm) rain. The periodical distribution of rainfall 
in the region is not homogeneous. Most of the rainfall 
(more than 90 per cent) is concentrated during a span 
of three months mid-June to mid-September. Spatial 
pattern of the rainfall in this region is very similar 
to the annual pattern, and ranges from I56.6 cm at Sitapur 
to 85.4 cm at Deosar. Wintei: season contributes 7.0 
per cent and summer only 5.0 per cent of the annual 
rainfall. 
A comparative analysis of the rainfall averages 
for years, ranging between 9 to 59 cm before 1949 and 
for 18 year after 1950, shows that the amount of rainfall 
is gradually decreasing, the fall ranging from 19 cm to 
34 cm. 
41 
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Generally, rainfall begins in the third week 
of June,and by July monsoon spreads all over the region. 
July and August are the rainiest months of the year. 
From September onwards, rainfall decreases gradually. 
Average annual rainy days vary from 58 in Sidhi to 
6 2 in Shahdol and 67 in Surguja. Rainfall intensity 
reaches these three districts 2.3 cm, 2.0 cm and 2.1 cm 
respectively. Monthly distribution of rainy days 
corresponds with the monthly distribution of rainfall, 
rioreover, the duration of rainfall on the rainy days is 
concentrated within only a few hours, causing very great 
run-off,which leads to high intensity of soil erosion. 
The failure of the monsoon in the area has 
become a common feature and rainfall is becoming more and 
more variable. A statistical analysis of rainfall 
variability reveals that the"--years with negative variation 
are more common than those with positive variation. 
The devesting calamities of this negative variation are 
graver and are more enduring. Moreover, the variability 
of rainfall is not homogeneous over time and space. It has been 
negative in 10 years and positive only in 8 years 
over more than half of the area since 1950. 
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The established inter-relationship between 
rainfall amount and variability is not found in this region. 
Spatial variability at places, increases with increasing 
rainfall and vice-versa. These findings stands opposite 
to the views held regarding variability. As regard 
seasonal distribution, winter shows higher variability 
(53.5 per cent) and summer still higher (98.0 per cent) 
while in the rainy season it is below 24.0 per cent. 
Even within a season^wide fluctuations are seen from one 
month to another and hardly any generalization is possible. 
Even then, July and August show least variability. Any 
agricultural development programme, therefore, should 
take account of this nature of rainfall and its variability 
2 in the region. 
Sharma, 3.K., 'The Climate of Baghelkhand 
Plateau: Rainfall and its Variability', 
Uttar Bharat Bhoogol Patrika, Vol.VI, 
No.2, December 1970. 
GHiLPTER IV 
DRAINAGE 
From the very beginning, drainage of the region 
rias exerted a great influence on the location of human 
settlements and on the ways of life of the people living 
there. The main rivers of Baghelkhand on which drainage 
of the region depends are Son, Banas, Bapti, Neur, 
Kanhar, Rer, Hahan etc. There are three drainage systems 
in the region (Fig.4.1). A description of these is being 
given in the following paragraphs. 
SON 
Kiver Son is the largest tributary of the Ganges 
among those coming from the core land of India. It is 
a sacred river, called 'Erannoboas' by the Greek geographers, 
and popularly known as Sonbhadra and Mahanda Son (the 
auspicious Son) etc. 
According to the popularly held belief and 
from a religious point of view, its source is supposed 
to be at a place called Sonkunda (22°-10'N, 80°46'S), 
2.5 km east of the source of Narmada in Amarkantak 
village of Shahdol district. The small rill which trickles 
down a forested hillock here makes a waterfall on the 
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escarpment and joins the-south flowing Arpa river. This 
is not the actual source of the Son. This view is 
further supported by the standard literature available 
about its source. The Imperial Gazetteer of India 
locates its source (22°42'N 82°4'E) about 20 km east 
of the so-called Sonkunda. Similarly, in the Indian 
Empire the source bas been given (22^ 4IK", 82°7'B)? 
about 30 km east of the popularly known one. Besides 
these conformatory statements about the Son's source 
lying some where 20-30 km east of Amarkantak, some 
confusing claims must also be mentioned. In the Imperial 
Gazetteer itself, a nominal source has been indicated 
in the Maikal Hills. Names like Sonmuda and Amarkantak 
plateau has been confused with Amarkantak village and the 
sanctity assigned to the Son has dragged its source near 
the more sacred Narmada. Thu&., concession has been given 
to the commonly held belief due to the lack of research 
into the matter. Actually it rises from the Sonkunda 
near Son Bachhawar village (92°43'N, 82°2'E), 10 km south 
of Pendra in Bilaspur district. Its place of origin is 
1 The Imperial Gazetteer of India. 
Vol.23, p.78. 
2 Martin, M.R., The Indian Empire. Vol.1, 
London, p.475. 
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known as Sonkunda where there are a few Shiva temples 
and an annual religious fair is held. 
The Sonkunda is a saucer shaped natural tank 
surrounded "by three spurs with an average height of 
around 600 m. Three branches of the Son can be identified 
here-one coming from the tank and the other two from 
the surrounding marshy area. All the three join a 
little below the Sonkunda, flow for about 500 m along 
a plain and disappear amidst dense forests. The 
village Son Bachhawar is inhabited by the G-onds who are 
collectors of forest produce and cultivators. It is 
connected with -Pendra by a footpath. 
The Son flows due north and northwest from its 
source and is joined by the Johilla river near Barwatu 
village. It elbows its way to the north-northeast near 
Sarsi and is joined by the Mahanadi just below the tip of 
its famous bend. Flowing further almost straight along 
the Kaimur escarp, it is joined by the Banas at Dembha 
and the Gopad at Burdi. Onward, it descends 250 m to 
a plain where it is joined by the xiihand, the Kanhar and 
the north Koel and after descending another 150 m it joins 
•3 
the Ganga near uamnagar. 
Shrivastava, V.K., 'The Son Basin - A Geographical 
Study', Uttar Bharat Bhoogol Patrika. No.2, 
Vol.6, December I968, pp.6-71. 
4/ 
BAMS. BAPTI AMD NEUR 
These r i v e r s r i s e i n the range of h i l l s which 
s e p a r a t e s Chang Bhakar from Korea, The Banas has i t s 
source i n t h e f o r e s t of mauza B a r a i l and flows westward 
i n t o Kewa,. while the Neur takes a n o r t h e a s t e r l y course 
i n t o the same s t a t e , hut bo th a r e mere h i l l s t reams 
wi th rocky beds and f r equen t rap ids^ q u i t e u n s u i t a b l e 
4 
fo r n a v i g a t i o n ; 
GOPATH AND HA3D0 
The Sonhat plateau forms the watershed of 
streams flowing in three different directions - on the 
west to the river Gopath, vjhich has its source in one 
of the ridges of the Deogarh peaks and divides Korea 
from Chang Bhakar, on the northeast to the Son and on 
the south to the Hasdo, which runs nearby north and 
south into the Bilaspur district and eventually falls 
into the Mahanadi. Its course is rocky throughout, and 
there is a fine waterfall at Kirwahi, 
Brett de, h.A., Central Provinces Gazetteers. 
'Chattisgarh Feudatory States', 
Bombay 1909, p.230. 
ibid., p.295. 
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K A HEAR. ia:R AND MAHAN 
These rivers flow northwards towards the Son 
and the Sankh which takes a southerly course to join 
the Brahmmani. In the valley of Kanhar river there is 
an abrupt descent of about 300 m from the tableland in the 
east to the fairly level plain of central Surguja, which 
is here divided into two broad stretches of fertile and 
well-tilled land. One of these runs southwards to 
Udaipur and separates the Mainpat from the wild highlands 
of Khuria in Jashpur; the other bends towards the 
west and,opening out as it goes, forms the main area 
of cultivated land-in the region. 
m 
This river flows south from the Mainpat plateau 
for about 24 km and then turns''westward past the 
Dharamjaigarh,until it reaches the border. It then 
bends towards the south and forms the boundary of south 
eastern Surguja for the greater part of it course from 
that point. Its channel is deeply cut through sandstone 
rocks in a series of alternate rapids and pools, -and so 
ibid., p.226. 
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the river is not navigable in any part of its course 
to Udaipur. About 7 km west of DharamQaigarh. it is met 
by the Koerga river which likewise rises in the Mainpat 
hills, and at the southernmost point of the district 
it is joined by the Kurket river in RaigarhT 
THE iilHAHD 
The Rihand river, draining an area of about 
17,110 sq. km is the largest tributary of the Son. It 
rises in the Surguja district of Madhya Pradesh at an 
elevation of about 1,500 km at north latitude 22°38' 
and east longitude 83°1 ', flows in northerly direction 
through Madhya Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh and joins the 
Son near Chopan, about 100 km south of Mirzapur town. 
The river has a total length of 224 km. The rivers course 
is mostly in gorges with alternate pools and rapids and 
is ideally suited for the generation of hydro power. 
The Rihand Dam, completed in 1966, is situated across 
this river,about 47 km upstream of its confluence with 
the Son and the power station situated here has an 
installed capacity of 300 MW? 
7 ibid., p.260. 
8 Report of the Irrigation Commission 1972, 
Vol.Ill, Part I, Ministry of Irrigation 
and Power, New Delhi, pp.112-113. 
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TRb J>UHANADI 
The Mahanadi rises in the Maadla district of 
Madhya Pradesh at an elevation of 600 m at north 
latitude 23°7' and east longitude 80°38' and traverses 
the Madia, Jabalpur and Shahdol districts before joining 
the Son at Sarai. The river has a total length of 
q 
193 km and has a catchment area of 4843 sq.« km: 
The Narmada, the largest west flowing river of 
the peninsula, rises near Amarkantak, in Shahdol district 
of Madhya Pradesh at an elevation of about 900 m at north 
latitude 22°40' and east longitude 81^45' in the Maikala 
range. The river has a number of falls in its head 
reaches. At 8 km the river drops 21 to 24 m at Kapildhara 
falls. About four hundred metres further downstream, 
it drops by about 4.6 m at Dudhdhara falls. Its first 
major tributary, the Burhner, joins the Narmada from 
the lift, at the 248 km of its source. Flowing in a 
generally south-westerly direction through a narrow and 
ibid., p.112. 
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deep valley, the river takes pin-head turns at places. 
At the 286 km from the source, it turns north-wards and 
hardly a kilometre further downstream it receives the 
Banjar, another major tributary from the left, and flows 
past Mandla town in a number of channels called 
Sohasradhra. Close to Jabalpur, 404 km from the source, 
the river drops nearly 15 m at the Dudhdhara falls 
after flowing through a narrow channel, surrounded by 
the famous marble rocks. 
10 ibid., p.324. 
CHAPTER V 
FLORA AND PAUiNA 
The f l o r a and fauna of any r e g i o n a r e i n t e g r a l 
p a r t s of i t s n a t u r a l environment . Therefore i t s knowledge 
i s a p r e r e q u s i t e for any In depth s t udy . 
FLORA 
The seasonal rainfall and the nature of soils 
results in a variety of vegetation ranging from grasses 
and thorny hushes to deciduous trees of commercial 
1 
significance. Forests constitute one the most abundant 
and valuable natural resources of the Baghelkhand region. 
According to land records, all types of forests cover 
21.5 thousand sq. km which comes to 46,56 per cent of 
total geographical area of the region. According to the 
Forest Department, total forested area in the region 
is 23.9 thousand sq. km, but actually much of this area 
is devoid of forest cover. This ratio is much higher 
as compared with the country as a whol€(i.e. 19.7) or 
with the State of Madhya Pradesh itself (i.e.33.0). 
Sharma, S.K., "Forest Resource and its 
Conservation in the Baghelkhand Plateau, 
M.P.'", National geographer. Vol.6, 1971, 
p.65. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF FORESTS ^  
As stated above, forests are the most conspicuous 
feature in this part of the State. These forests have 
escaped destruction by the invading armies in the past. 
Thus the Baghelkhand region could retain extensive 
forest covers for a long time. In the present century 
the erstwhile princely states of this region tried to 
squeeze maximiim financial returns from them. Consequently, 
they were subjected to heavy fellii^, especially in late 
forties. Due to ruthless exploitation, most of these 
forests today appear as sparsely forested wastelands of 
low commercial value. Only forests, which are inaccessible 
to people are sufficiently dense. 
The proportion of forested area varies from 
18.71 per cent of total area.in Pushprajgarh tahsil to 
68 per cent in Bharatpur tahsil (Pig.5.1). There is a 
close relationship between dissected topography and forest 
cover. Generally, dissected and xxag^p^^ parts are widely 
covered with dense forests. Due to the high relief and 
stony, shallow and infertile soils, these tracts are 
unsuitable for cultivation and have not attracted 
cultivators to clear the natural vegetation cover. These 
tracts have been able to retain forests due also to the 
low pressure of population. 
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In contrast to this, the almost level tracts 
of Surguja basin, Sohagpur basin, the Son Valley and 
even of Amarkantak plateau, with sandy and comparatively 
fertile soils have low forest covers (Fig.5.2). Population 
density is also high on cultivable land. Consequently, 
most of the forests have been encroached upon for 
agriculture. Thus, population pressure and topography 
have had determining influence on the distribution and 
occurrence of forests. 
FOivhST TYPES 
Natural vegetation of this region belongs to the 
'Tropical Deciduous' type of forest, according to 
Champion (1936). But its structure, composition and 
status vary from one part to another. For this variation 
in vegetative cover, climate, geology,soil, biotic and 
forest history are responsible. Of all the factors, 
climate (mainly precipitation) is the most important 
single factor responsible for the wide variety of 
vegetation types. The net result is the preponderence 
of resistant species of deciduous types. Besides, the 
ibid., p.68. 
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history of forest exploitation which is full of ruthless 
felling and over-grazing in recent times, and biotic 
features have brought about the present state of the 
vegetation. The differences in vegetation types, thus, 
are partially climatic,having been aggravated by other 
factors. 
The Tropical Deciduous forests of this region 
can be divided into two classes: 
1. The Tropical Moist Deciduous Forests 
2. The Tropical Dry Deciduous Forests 
1. Tropical Moist Deciduous Forests 
Teopical moist deciduous forest of this region 
form part of northern tropical moist deciduous forests 
of India. This type includes the important sal forests 
of India and are found in parts of the region of where 
rainfall exceeds 120 cm annually. Thus, forests of 
South ijhahdol, Kores and South Surguja Forest Divisions 
fall within the areas of this type. Most of the trees 
shed their leaves in autumn only for a short period. 
These tropical deciduous forests have further been 
sub-divided into; i) moist peninsular high level sal 
forests and ii) moist mixed deciduous forests, on the 
basis of the variety of species. 
do 
2. Tropical Dry Deciduous Forests 
Tropical dry deciduous forest of this region 
fall within the northern dry deciduous type. Forests 
of the bidhi district, North Shahdol and Umaria forest 
divisions of Shahdol district, and Ghanghbhkhar and 
;iorth Surguja forest divisions of Surguja district are 
included in this type of forests. These forests are 
not truly climatic but they appear to be degraded forms 
of the moist deciduous types, due to biotic interference 
(Puri, I96O). This type of forest is divided into 
i) dry peninsular sal forests and ii) northern dry mixed 
deciduous forests. 
Apart from these forest, teak forests of 
West bidhi division belong to the Southern Dry Deciduous 
Forest types. 
According to their composition and important 
species, these various types of forests are grouped into 
three classes, for the convenience of study. These are 
sal, teait and mixed forests. 
(i) Sal (Shorea Robusta) Forests; 
Sal is the most extensively grown tree in this 
region. It has been observed that the sal forests are 
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found interminglad witti mixed forests but are less so 
where quartzite pebbles are found. Barkars also 'possess 
good quality sal forests. According to the nature of 
the terrain occupied, sal forests are divided into two 
sub-types, viz., the plain type and the hill type 
sal forests. 
(a) The Plain Type Sal Forests - These 
comparatively valuable sal forest occur on low level lands. 
They are found mostly in reserved forests of Surguja 
basin, Sohagpur basin and in the Son valley region. 
The height of the sal trees in such forests varies from 
1L to 22 m and average width 61 to 122 cm. Sal 
constitutes about 70 per cent of the crop and its quality 
varies from I to III M.P. qualities. Sal, along with 
similar trees, viz., dhaora (Anogcissus latifolia), 
sahera (Terminalia belerica), tendu (Diospyros melanoscylon), 
saja (Terminolia tomentosa), bija (Plerocarpus marsupium), 
karmi (Adina cordifolia), mudhi (Mutragyna parvifolia), 
saliaha (Baswellia serrata), khamar (Gmelina arborea), and 
bansa (Albizzia odoratissima) are found in the forests. 
A char, amla, sidha, sadhan, jamati, chilhi, bhilwa, 
kathamhuli etc. comprise the undergrowth. The undergrowth 
and 
also contains other evergreen,/semi-evergreen shrubs and 
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climbers. These forests are capable of producing large 
sized timber, and, therefore, economically, they are 
very valuable. 
(b) Hill Type (Poor Quality) Sal Forests - This 
sub-type occurs on hill slopes and also on flat tops of 
hills and covers a major portion of the forested area 
in the region. The soils are generally poor but their 
water retention capacity is good. The proportion of sal 
trees in these forests is as high as in other sal forests 
but sal trees growing here are shorter in height (12 m to 
15 m) and lesser in girth (45 cm to 92 cm). Grazing and 
firewood collection are very frequent in these forests* 
In blocks of the South Surguja division, these forests 
have suffered from a cycle of shifting cultivation. Such 
type of forests are capable of producing medium size 
timber, small size poles and 'firewood. 
(ii) Teak (Teetona Grandis) Porests: 
Teaks forests are restricted to a few localities 
in the region. They occur mainly in two areas - on the 
foothills and slopes of the Kaimur range near Bughwar in 
Gopadbanas tahsil and parts of Bandogarh tahsil adjoining 
Jabalpur and Mandla districts. Teak occurs mostly in 
moist localities along nalas. Teak trees range from young 
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to middle age groups. Most of the associates of sal 
forests are found here also. These forests do not have 
any economic significance due to their limited and 
restricted occurrence. Regeneration of teak is not 
satisfactory. 
(iii) Mixed Forests: 
Off all types of forests, mixed ones occupy as 
low as three per cent of the forest cover in West Sidhi 
forests division and as high as 50 per cent in South 
Surguja division. Thus, a considerable proportion of 
forested area of the region consists of mixed forests 
where many species other than sal and teak are found. 
Sal occurs along depressions and nalas but its predominance 
decreases in other areas. These forests have characteristics 
of dry deciduous type and their quality depends upon 
edaphic-slope factors. Trees of these forests comprise 
malformed and miscellaneous strands of young to middle 
age classes. Saja, dhaora, bija, bahera, baunsa, alai 
etc. dominate these woods. Most of these trees supply 
small sized timbers. Grasses are also important among the 
products of these mixed forests. 
Commercially the most significance species found 
in these fo.rests are bamboo (Denderocolamus strictus), 
khair (Acacia catechu) and solai. Patches, of bamboo are 
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common in Sidhi and Shahdol districts where they cover 
about 2422 sq. km, and in Surguja district where they 
cover an area of 1983 sq. km. 
CLASSIFICATION OF FOKJJSTS 
From the point of view of forest management and 
implementation of various conservation measures, forests 
are classified into three categories, viz. reserved, 
protected, and unclassed forests. Of the total forested 
area of the Baghelkhand region 6,422 sq. km (28.8 per cent) 
is classed as reserved forests, in which all private rights 
and concessions have been abolished. These are the only 
dense and economically valuable forests in the region. 
The area of protected forests is about 8,049 sq. km 
(38.4 per cent) of total forested area. In these forests 
local people retain certain privileges. These forests, 
therefore, will never regain their primeval luxuriant 
3 
growth unless 'nistar' rights are minimised. Another 
7,045 sq. km (32.8 per cent) of the forests is 
neither classified nor managed by the forest department. 
They usually consist.of poor quality wood which can be 
used as firewood. It is because of the great demand for 
firewood that these forests are being completed denuded, 
leading to soil erosion. It will be worthwhile to consider 
Collection of fuelwood, fodder, wild fruit and.other 
facilities are provided by the Forest 
Department, are known as nistar. 
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the possibility of converting a large portion of the 
crippled worthless forested area into agricultural land 
for growing grasses and other fodder crops suitable for 
the soils^ 
Host of tribal communities in the region have 
their share in forests and since times immemorial they 
have been dependent to a large extent upon the products 
of these forests for consiimption and barter. Unfortunately, 
due to shifting cultivation operations many of the 
valuable forests in the region have been ravaged. Denuded 
and 
hills in Shahdol / aidhi districts bear mute testimony to . 
these depredation.-
Forest Produce 
Forests of the Baghelkhand region abound in 
products of commercial value,'some of which are: achar 
or chironji (Buchnia latifolia), dhamun (Grevia restita), 
semur or semul cotton tree (Bambox malbarium), amaltas 
(Casia fistula), kachnar (Bauhinia variegata), harsinghar 
(Byctanttes) vahera (Terminalia vellerica), harra 
( Terminalia chebula), gular (Ficus glomerta) tinsa (Ongonia 
Sharma, S.K., op. cit., p.75. 
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dalbergiodes) and mahua jBassia lalifolia). Maliua has 
lofty,' spreading foliage useful for consumption and 
barter. 
Important fruit-bearing trees are mango 
(Kangifera indica), jamun (Engenia jambologna), tamarind 
(Tamarindus indica), wild plum (Zizyphus jujuba) kairlor 
wood-apple (Feronia elephentum). 
Tendu or ebony (Diospyros tomentosa), leaves of 
which are locally known as Bidi Patta is a very common 
and important source of income of the tribals. They 
collect the leaves and sell them to local dealers. 
There are also various types of grasses of 
commercial value. Mention may be made of babel or bhabhar 
(Polinia eioponda) utilized in making ropes and for paper 
manufacture, bharru (Sorghum"helepense)^ needed for 
making reed-pens, Andropagon sehoenauthus,yielding 
aromatic rusa oil, and Panicum crus-galli seeds which are 
gathered and eaten by the tribals. Other harbaceous 
5 
undergrowths like Acanthakkae and Legniminosea are also 
important as sourcea of additional income. 
N.C.A.E.H., Socio-Economic Survey of Primitive 
Tribals in Madhya Pradesh. New Delhi, 
1963, p.21. 
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FAUNA 
Thick monsoon forests, multitude of streams 
and vivid topography of the region provide an ideal abode 
for wild life; but with the gradually increasing pressure 
of population and expansion of agriculture, the number 
of wild animals has been greatly reduced. 
Several types of carnivores, herbivores, and 
birds are found in this region. Tigers (Pauthera tigrina) 
are found in sheltered valleys of the large forests. 
Panthers (Panther pardus or Felis pardus) are smaller in 
number than tigers. Wild dogs (Giconal pinus) are rare 
but jackals (Canisaures) are fairly common. Wolves 
(Cannes pallepes) stick to riverain tracts. Hyenas 
(Hyaena straita) are also common. 
Wild buffaloes and wild elephents were found in 
this region, in the past, but at present they are totally 
absent. With the passage of time, the fauna has become 
thin and also reduced in vividity. The sambhars. 
(Husaunicolor or arvers unicolour), a few species of 
neelgai (Boselaphus Iragocanelus), langur (Semnopithecus 
entellus), common squirrels and flying squirrels (Scivrus 
indicus) are found in the forests. 
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Wild boars are-found in the forests and are 
frequent visitors to the crop-laden fields. Monkeys, 
deer, chitals (Axix axis) wild cats (Pelis cat) etc. 
are some of the other animals that occasionally make their 
appearance in the village fields. 
Birds 
A large nximber of birds are also found in the 
region. The pea fowl (Pavo cristatus), the red fungle 
fowl (Gallus ferruginus) the blue rock pigeon (Coliunbia 
livia intermedia) etc. are found in the forests. House 
sparrows, crows, mynas and parrots, are seen around the 
human dwellings. 
Fishes 
Katla (Catla catla)-,, rohu (Labeo rohita) mirgal 
(iirrbina mrigela) etc. are found in the streams, paddy 
field and in tanks. Grabs, toads, tortoises, shells 
and many other insects are also common in the region, but 
on the while, the animal population has been reduced 
very greatly. 
Census of India I96I, Vol.Ill, Madhya Pradesh, 
Part VI, Village Survey Monograph, No.5, 
p.5. 
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Deforestation 
The forest wealth of the region is exposed to 
a number of dangers. The original vegetative cover of the 
region has been greatly modified by man, resulting in 
deforestation. Besides, forest-fires, grazing, illicit 
felling and the influence of wind and weather have also 
caused the deforestation of the region. 
Vast areas of bamboo forests have also been 
cleared, bamboo being utilised in the making of paper 
pulp. The region supplies nearly 20 per cent of the total 
bamboo requirements of the Orient Paper Mills every year. 
In 1965-66 alone the region supplied nearly 30,000 tonnes 
of bamboo, i.e. about 120 million bamboo plants, and the 
supply is continually increasing. Besides, private 
agencies also exploit bamboo forests for various domestic 
and industrial purposes. In Shahdol district alone 
nearly 220 thousands of bamboo plants have been used for 
the purpose. This rate of exploitation of bamboo is 
seriously affecting the forest area of the region. 
Similarly, the forests are also being exploited in an 
unplanned manner for timber, construction work and for 
fuel etc. Human agency further accelerates deforestation 
by starting fires and illicit felling in the vicinity 
BS 
of populated villages, - magnitude of which is difficult 
to estimate. 
Uncontrolled and accidental fires cause 
considerable damage to young saplings and poles. Dense 
grass growth provides highly inflammable material. In hot 
season, accidental fires, caused due to intense heat, 
kill saplings of even upto a height of 6 m. 
Grazing is the other menace which varies from 
light to moderate in the western parts of the region, and 
moderate to heavy in the eastern parts. In spite of 
allotment of forest areas for grazing, the cattle generally 
penetrate the unfenced forests in the' vicinity of villages 
and do considerable damage to young coppice shoots. 
The influence of wind and weather may also not 
be overlooked. Severe hailstorms, though occasional in 
the region, cause considerable damage to young plants. 
Torrential rains, common in the Amarkantak Plateau and 
adjoining areas, result in heavy soil erosion on steep 
hill sides and remove the nutrients from the soil. Gully 
erosion in parts of Bharatpur tahsil is most common. The 
earthy sandstone soils are easily washed away and yawning 
gullies, in wide parts, have swept the soil from the base 
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of the trees, leaving "ba^ e the roots which hang 1 to 2 m 
high above the surface of the gullies. Draughts kill 
a large number of young plants and render regeneration 
difficult every year,mostly in parts of Sidhi district. 
Future Prospects 
The prospects of improvement in the vegetative 
cover in the region may. be viewed with optimism in view 
of the afforestation schemes and role of nurseries, 
research centres etc. as discussed below. 
Afforestation - The biotic complex being 
naturally suitabl"© for forest growth, afforestation is 
taking place at a fast rate to counter-balance the 
exploitation of forests discussed above. The present 
ecosystem of the region is going to change its nature in 
the near future. Nurseries, research centres and 
plantations are playing a vital role in the afforestation 
of the area under investigation. 
Nurseries and Research Centres - A number of 
nurseries have been established in different parts of the 
region to provide plants ana also to test the growth of 
different types of plants in different environments. 
Important research centres are located in Sidhi and 
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Baghwar ranges of West Sidhi Forest Division, Shahdol, 
Nipania, Bhalumara, Bhedritalaiya and Kadhnaha of North 
Shahdol Forest Division etc. Besides, some research 
centres are conducting experiments with various types of 
plants in order to find out the best methods of their 
plantations in the region. Among the plants being tested 
are eucalyptus, goldmohar, teak, sishoo, amaltas, bija, 
ipomea, khair, mahogna, myerophylla, bagai grass etc. 
Plantations - The role of plantations in the 
afforestation of the region can be looked at with optimism. 
Eucalyptus, a fast growing tree, has been widely planted 
in Shahdol and Sidhi districts, and may become the plant 
if 
of the region/its plantation goes on at the same rate. 
Its most probable use in near future may be as pulp for 
manufacturing paper,because the quality and quantity of the 
bamboo available at present are growing down fast. 
Besides, it may also be used for fuel, rayon and eucalyptus 
oil. Other trees, like khair, babul, shishoo etc. have 
also shown encouraging results. Sandy soils inter-mixed 
with red and yellow earth and small kankars, are ideally 
suited for 'these trees. The plantation of Tun trees, 
v/hich may have a girth of two metres, may also supply 
valuable wood for furniture. Sandalwood can also flourish 
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on the Amarkantak plateau where plantation of its trees 
has already been started. 
The above assessment of natural vegetation 
reveals the forest potential of the Upper Son Basin. 
CHAPTEE VI 
AGRICULTUEAL LA'UDS AND SOIIS 
Baghelkhand region is a typical upland baain 
complex developed largely on the Gondwana basins. Its 
hilly areas contain very little level land and have a 
thin cover of soil. The soils of the region are mostly 
sedentary, exhibiting the in situ development, but 
extensive pockets of alluvial soils also exist,mainly in 
the Son trough, Singrauli basins etc. 
CLASSIFICATION OF AGRIOTLTURAL LANDS AND SOILS 
The soils of Baghelkhand region may be classified 
as follows; 
A. The local classification adopted by the Revenue 
Department of the State. 
B. The Traditional Classification, 
A. Local Classification 
The system of land classification in Baghelkhand 
is based on 'altitude' and 'irrigation facilities'. This 
Singh, L.R., India; A Regional Geography. 
Varanasi, 1971, p.46, 
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system, which was mainly adopted for revenue assessment 
purposes is being practised here till now. It is a fact 
that 'the quality of soil is a minor factor in determining 
2 
the hill cultivation'. Broadly speaking the worst land, 
if capable of being irrigated, is of greater value than 
the best land which is unirrigated. But sufficiently 
large areas of the region are devoid of irrigation and 
depend upon seasonal rainfall. Thus the land is locally 
classified into following on the basis of relative position 
and gradient. 
1. The Don or Low land 
2. The Tnar or Upland 
1. The Don 
These are actually terraced fields on slopes. 
These don fields can be further classified on the basis 
of elevation, site, fertility and soil moisture. • 
(a) Chawar Don - It is the first terrace of don and 
is adjacent to the end of 'tnar' or upland. It is also 
Pant, S.D., The Social Economy of Himalayas, 
London, 1935, p.73. 
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known as Sokra don. These donS are mainly used for 
cultivation during the paddy rabi season. 
(b) Garha Don - This don is next in quality and is 
mainly exploited for cultivating rice and maize. 
(c) Kudar Don - It is the best quality don, which 
possesses highest fertility and moisture contents. As a 
rule, the fertility and moisture contents are reduced 
as one goes up from the Kudar don to the Ghawar don. 
The quality and quantity of crops are also lowered 
accordingly. The don are generally utilized for growing 
paddy. 
2. The Tnar or Upland 
The 'Tnar' is flat land. It is almost level or 
it may show a gentle slope.-. According to the location and 
fertility of the soil, the 'tnar' land is further divided 
into following categories. 
( a) The Bari - Land attached to houses which is 
used as a kitchen garden is known as the 'Bari tnar'. 
Generally vegetables, fruit for domestic use and paddy 
nurseries are prepared in the Bari tnar. Land used for 
the rice seedlings is called 'the Bira bari', The bari 
is a well-manured and sufficiently irrigated land. 
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(b) Dehri Tnar - Outside a village settlement, patches 
of uplands are known as 'Dehari tnar' or * Chaur baries'. 
These tnars are used for growing different varieties of 
oil seeds and pulses. Those tribals who can afford to 
have wells grow various types of vegetables and rice 
seedlings on such lands. 
( c) Rugari Tnar - This tnar is comparatively less fertile 
than the 'Dehari tnar' and hence it is cultivated in 
alternate years. Sometimes it is left fallow for two years. 
Generally, the coarser varieties of crops are grown in 
rotation on these lands. The upland paddy 'G-oradhan' . 
millets 'Gondali and Marua', pulses oilseeds etc. are 
grown on the'Rugari tnars'. 
The soils of the Baghelkhand region are mostly 
sedentary, exhibiting the in situ development but extensive 
pockets of alluvial soils also -exist mainly in the Son 
trough, Tons valley, Singrauli Basin etc. 
B. Traditional Classification 
Often the soil groups partake of their character-
istics from their parent rocks.' The studies made so far 
help in recognising as many as seven broad types of soils 
in the region (Fig.6.1): 
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(i) The black cotton soil on the Deccan Trap 
(ii) Red and brown sandy soils, sandstone and shales 
(iii) Laterite or lateritic soils 
(iv) Mixed black red and yellow soils 
(v) Forest s o i l s (Red and brown) 
(vi) Mixed, black, ,red and yellow soils redeposited 
in the Yalley 
(vii) Calcareous soils on Limestone. 
(i) The Black Cotton Soils on the Deccan Trap 
'Regur' is a name given to the soil covering the 
trap rock of the Plateau of Malwa after which the 
Plateau has been designated. The Black Cotton Soil is the 
most typical soil developed on the lava country. It is a 
fine, dark, black soil varying in colour, composition 
and fertility. The soil is highly calcareous and very 
sticky when wet. Its greatest advantage lies in its high 
water retaining capacity; the soil therefore requires 
little or no irrigation. When it is dry, it breaks into 
fragments, with broad deep cracks like fissures. The 
constituents of 'regur' have not yet received much 
attention and have not been analysed. 
The profile of a typical Black Cotton Soil is 
from two inches to six inches thick in situ but when 
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transported, it may be more than forty inches thick. 
Ordinarily the depth of the Black Cotton Soil, utilized 
for the growth of cotton, does not exceed fifteen feet 
but deeper soils are used for wheat, gram or other winter 
crops. The 'regur' is mainly a clayey loam, dark grey, 
dark brown, or bluish black to black in colour. The 
Black Cotton Soil of the southern part of Shahdol district 
with a rainfall of about fifteen to twenty-five inches 
annually, usually contains more calcium carbonates than 
those of the eastern parts of the region with a rainfall 
of about forty to sixty inches. The calcium carbonate is 
always seen between the disintegrated bed—rocks. It is 
characterised by a high percentage of magnesium carbonates 
(6.8 per cent) and iron oxides (9.10 per cent). The black 
colour of the soils appear to be either due to the 
carbonaceous elements of the soils or the organic salts 
of iron. 
Apart from the transported Black Cotton Soils, 
they are associated to some extent with granite and 
sedimentary rocks. Under suitable climatic conditions 
they also originate from the alluvium of river valleys. 
Bruce Foote believes that 'regur' might be formed by 
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organic alteration of the primary products of weathering 
in almost any rocks, provided they are sufficiently 
•5 
a r g i l l a c e o u s . 
Black Cotton So i l s i n the region covering the 
southern par t of Shahdol d i s t r i c t , a re derived from rocks 
belonging to e i t h e r the Gondwana or the Vindhyan systems. 
The general c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of these s o i l s are therefore 
more or l e s s s imi la r to those of the Black Cotton Soi ls 
except tha t they a re very poor in both t o t a l and 
exchangeable calcium^and due to t h i s as well as due to 
higher r a i n f a l l in these areas_, these s o i l s a re not 
s u i t a b l e for growing cot ton . 
( i i ) Red and Brown Sandy So i l s on Sand Stones 
and Shales 
Vast areas of l ight -sandy red and yellow s o i l s 
a re found on the Gondwana and Vindhyan formations. The 
colour of these s o i l s var ies from greyish yellow to yellow. 
These s o i l s vary in depth and readi ly respond to i r r i g a t i o n 
and manuring. Generally they are de f i c i en t i n phosphoric 
Dhurandhar, K.P, , "Soil S t ruc tu re of Madhya 
Pradesh", The Indian Geographical Journal . 
Vol.49, N0.I, 1974, pp.25-33. 
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acid which usually ranges from 0.2 to 0,7 per cent, while 
the PH value l i e s between 5.4 and 8.4 per cent. The 
humus content is variable but in most of the soils i t 
accumulcites within f i r s t s ix inches. The sandy soi ls are 
mainly rice-growing ones but are also admirably suited to 
garden crops and sugarcane where i r r iga t ion f ac i l i t i e s 
are available a l l the year round. The important 
l o c a l i t i e s where these soi ls are abundantly found are the 
western parts of Surguja d i s t r i c t , the southern parts of 
Sidhi d i s t r i c t , and north-eastern-parts of Shahdol 
d i s t r i c t . 
( i i i ) Lateri te or La te r i t i c Soils 
Lateri te is a thin gravelly, reddish loam, usually 
with a profile of a few inches. I t may also l i e on surface, 
being a foot thick. The redness of the so i l i s due to 
the oxides of iron and aluminium consisting of free 
quartz, lime and magnesia. Lateri tes are denuded of 
humus and exchangeable bases and l e f t with more or less 
acid reaction. The l a t e r i t e s on high level are not 
retent ive of moisture and are of l i t t l e value for agriculture. 
The low-level l a t e r i t e s are found only on f la t surfaces 
and not on the slopes. They are frequently conglomeratic, 
including fragments of gneisses and other rocks. Some 
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of them are due to reconsolidation of fragments derived 
from high levels. The soils during their downward creep 
intermingle with other materials, finally giving rise to 
the heavy loams and clays. Due to the heterogeneous 
origin of such lateritic soils they respond better to 
agriculture than those derived from high level. Laterite 
is very good material for buildings and road lining. 
In Baghelkhand region this soil is not confined 
to any locality but a thin covering of it is widely spread 
all over the three districts, Laterite is not at all 
fertile and grows only minor millets. It has no moisture 
retaining capacity and water perculates downward leaving 
the upper level dry. 
(iv) Mixed Black, Red and Yellow Soils on Archeans 
and Dharwarians 
This is the largest soil group of India. It 
covers various types of rocks of the Archaen system. The 
parent rocks are mainly granites and gneisses, though 
sandstones, slates and shales of the Cuddapah and Vindhyan 
system have also contributed to the formation of this 
soil. The soils formed of shales are finer in texture 
than the sandy one. The red colour of the soil is due to 
the iron content derived originally from ferro-megnesium 
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silicates, but the colour varies greatly from place to 
place and from field to field, being brown, yellow, grey 
and even black. This change in colour is not only due to 
the variation in iron content but also due to imperfect 
hydration as a result of poor drainage. The upland soils 
are usually red, thin and gritty but those of the plains 
and valleys are, darker and comparatively more friable 
compared with black soil; the red soils as a group are 
deficient in humus, lime, magnesia, alkalis (though their 
potash contents are some times fairly high), nitrogen and 
phosphonis. Their soluble base exchange capacity is low. 
The soils are usually silicious, argillaceous and al\iminous 
with much free quartz in the form of sand which results 
in their Inadequate clay fractions. The productivity 
of these soils varies with the amounts of rainfall. 
These soils are found over a large area in the 
region,covering the western parts of Suguja district, 
western parts of Shahdol district and southern parts of 
Sidhi district. The soils of the uplands are exceptionally 
poor but those of the lowlands respond well to irrigation. 
(v) Forest Soils (Red and Brown) 
Taking into account the fact that about 25 per cent 
of the total geographical area of Madhya Pradesh and 
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4 6 per cent area of the Baghelkhand region consists of 
forest, the study of the nature of forest soils becomes 
very important from the point of view of agriculture as 
well as afforestation. The forest soil is usually formed 
by the deposition and decomposition of organic matter 
derived from the forest growth. It is not necessary that 
this type of soil should always be found at high altitudes. 
On the hill tops of Vindhyan hills and the plateaus of 
the region i.e. places where there is sufficient forest 
growth, the forest soil is predominant. The soils differ 
from one another in some respects; the forest soils in 
Vindhyan are generally formed by the weathering of 
basalt and sandstones, while in other regions they are 
derived from the unclassified granites and gneisses. 
Generally forest soils are formed under two 
conditions, viz., acid conditions i.e. acid humus and low 
base status and less acidic conditions i.e. with high 
base which is favourable for the formation of brown earth. 
Later these soils undergo laterization. The investigation 
p 
so far done shows that the silica, POp and free SIO , and 
silica combinedwith 3.Op go hand in hand with the growth 
of vegetation, particularly in the teak growing areas of 
the region. Hence this soil is mainly spread over the 
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teak forest areas of Baghelkhand region. There are, 
however, exceptions, like forests occurring in areas of 
sal forest e.g., in Surguja district. 
From the point of view of agriculture, these soils 
are not very important because the soils on the hill tops 
are often removed by torrents,leaving behind bare hills. 
On the contrary, the low lying forested areas become so 
acidic that no crop can be grown except certain small 
millets like 'Koson', 'Kukri', 'Korsa' and 'Ragi' etc. 
( vi) Mixed, Black. Red and Yellow Soils, 
Redeposited in the Valleys 
In the valleys of Son and its tributaries there 
are alluvial soils. These soils have been deposited by 
water. Their general depth is 100 feet. The alluvial 
soils are deficient in potash. They are most fertile soils. 
They grow a wide variety of crops, including rice, wheat 
and sugarcane. The alluvial soils may be divided into two 
major groups viz., the old and the new alluvium. Old 
alluvium occurs in the Son Valley, particularly in the 
southern part of Sidhi district. The new alluvium is 
not found in the region. 
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( v i i ) Calcareous Soi l on Limestone 
Calcareous s o i l of l acus t r i ne o r ig in i s well 
developed on limestone rock in the northern par t s of 
S idhi d i s t r i c t , northwestern pa r t s of Surguja d i s t r i c t and 
nor theas te rn par ts of Shahdol d i s t r i c t . The s o i l i s r i c h 
i n carbonate of lime which often occurs as nodules 
l o c a l l y known as 'Chunakankar', The s o i l i s white or 
brown in colour. Phosphoric acid and humus contents a re 
qu i t e de f i c i en t in the s o i l . The calcareous s o i l i s not 
very f e r t i l e and grows a few small m i l l e t s l i k e , ' b a j r a ' , 
'kodon' ' k u l k i ' etcf 
S o i l Erosion and Conservation 
On every type of land, save that which i s per fec t ly 
f l a t , water erosion, physical des t ruc t ion of the s o i l s , 
occurs . I t challenges man along three d i s t i n c t l i n e s -
des s i ca t i on , erosion and deple t ion . Each or a l l of them 
become c ruc ia l under c e r t a i n environmental condi t ions . 
Of the th ree , the l a t t e r two need -immediate a t t e n t i o n in 
the region. 
The Problem of So i l Erosion - The o r i g i n a l th in s o i l 
cover of the region i s under ser ious th rea t from such erosion. 
The e r r a t i c nature of wind and weather of the region, the 
unmanaged f o r e s t s , the removal of t r ee roots and the l i t t e r 
i b i d . , p .29. 
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of leaves which anchor soil in a place, and unscientific 
agricultural methods have accelerated the rate of soil 
erosion in the region. The belt of heavy soil erosion 
runs through the middle of the region in a roughly north-
east south-west direction. Besides, a zone of heavy to 
medium soil erosion may be marked in the south-western 
and eastern portions of Shahdol district. 
Both sheet and gully types of erosion have badly 
affected the region. Run-off caused by heavy monsoon 
downpour causes extensive sheet erosion. It has been 
extensive in overgrazed, heavily felled and open lands. 
The undxilating suface of the plateaus seems to have greatly 
been affected by sheet erosion which is also prominent in 
eastern Shahdol district and in the south-western portion 
of the region. 
U-ully erosion of severe intensity has been 
observed in Bharatpur tahsil area. The earthy porous 
sandstone soils have been extremely eroded, with 'A' 
horizon being practically absent in most parts. In some 
cases 'B' horizon has also been damaged, especially in areas 
of steep slope. Yawning gullies are easily noticeable even 
in densely forested areas where erratic and seasonal rainfall 
has been the most dominant factor, among other natural 
8/ 
agencies. The heavy downpour limited to only two or three 
months of the rainy season causes maximum run-off. Small 
hill streams of short duration get extra erosive power, 
and thus active headward erosion forms deep gullies. The 
load even exceeds the carrying capacity of streams, and 
a vast amount of sand may be seen strewn over a large 
forest area. 
The Problem of Soil Depletion - Among the chemical 
elements utilized by plants in their growth, phosphorus, 
nitrogen and potassium are often found in critical 
percentages in common soils. They are never abundant, they 
may be depleted quickly, and hence they have been termed 
as the soil elements of "transcendent importance". In 
the soils of the Baghelkhand region, phosphorus is one such 
element that is deficient. More than 50 per cent of the 
soils of the region have low content of phosphorus. About 
65 per cent soils of Bharatpur tahsil and surrounding areas 
have low content of phosphorus. Content of potassiujn is 
not critical but is not much encouraging either. On 
an average, 17 per cent of the soil has a low content of 
phosphorous and 30 per cent has a high content. The 
content of organic carbon is also low, about 58 per cent of 
the soils having low content. 
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The serious threat posed by the problems cited 
above calls for a review of soil conservation and remedial 
5 
measures in the region. 
Soil Conservation 
Steps have been taken to check the menace of soil 
erosion in the region. Soil conservation schemes have 
covered about 12,720 hectares of the area in Shahdol 
district, about 28,200 hectares in Sidhi district, and 
about 42,000 hectares in Surguja district. Contour 
bunding is the common measure so far adopted with 
considerable success in most parts. Machine and manual 
labour are both adopted for bunding but the share of the 
latter exceeds that of the former. Wide areas have been 
bunded in Sihawal, Sidhi, Majhouli and Rampur circles of 
Sidhi district. 
The remedies of the damage caused by erosion are 
twofold. 
(i) Prevention of sheet washing or soil planation 
which precedes gullying by growing grasses and other forms 
Srivastava, V.K,, Habitat and Economy of 
Upper Son Basin, Gorakhpur, 1970, 
pp.25-26. 
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of natural vegetation suitable to the area, and by 
contour bunding, 
(ii) External vigilance and constant warfare against 
the gully where it has formed. 
Besides, the gullies may be checked by damming, 
planting the slopes with proper grasses, improving the 
existing plant cover, scientific farm management, contour 
ploughing, terracing etc. 
Experiments have shown that only contour bunding 
would not suffice to check the menace in all areas. In 
Bharatpur area the bunds are easily washed away by rains. 
This method has been used by the local people in an 
indigenous form. Construction of terraces is logical 
from both points of view of topography and agriculture, 
particularly in areas like Changbhakar^ It will not only 
check soil erosion, but the flat surface of terraces will 
also facilitate cultivation of paddy. 
The soils are not only being washed away but 
their fertility is also gradually decreasing. This is 
because of faulty agricultural practices. Crop rotation, 
mixed farming and addition of chemical fertilizers, which 
are lacking at present, can check this reckless mining of 
fertility and leaching of the soils. 
PART I I 
Tffii ECOxN-OMIC BASE 
GHAPTEx^ VII 
iiCOWOMIC STATUS 6F TRIBALS 
Contrast between the rich and the poor is the 
most striking feature in the manifold diversity of 
mankind. To understand these disparities requires 
knowledge of the different forms of economy. The word 
'economy', as used here, refers to the system of 
'techniques, tools resources and organization' by which 
a society make its living. The same is the case with 
tribal societies of the region under study. 
The Baghelkhand region is a traditional land of 
tribals. Most of the tribal societies of the region are 
small in size, their own social relations are 
based on kinship or village community. Their simple 
technology affords little or no margin beyond production 
for immediate consumption. They rarely save for capital 
equipment, or specialize beyond the division of labour 
between the sexes. The insecurity of life, the effort 
for and uncertainty of making a living demand the 
solidarity of the group. Mutual aid is common, especially 
in sharing fortuitous food surplus. Work and gift 
exchanges are the mechanism of redistribution of wealth 
9i 
such as there is, and cementing social relations. Rules 
of custom prescribe these rights and obligations. To 
claim the exclusive enjoyment of the fruits of one's 
labour is to make oneself an outcast. Herein lies a 
severe barrier to economic advance. Nevertheless, the 
tribal societies are undergoing a process of change. 
Purposeful production for the external market is now an 
important element in several areas, although it is still 
peripheral to the subsistence economy. Processing and 
long distance trade are largely in the hands of non-tribal 
merchants, who are not inhibited by the social customs of 
1 
the indigeous community. 
The tribal economy of the region has been 
changing continuously from food gathering to settled 
agriculture. From the early times the non-tribals have 
been penetrating into tribal "areas to exploit the 
valuable resources of forest and minerals. The forest 
resources are reduced not only because of cutting of 
jungles by tribals, but also due to commercial use of the 
forests by the early rulers and the outsider merchants. 
Brock, Jan O.M., A Geography of Mankind, 
New York, I968, pp.211-213. 
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Successive governments have been dividing the forests 
into zones and circles of reserved areas, restraining 
the tribals from using them freely. Therefore the 
tribals who were totally or partly dependent upon the 
jungles, turned for making a living towards settled 
agriculture or joined road making gangs etc. 
Some of the tribal areas of the region are 
located near coal mines. For vj-orking the mines the 
G-overnraent has acquired the lands of tribals and has 
shifted them to other places. Due to this, experts and 
technicians from outside have been given jobs instead of 
tribals. The local tribals have been given only low-paid 
jobs. Alcoholism is an abuse which is common among 
tribals as well as non-tribals in this regions. The 
tribals are permitted to prepare 15 litre wine per head 
for their personal use. But some of them prepare wine 
more than their permitted quota and sell the surplus to 
non-tribals. This practice is not common only in 
collieries but also in other areas where tribals and 
non-tribals are living side by side. 
The ways of making a living of the tribals have 
changed under the pressure of forces having no sympathy 
with' them. But even after independence, little attention 
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has been given to the tribals by the Government. Till 
now the condition of the tribal economy remains in a 
very poor state. According to 1981 census only 45 per cent 
tribals are economically active. But this is not a 
true picture^since this percentage does not take into 
account children who are engaged from the age of 6 or 7 
in economic activities. The present researcher has 
observed that children of 7 to 9 years old bring fuel 
wood from the jungle and sell it in Shahdol town while 
others of the same ages work as shepherds. 
Among the economically active tribals, a huge 
chunk, i.e., 93 per cent are engaged in agriculture and 
remaining 7 per cent engage themselves in secondary and 
tertiary activities. 
CLASSIFICATION OF ECOxNOMlG GKOUPS 
The tribals of Baghelkhand may be classified 
under the following economic groups: 
(i) Settled and prosperous cultivators who own lands 
and who have a surplus domestic economy. 
(ii) Cultivators who have a hand to mouth existence 
either because the lands they own are insufficient 
or of poor quality. 
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(iii) Landless labourers who have to work on the 
lands of others or earn their living by working 
as wage earners in forests. 
(iv) Mining labourers. 
(v) Tribals who still inhabit dense forests and live 
by shifting cultivation and collection of 
forest produce. 
Prosperous Cultivators 
These cultivators, mostly Gonds, Oraon and Korkus, 
live in villages in the plains. These village also have 
some Hindu peasants population. They own good quality 
lands with more than 20 acres per family on a average. 
They have adopted the agricultural tools and practices 
of Hindu peasants and have also accepted their food, dress 
and the way of living. Often they supplement their incomes 
from land cultivation by taking recource to such 
occupations as felling of trees and sale of timber, 
Belling of liquor, shopkeeping and money-lending and 
by taking up salaried jobs. A large number of these 
Gonds, Korkus and Oraon living in the plains are 
prosperous cultivators. 
9.'i 
Hand-to-Mouth Living 
The largest number of tribals namely, Gonds, 
Kols, Baigas, Korwas etc. in the region belong to the 
second category. They- own small pieces of land which 
they cultivate but the soil of their lands is poor and 
their holdings are too small to enable them to depend 
wholly upon these holdings for their living. They do not 
have irrigation facilities and they use refuse and ash as 
manure. Generally they have low crop yields on account 
of the use of inferior quality seeds and primitive 
implements. To supplement their income from land, they 
have to work as labourers in the fields of the well-to-do 
farmers, in forests, and as labourers in P.\v.D. gangs. They 
also take advantage of the facilities provided to them 
by the forest department called nistar of free collection 
of tendu leave and such other forest produce as harra, 
bahera. sonla. tamarind, mahua flowers and finiits, mango, 
and wild grasses. They sell these to dealers and 
contractors to get some money for the purchase of such 
articles of their daily use as beads, iron implements, 
gur and sugar, salt, spices, oils and tobacco. The tribals 
who are living in countryside or suburbs of the cities 
or towns are engaged in rikshaw pulling, building 
construction work, sale of fuel-wood from the jungles etc. 
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Usually they lead a hand-to-mouth existence, and have 
to resort to "borrowing to meet unforeseen exigencies. 
As their income is hardly sufficient for tare existence, 
these loans keep mounting. Often the indebted tribals 
have to serve the creditors without payment, almost like 
serfs, and often this serfdom is passed on to succeeding 
generations. 
Landless Labourers 
The third category consist of landless labourers. 
They constitute more than 20 per cent of the total tribal 
population of the region. These people are exploited 
most by traders, contractors, money-lenders and are 
unable to find any solution to the perennial problem 
of indebtedness. During the busy agricultural season 
(June-September) they work for well-to-do tribal and 
non-tribal cultivators at fixed wages. The wage is usually 
in kind and paid by weight. Very rarely are such 
payments made in cash. Tribals living in forest villages 
are under an obligation to serve as labourers in the 
forest. Their wages vary from Rs.6/- per day to Rs.10/-
per day. Forest contractors also employ them for felling 
2 
trees at wage rates ranging from ils.6/- to Rs.9/- per day. 
The rates given refer to 1984 A.D. 
U l 
A small number-of the landless tribals are 
employed in welfare projects sponsored by the Government, 
such as digging tanks and building houses. Efforts are 
being made by the Government to provide some land to 
the landless and thus rehabilitate them in their own 
environment. There is also a proposal to train some of 
the landless tribals in cottage industries and crafts 
the raw materials for which are available in abundance 
in the vicinity. The tribals also possess traditions 
and memories of crafts which are now dead or decadent. 
j-iine Labourers 
There is a small tribal population of Kols, 
Baigas, Oroans, Gonds etc. scattered all over the region 
who work as labourers in coal mines and in stone quarries 
and in industrial concerns. 'Most of them work as 
unskilled labourers. 
Baghelkhand is rich in mining and industrial 
potential and as the industrialization of the rural areas 
makes progress, more and more tribals in search of 
employment are being attracted towards such places. It 
is a matter of some satisfaction that the tribal labourers 
working in the mines and factories are treated exactly 
like their non-tribal counterparts. The supervisors and 
managers speak highly of their ability, strength and 
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sincerity. One unfortunate fact which they point out 
about tribal labour is absenteeism. The average tribal 
labourers works for about 250 days in a year. Most of 
the time, they are away to their villages, celebrating, 
drinking and dancing, visiting their friends and 
relatives, or just idling. Most tribals generally do 
no like to work more than what is necessary to earn enough 
for their daily needs. The idea of saving is alien to 
all except the acculturated tribes. 
Subsistence from Jungle 
4 
The number of tribals belonging to the fifth 
category is very small. They live in deep forests, hills 
and inaccessible areas of Sarguja district. Shifting 
cultivation is not permitted but it is practised 
surreptitiously in those places where hill slopes are 
steep and regular agriculture is difficult or not at all 
possible. The tribals inhabiting such deep forests, like 
the Pahari Korv;as, and Baigas eke out their subsistence 
from the jungles. They are practically omnivorous, at 
times not sparing even poisonous roots, reptiles and 
carrion. They are scantily dressed and their ornaments 
are made of palm leaf, bamboo and straw. Their houses 
are made of timber, bamboo, mud and straw (all locally 
available at practically no cost). They tap the palm and 
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palmyra trees for sulphl and tari and occasionally brew 
liquor from mahua blossoms. They grow tobacco and 
vegetables in their kitchen gardens. They do their own 
smithy and carpentry, and believe that they are protected 
against illness by their medicine men. The result is 
that there is very little indebtedness among them and 
they do not suffer from many of the social problem which 
are common to the acculturated tribals. 
These isolated or semi-isolated tribes present 
another problem^though, viz., whether they should be left 
as they are, or whether they should be covered by the 
usual development projects. It is clear that they cannot 
remain isolated for a long time. Already these areas 
are being surveyed by the Government for development 
projects. 
L'ven where tribals have settled down as cultivators, 
their agriculture retains its backward character. Factors 
responsible for the backwardness of tribal agriculture 
in the region are: 
(i) poor soil, (ii) almost total absence of irrigation, 
(iii) lack of manuring (iv) ignorance of the people about 
the techniques of crop rotation and crop mixing, 
(v) use of crude and primitive agricultural implements, and 
(vi) greater intensity of soil erosion on hill slopes 
and inability of the tribal farmers to arrest it. 
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The result is that the crops grown by tribal 
fanners are of the coarse variety which they use for 
their own consumption. Only in a small area of south-
eastern Baghelkhand region, oil-seeds and rice are grown. 
In the wheat growing tracts of the Sidhi district where 
the soil is better, cotton and groundnut are cultivated. 
For the rest of the area, coarse varieties of paddy, 
maisie and millets are the standard crops raised by tribal 
farmers. In their bari (kitchen garden) they grow 
vegetables, maize, tobacco and some fruits like bananas, 
u^av-is and papayas. 
'j]o sum up, it can be said that agriculture is 
the main source of livelihood for the tribals in this 
region. They have been dependent upon cultivation of land 
for centuries, and in spite of industrial development, 
cultivation is likely to be the predominant pattern of 
their economy for a long time to come. 
Kakino; a Living 
The majority of the tribal population of the 
Baghelkhand region live in the hilly and jungle areas 
v;here most of land is under reserved/protected forest. In 
the past they generally practised shifting agriculture. 
In 1867, it was finally decided to prohibit shifting 
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cultivation throughout the Central Provinces. Before 
this, the tribals used to practise shifting cultivation 
without any check. Now shifting cultivation has been 
banned, and the tribals, restrained by administrative and 
economic pressures, have adopted settled agriculture, 
except in a few parts of Surguja District, where shifting 
cultivation is carried on illegally. The tribals have 
been extremely reluctant to have contacts with non-tribals 
and were either pushed or themselves withdrew to 
relatively isolated tracts, on the hills and into the 
jungles. Naturally, the land is more barren on the 
rugged and undulating hills than in the plains, and the 
yield from it is-seldom sufficient to meet even the 
essential requirements. 
E^en when the tribals have given up or been forced 
to give up shifting cultivation, they have continued to 
follow their traditional and primitive methods of 
agriculture with crude implements, poor quality seeds, 
without the knowledge or practice of manuring and crop 
rotation. 
3 Nag, D.S., Tribal Economy, Bharatiya 
Adimjati Sewak Sangh, 1958, p.77. 
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A noticeable -fact about the agriculture of 
Baghelkhand region, and more specifically of the tribals, 
is its low productivity. The yield and the value of the 
crops produced by the tribals is even less. This is 
because of the following factors; 
(a) Limited, land available for agricultural purposes 
in the more or less isolated, inaccessible hilly 
regions and jungles, where a big part of the 
area is covered by forests. 
(b) Soil erosion, lack of fencing around the fields, 
paucity of irrigation facilities and employment 
of very crude tec'hniques and implements of 
agriculture. 
(c) The tribals' preference for producing low value 
and coarse crops like kodon-kotki, ;)owar, maize, 
tangurn. kunuwan, kangun. budia, marhia, sutru, 
and khursa. 
Animal Husbandry 
The cattle population in the tiibal areas of 
the region is quite high, although the breeds of cattle 
reared are usually very poor. In traditional economy 
of the tribals cattle serve only as suppliers of food' 
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and as beasts of burden^ Hence there Is a great 
emphasis among them on the rearing of pigs and poultry, 
which is the common feature of tribal villages all 
Over the eastern and southeastern areas of the region. 
From the First Five Year Plan period the 
emphasis has been laid by the Government'upon the 
establishment of veterinary dispensaries and cattle 
breeding farms, training veterinary personnel and 
distribution of bulls and cows of better breed. Thus 
animal husbandry is developing as a major subsidiary 
occupation for the tribals in the region but the rate 
of the progress of such project is very very slow and 
the results are not very encouraging. 
Forests 
Most of the tribal 'communities in the region have 
had their share in the forests since times immemorial. 
They have been dependent to a large extent upon produce 
from the forests for their consumption and for barter. 
Unfortunately, during the past, as a result of shifting 
cultivation operations,many of the forests in the region 
have been ravaged. 
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At present, the forest area of the Baghelkhand 
region comprises approximately 21,573 sq. km or nearly 
46 per cent of the total geographical are.'a of the region. 
Of the total forest area, 6,422 sq. km or 28.8 per cent 
is classed as reserved forests in which all private 
rights and concessions have been abolished. Some 8,049 
sq. km or 38.4 per cent of the total forest area is 
classified as Protected Forests and rest as Unclassed 
Forests. In the protected forests the local population 
has retained certain privileges in regard to firewood 
collection and grazing of cattle. 
The economically valuable forests of Baghelkhand 
are classified as sal, teak and mixed forests. . 
Sal forests are concentrated in the, Sidhi, 
Shahdol and Surguja districts. Mixed deciduous forests 
occupy large areas in Sidhi and Shahdol forest divisions, 
while bamboo occurs as underscrub and is prevalent in 
most of the teak forests of the Baghelkhand region. The 
largest unused reserves of bamboo are found in the 
central part of Shahdol district. 
Most of the forests abound in products of 
commercial value as a char or chiron.ji (buchania latifolia), 
dhamun (grewia restita), semur or semul cotton tree 
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(bambax malarium), amaltas (cassia fistula), kachnar 
( bauhinia variegata), harsingar (byctanthes arbortristris), 
gular (ficus glomerta), tinsa (ongonia dalbergiodes) 
and mahua (bassia latifolia). Mahua has high spreading 
foliage useful for consumption and barter. 
Important fruit-bearing trees are mango 
(mangifera indica), Jamun (engenia jambologna), tamarind 
(tamarindus indica), wild pl\im (zigyphus jujuba), kairl 
or wood-apple (feronia elephantum). 
A very important source of income, in almost 
all the tribal areas of Baghelkhand, is the picking of 
tendu or ebony (diospyror tomentosa) leaves used for the 
manufacture of bidis. 
There are various types of grasses of commercial 
value found in the region.' Mention may be made of babel 
or bhabhar (polinica eioponda) utilized in making ropes 
and for paper manufacture,.bharru (sorghum helepense) 
needed for making reed-pens, andropagon sehoenanthus 
which yields the aromatic rusa oil, and panicum crus-gali 
whose seeds are gathered and eaten by the tribals, and 
other herbaceous undergrowth like acanthaccae and 
legniminosea. 
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Besides carrying on agriculture and selling 
forest produce, the tribals engage themselves in many 
other jobs for supplementing their income, such as 
serving as agricultural labourers within or outside the 
villages they live in, working as wage-earners in the 
Forest Department, directly or indirectly (that is, with 
forest contractors)^in constructing roads, and as 
labourers in mines and collieries. Pishing and hunting 
provide extra food in some parts. It has been reported 
that tribals in some area have taken to cattle grazing 
as a primary and, more often, as a subsidiary source of 
4 income. 
N.C.A.E.R., Socio-EconQmic Condi t ions 
of P r i m i t i v e Tr ibes i n Madhya 
P r a d e s h . New D e l h i , I963 , p p . 1 6 - 2 3 . 
CHAPTER VIII 
AGRICULTUfiB 
Most of the tribals of Baghelkhand region are 
agriculturists. More than 90 per cent of the tribal 
population of the region inhabits the hilly and plateau 
tracts. Land is the only basis of their sustinance and 
they have a purely irural character. Most of the cultivators 
are poor and small farmers and lands owned by them are of 
relatively low fertility as compared to the lands owned 
by non-tribals. Very large areas are devoid of irrigation 
ana depend upon seasonal rainfall. Irrigation, if 
available, it is done mainly with wells, which rarely have 
water throughout the year because of low water-table. 
CLASSIFICATION OF LAIOS OWKED BY TRIBALS 
The agricultural tribes of the Baghelkhand region 
have their lands as the mainstay of their economy, as in 
any other region. The value of land is judged and 
classified with reference to their relative position and 
gradient. The tribals possess mainly two types of cultivable 
lands viz., the Don (lowland) and 'the Tnar* (upland). In 
the north-western part of the region lands is classified 
into three categories (i) 'Dand' (upper land), (ii) 'Chawar' 
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( mediiom land with paddy fields), and Bhara (lower land 
where water remains upto January). 
The Don 
The depressions between the rugar i tnars are 
known as the don or the ' b a h l a ' . These a re ac tua l ly 
te r raced f i e l d s on s lopes . These don f i e l d s can be 
c l a s s i f i e d on the bas is of e leva t ion , s i t e , f e r t i l i t y and 
s o i l moisture. The poorest qxxality are upland f i e ld s 
the tops »hich are known as — 'Chawra don' - Next in 
qua l i t y i s called the 'Sokra don*, the th i rd t e r race i s 
c a l l e d the 'Garha don' and the lowest pa r t of the 
depress ion i s called the 'Kudar don ' . 
The 'Kudar don' i s bes t of a l l , which possesses 
t he highest f e r t i l i t y and moisture con t en t s . • As a r u l e , 
the f e r t i l i t y and moisture contents become low as one 
goes up from ' t he kvtdar don to the chawra don. The qual i ty 
and quanti ty of the output of r i c e and other crops a l so 
decreases accordingly. The don a re genera l ly u t i l i z e d for 
growing paddy. 
The Tnar 
The 'Tnar' is flat land. It is almost level or it 
may show a gentle slope. According to the location and 
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fertility of the soil, the 'tnar' land is further divided 
into three categories. The 'Bari*. the 'Dehari', and the 
' Rugari'tnars. The land that is attached to a house and 
used as a kitchen garden is called the 'Bari tnar*, 
Generally vegetables and fruit for domestic use are grown 
and paddy nurseries are prepared in these Bari tnars. 
The land used for the rice seedling is called 'the Bira bari'. 
The bari is well manured and adequately irrigated land. 
Outside the village settlement, patches of upland 
are known as the 'dehari tnar' or the'chawra baries'. These 
tnars are used for growing different varieties of pulses, 
vegetables ana rice seedlings. Those who can afford to 
dig wells grow various type of vegetables. The good 
quality tnars are cultivated every year without any problem 
and the fields are rarely left fallow. 
The distant uplands are called the 'rugari tnars'. 
The 'rugari tnar' is comparatively less fertile than the 
'dehari tnar' and hence it is cultivated in alternate 
years. Sometimes it is also left fallow for two years. 
Generally, coarser varieties of crops are grown in rotation 
on these lands. The upland paddy (goradhan), millets 
(gondali) and marua, pulses, cotton, til, san, rapeseed 
lineseed, mustard, ram til etc. are grown on the 'rugari tnar* 
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AGRICULTURAL TOOLS. IMPLEMENTS AND MANURING 
The chief agricultural implement used in tribal 
areas is the plough or 'hal'. It is an age-old wooden 
implement with an iron share which varies in weight from 
1 8 to 36 kg, depending upon the type of soil. It consists 
of the 'ugta*. 'pasi'. 'nari' and 'sangi' (also known as 
gohla) in comhination. Other implements used in farming 
are the pata (harrow), the kodari (earth remover), the 
'hanga' (leveller), the 'tantar' (sickle), the 'kuddi or 
kudal' (spade) the tongi (axe), 'the sabar' (crow-bar), 
the 'calari' (pitchford) etc. Other tools used in 
processing are the rice pounder and the expellar(to 
squeeze out oil from oilseeds) both of which as known 
as 'dhenk' ; the 'patla' . the 'chun.jka' and the 'mann' 
(mortar and pestle). The Sikabahinga (ugi) which is composed 
of epta and'arganaep' (bahinga) are used to carry the loads. 
The bullock-cart is used as a means of transport for short 
distances. It is comparatively small with solid wooden 
wheels. 
Prom the very beginning,the agricultural tribes 
of the region have depended upon forests. Hence the 
Implements used in agricultural operations are mainly made 
of wood, and for the making and repairing of these wooden 
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implements t h e t r i b a l s have t h e i r own t r a d i t i o n a l smal l 
t o o l s . Prosperous t r i b a l c u l t i v a t o r s have s t a r t e d us ing 
modern implements such as paddy huskers ( t h r e s h e r s ) . s t raw 
c u t t e r s , pumping s e t s e t c . 
The ch ie f f e r t i l i z e r used by t h e t r i b a l s i s 
cowdung manure. The dung i s c o l l e c t e d i n a p i t i n t o which 
d i r t and o t h e r r e fuse a r e heaped. A f t e r some time t h e 
decomposed c o n t e n t s of the p i t a r e s c a t t e r e d i n smal l 
heaps a l l over t h e p l o t . The ploughing be fo re the f i r s t 
shower mixes the manure with the s o i l . The use of chemical 
f e r t i l i z e r s i s p r a c t i c a l l y unknown i n t h e r e g i o n . At some 
p l a c e s w e l l - t o - d o p e a s e n t s have s t a r t e d u s i n g them very 
r e c e n t l y . Green manuring i s a l s o done o c c a s i o n a l l y by a 
ve ry smal l n\imbers of t r i b a l s . As f a r a s i r r i g a t i o n i s 
concerned , the t r i b a l s us t ia l ly depend upon Na ture . At some 
p l a c e s wel ls and tanks a r e a l s o used f o r t h e purpose . 
AGHICULTURAL PROCESSING AND PLOU&HING 
Various a g r i c u l t u r a l p roces se s a r e c a r r i e d on 
i n the r e g i o n . 
( i ) Ploughing 
Before cultivation the land is ploughed three to 
four times, according to its state. The first ploughing is 
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done immediately after reaping the earlier crops or 
immediately after the first heavy shower of rain'in 
January or February. This is known as 'ohirna'. (It means 
to cut the land open). Within one or two months, after the 
first ploughing, the second ploughing is done. It is known 
as the 'khetrana'. Thus the soil is exposed to the sun. 
The big clods are broken with a mallet (dhelaphora). In 
March and April, the field is manured, and, if needed, 
it is ploughed again for the third time. This operation 
is known as the 'uthona'. The last ploughing is done just 
before the sowing or transplantation of paddy and is known 
as the 'kdina', The field is harrowed before sowing. 
After sowing, if necessary, weeding is also done with the 
help of the plough. 
(ii) Repairing of Ridges or Embankments ' 
The field terraces are separated from each other 
by mud ridges. These embankments have to be repaired 
frequently and made watertight. Again, these are 
stregnthened between the first ploughing and the sowing 
operations. These operations are done when the soil gets 
moistened by the winter showers. 
From the time of sowing upto the end of the rainy 
season the amount of the water in the fields has to be 
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regulated cons tan t ly , to-prevent i t s excessive accumulation 
i n the f i e l d s . Surplus water i s allowed to flow off. When 
water i s to be re ta ined , i t s flow i s prevented. These two 
operations in the process of regu la t ing water a re cut t ing 
out water and confining of water. After the rainy season 
the embankments are fur ther strengthened and made water-
t i g h t (adding ear th towards the close of the rainy season) , 
approximately in the middle of September. 
( i i i ) Sowing 
Due to the subsistance economy, every tribal 
peasant keeps his best seed stored for sowing. Due to 
ignorance and high prices they do not get, HYV seeds 
supplied by the government. The actual process of sowing 
starts from April and lasts till August. Sowing operations 
may be divided into the folloving: 
(a) Broadcasting (Buna) - After the first showers in 
April, the prelimineries of ploughing, manuring and 
levelling are done, and the fields are prepared for broad-
casting. Then the seeds are collected in bamboo baskets and 
are broadcast. The soils are then mixed with the help 
of light ploughing ^ nd finally harrowing is done. 
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(b) Sowing in the Mud (Lews) - The field is prepared . 
first like the buna fields. The only difference is that 
the last ploughing for the lewa is done so as to bring 
the soil to a muddy state. After a day or two when the 
soil is settled, the excess of water which floats over the 
surface is drained off and the pre-germinated paddy seeds 
are broadcast. This is done after soaking them in water 
in 
for a day or two and then keeping them/covered baskets. 
( c) Transplantation (Ropa) - Transplantation is done 
in the month of Sawan (July-August). The ropa fields are 
also prepared in the same manner as the 'buna' and the 
'lewa' fields. Bat ropa fields are re-ploughed before 
transplantation so that the soil and water are mixed 
uniformly. This process is known as 'kudrana'. The 
seedling nursery is Jcnown as 'bira bari' and seedling 
is called 'bira' . The 'biras'' are of two types, the 
'buna bira'and the 'lewa bira'. The buna bira is sown in 
the months of April and May using the 'buna' method whereas 
the 'lewa bira' is sown in the months of June to August 
by the lewa method. Transplantation is generally done by 
women. They make rows and hold small bunches of seedlings 
in the their left hands. They make holes with the finger of 
the right hand at the interval of few inches and plant 
2-3 seedlings in each hole. 
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(d) Weeding - The rlce_ fields are weeded three times. 
The first weeding is done after about a month of sowing 
when the paddy plants have hecome a little mature. The 
second weeding takes place when water accumulates in the 
fields for two or three days so that the wild grasses 
get decayed. Then it is ploughed, and the water is allowed 
to flow off.! The third weeding takes place after fifteen 
days of the second weeding. It is generally done by 
labourers. 
( e) Watching - When the paddy is growing it needs 
careful watching.. Cattle grazing should be strictly 
prohibited. When the crop gets matured or ripens completely 
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a careful watch against the thieves birds and cattle is 
necessary. Women and children often do this job during 
the day-time and men keep watch at night. They sleep in 
field on the 'Macha' (a raised plat form) or in the 
' kumbas' (a umberella type shade made of straw). 
( f) Harvesting - Since the crop ripening periods vary, 
the harvesting starts from October and continues till 
January. It is done by country-made sickles. 
Theft of ripe crops is a very common thing in 
this tribal region because of food scarcity. 
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( g) Threshing and Vlnnowing - The ground on which the 
threshing operation is done is known as 'khali' (Khaliyan). 
A rocky place is preferred for this purpose. If this is 
not available some other convenient site ia selected. 
Generally the 'Khali' is done near to the fields. The 
threshing ground is cleaned and made smooth. The paddy is 
brought in bundles and left in the open so that it may 
dry in the sun. After two or three days it is re-arranged 
in a circular form of heap and ears of the paddy are kept 
towards the centre. A few bullocks are driven on it. 
Then the straw is continuously turned up and down by a 
pitchfork (the calarl). Sometimes this is also done with 
hands. The chaff is removed from the grains by a winnowing 
fan (Sup). When the winds blow, the farmer puts some 
grains in the winnowing fan and lifts his hand upwards as 
much as possible and then shakes his hand so as to let 
the grains gradvially fall on the ground. The chaff being 
very light blow away some distance while the grains fall 
below at the winnower's feet. 
(h) Husking - Paddy is husked either with the dhenki 
or chun.jka (pestle and mortar). Unboiled rice is known as 
'abda' (arua) and that which is boiled before husking is 
known as 'ondka' (usna) rice. 
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CULTIVi.TIOU OF THE UPLAffl) PADDY AND OTHER CROPS 
Upland Paddy (Gora dhan) 
On t h e upland f i e l d s , paddy i s grown by t h e 
b r o a d c a s t i n g method. The o p e r a t i o n s of the f i e l d s fo r 
sowing a r e the same as f o r low l a n d s . They a r e sown i n 
June and ha rves t ed i n September, The n o r t h - e a s t e r n p a r t 
of Madhya Pradesh i s known a s a r i c e bowl and S i d h i , 
Shahdol and Surguja d i s t r i c t s a r e p a r t s of t h i s r e g i o n , 
Paddy p r o d u c t i o n i n t h e s e t h r e e d i s t r i c t s was h i g h e r t han 
t h o s e of a l l the o l h e r foodgra ins i n t h e reg ion - 5 4 . 5 8 , 
168 and 251.48 me t r i c tonnes r e s p e c t i v e l y , i n t h e yea r 
1981, Rice i s t he s t a p l e food of the t r i b a l s . 
Kodon Kutk i ( smal l m i l l e t ) 
Kodon k u t k i i s a l s o an impor t an t crop of the 
r e g i o n . I t i s grown a l l over the r eg ion , e s p e c i a l l y i n 
t h e a r e a s of t r i b a l c o n c e n t r a t i o n . I t i s c u l t i v a t e d on 
h i g h e r p o r t i o n s of land l o c a l l y known as ' t e k a r s ' o r 
' t n a r s ' , P loughing i s g e n e r a l l y done i n J u l y , u s u a l l y 
once or twice for kodon and twice o r t h r i c e for k u t k i . 
F i e l d s a r e g e n e r a l l y bakharred twice be fo re sowing kodon 
which i s sown i n July while k u t k i i s sown i n August, 
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Kodon is grown pn almost every kind of soil, and 
in favourable years its yields are remarkable. 
The production of kodon kutki in the Shahdol 
district is 18.50 million tonnes, it is 26.85 
million tonnes in Sidhi, and in Surguja district 9.50 
million tonnes. 
Kodon is of various kinds - 'Bisbaria' and 'Luma' 
which have large grains are called kodon; 'Basin' and 
'Lehri', which have smaller grains are called 'Kodeli'. 
Kodon is usually mixed with arhar or tur in Shahdol and 
Sidhi districts and the adjoining parts of the Surguja 
district. 
When Kodon is sown with arhar, both the seeds are 
broadcast together, but when jowar is sown, Kodon is 
broadcast first and than the field is ploughed and after 
2 or 3 days jowar seeds are broadcast. This is followed 
by another ploughing. Generally this millet takes a longer 
time for germination than .jowar; but if sown earlier,both 
the crops germinate together. These crops are usually 
not given any manure, and are rainfed and allowed only 
one weeding. Being strong, this millet neither requires 
irrigation nor rain. Weeding is done after a month of 
sowing. 
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After being harvested in the middle of November, 
it is kept for a month in 'khaliyan', as the cultivator 
is busy with the threshing of paddy. 
Kutki grain closely resembles kodon and is about 
a quarter of its size. It is generally sown in those fields 
which have been broken up from fallow and ploughed three 
or four times. Unlike kodon, the millet does not thrive 
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on poor soils, and unlike its counterpart, it requires 
intermittent rains too. As kutki is sown in August, 
generally after two or three ploughing, weeds are naturally 
killed and hence weeding is not required. It is threshed 
soon after being harvested in early October, 
Threshing and winnowing practices in these twin 
millets are the same as in other crops. The seeds are 
preserved in earthen pots. To retain the fertility of the 
soil the following rotation system is observed on the 
poor lands. 
1, Kodon - Tur or Jowar - Tur - Niger - fallow. 
2. Kodon - Tur or Jowar - Tur - Kutki - fallow. 
Maize 
Owing to the suitability of climate for it, maize 
grows well and abundantly in the three districts of the 
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region. It is sown in early June or July. Short duration 
varieties are ready to be harvested by September and the 
long duration ones in October or early November. Hybrid 
maize is now being introduced and gives excellent results. 
The yield of hybrid varieties under irrigated conditions, 
increases three to four times those of the ordinary 
varieties. 
This crop needs very careful watching just after 
bearing corn fruit. In the day time watching is done mainly 
by children or women and at night it is done by men with 
the help of comparatively higher Macha or Machan. 
Wheat and Barley 
Barring the hilly and less irrigated areas, these 
crop are evenly distributed in the .region, especially in 
tribal concentration areas^ Meagre amounts of the crop 
are produced because of some physical and economic 
limitations. Generally wheat is sown in October or November, 
and harvested from the middle of March to the end of April. 
It needs much waters, and therefore the areas where the 
soil is light or irrigation scanty, barley is preferred. 
It is sown in October and November and harvested in March 
and April. 
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The total production of wheat in Sidhi is 23.87 
million tonnes,in Shahdol 29.80 million tonnes and in 
Surguja 39.12 million tonnes. Barley production is 
approximately one third of wheat. 
Oilseeds 
The important o i l seeds which a re grown in the 
region are sesamum (Ti l or T i l l i and Ram T i l ) , rapeseed, 
mustard (Rayee-Sarsoan), l inseed ( u l s i ) and groundnut 
(Moongphali). 
S esamum 
Generally these are grown on uplands. Among 
oilseedssesamum is the main kharif crop. It is grown all 
over the region, but Gopodhanas and Sigrauli tahsils of 
Sidhi district and Beehari and Sohagpur tahsils of Shadol 
district have a special tradition for cultivating it. 
The land for til cultivation is well ploughed and 
'hakhered' before sowing. After the seed is in the ground 
the bakhar is inverted and run over the ground to press 
the seed home. This process is called 'pahta'. It seldom 
requires weeding. Sowing is done in June and July and 
harvesting in December. It requires rain soon after 
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germination. If there are no rains its crop is destroyed 
by an insect called *chidda' or 'chitu'. 'Mahu' is an 
insect which appears if too much rainfalls and it destroys 
the leaves. 
There are two varieties of til crops grown - white 
and "black. The former fetches a higher price. Large 
quantities are exported to France where it is mixed with 
olive oil to make Lucca Oil^which is a trade name . 
The production of til is 2.28 million tonnes in 
Sidhi, 1.6 million tonnes in Shahdol and 0.90 million 
tonnes in Surguja district. 
The production other oilseeds are given in 
the following: 
Sidhi Shahdol Surguja 
(million tonnes) (million tonnes) (million tonnes) 
1.40 2.60 
0.10 3.25 
12.20 
U ls i 
Peanut 
Mustard 
1.66 
0.01 
•* 
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Pulses 
The arhar or tur, gram ana urd are grown all 
Over the region, while masoor and moauth are grown in 
the northern and south-southeastern part of the region 
respectively. About arhar, it has already "been mentioned 
that it is generally grown mixed with other crops like 
kodon and kutki. 
Gram (Cicer orientinum) is a major pulse crop 
of the region. Unlike other crops mentioned above, gram 
is of limited occurrence. It is cultivated in some areas 
of Sohagpur tahsil, Gopadbanas tahsil and Son trough. 
Though it is common in some particular areas, it is not 
totally absent in rest of the region. 
It is generally grown in fertile areas. Lana 
for its cultivation is well ploughed and 'bakhered' before 
sowing is done. In the first half of October the gram 
seeds are sown with nari. These are sown pure or mixed 
with wheat and barley in a mixture ratio of 3.1 and 5.1 
respectively. Manuring and irrigation are not required. 
The crop, if sown pure, is harvested in the first half 
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of March and if mixed, in the second half of the same 
month. The following rotation is usually done: 
1. Fallow - Wheat - Fallow - Gram 
2. Paddy - Gram - Paddy - Gram 
3. Fallow - Gram - Fallow - Linseed 
(i) Three varieties of gram are generally grown 
in the region, namely, 'Haldia' which is yellowish in 
colour, (ii) 'Imalia' with a red tint, and (iii) 'Prabatia' 
which is white. 
Gram and Tur are among the important pulses of 
the region. Their production in the year 1981 is given 
below: 
Sidhi Shahdol Surguja 
(million tonnes) (million tonnes) (million tonnes) 
6.2 3.1 
4.1 10.70 
Gram 
Tur 
O t h e r Crops 
20.93 
10.83 
Recent ly a few of the t r i b a l s have s t a r t e d 
growing suga rcane . Some tobacco i s a l s o grown by most of 
the t r i b a l s i n a corner of t h e i r ' b a r i ' . I t i s e x c l u s i v e l y 
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meant for their own consumption and has been exempted, 
as a special measure, from licence and excise tax by the 
Central Excise Department. This tobacco is of a especially-
strong variety, stronger than the one mostly grown by 
licensed tobacco cultivators. 
Common vegetables are also grown in barja of Gond, 
Bhumia, Baiga, Oraon and other tribes. Common varieties 
of this region are brinjal, barabatli, kotna. pumpkin, 
vegetable marrow, bha.1 i, sweet potato, khorwari, lal bha.ji. 
tomato, potato etc. These vegetables are grown by the 
tribals in the barjs and are mainly for their domestic 
consumption. But.they also sell their excess amounts of 
vegetables in the hats (weekly markets) or towns or 
colliery areas. Some fibre crops are also grown in the 
region like 'San' and lakda. 
Livestock 
The tribals of the region do not keep large 
herds of cattle. Generally agricultural tribes prefer to 
keep those animals that are necessary for agriculture. 
The cominon domestic animals found with the tribals 
are cows, bullocks, buffaloes, goats, ponies, pigs and 
poultry. The average number of animals in each tribal 
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home is 9. Villages situated nearer to the forest have 
comparatively higher number of cattle because of easy 
grazing facilities. Bullocks and buffaloes are used for 
pulling ploughs and carts, ponies as pack animals and for 
occasional riding, cows and she buffaloes for their milk, 
and goats for milk and meat and pigs and poultry for their 
flesh only. The goat, pigs and poultry are also used in 
sacrifices and cows and buffaloes are used as 'bunda' 
(bride price). Under the influence of Hinduism, the Gonds 
and Baigas have given up beef eating though some of them 
still consume beef. Pork is one of Oraon's favourite 
meats. During marriages and festivals, pork is served 
as a delicacy. Generally the village panchayat demand 
pig in the feast when a person is fined. Though the tribals 
have these cattle, milk obtained from them is very little. 
Cattle Tending and Rearing 
All the members of the family are engaged in 
cattle tending and rearing. The elder members of the 
family milk the cows or she-buffaloes and serve fodder to 
the animals. The women clean the cattle-sheds. The 
children take them to the grazing ground. The Gonds and 
Baigas are not good husbandmen and consequently the cattle 
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in this region are poor^and unhealthy. Generally the 
tribals are unaware of the methods of the improvement 
of the breed of their animals. 
Division of Labour 
The division of labour between males and females 
is done according to age groups. The male members do 
heavy work such as ploughing, sowing, repairing of 
embankments, threshing, winnowing and driving bullock 
carts etc. The females do lighter work such as 
transplantation and weeding. They also manage affairs 
such as husking rice, cooking, taking care of children 
and taking fuel wood, grass, forest fruits etc. to the 
market. Some jobs are shared by both the sexes, such as 
harvesting and reaping of the crops and cultivation of 
vegetables. 
Younger members of the family also help their 
parents in agricultural operations like watching the field 
at the day time and driving the cattle to the pastures. 
The tribal farmers help each other. If a farmer 
does not possess plough cattle, he may form an alliance 
with another person who has them. The farmer who has 
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plough cattle, ploughs the fields of farmers who have 
no plough cattle. This system is known as the 'pasari'. 
Another kind of alliance is known as 'sa.iha' 
viz., partnership. Peasant farmers who have no plough-
cattle "but are owners of land, supply half of the seeds 
and manures. Other peasant farmers,who have plough-
cattle, a furnish the other half of the seeds and manures 
and work on the fields. They are known as 'sa.jhadars'. 
The owners of land and those with plough cattle take 
equal share of the produce. If a person has no plough 
and plough-cattle, then sometimes his services are used 
by other farmers in exchange of free lodging and boarding 
and he works on the land for one year. This alliance 
is known as 'sankhia'. 
When a farmer requires assistance in cultivation, 
he may engage some young boy with the permission of his 
elders. Such a boy is known as the 'dhangar' or the 
jonkh. His appointment is marked by a feast. The 
'dhangar' boy gets 'pogari' (allowance) in kind or cash 
according to his age and nature of work for which he is 
engaged. His services terminate in 'Magit' (February), 
which is the end of the working season. If he is willing 
to continue, his service may be renewed for the following 
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year. The 'phangar' boy gets free lodging and boarding 
throughout the period of his service and a fixed amount 
of rice and other grains are supplied to him for food. 
If there is no male successor of land holder, he may adopt 
a 'dhanger' boy on the basis the understanding that the 
boy will marry his daughter without having to pay bride 
price. Such a *dhangar' is called 'ghargia' or 'ghardamad*. 
He gets free boarding and lodging apart from 'pogari' 
(allowance), 
Occassionally, a cooperative labour group is 
organized by the headman of *Dhumkuria'• If a farmer 
requires some labourers, he applies to the 'dhanger mahto' 
(headman of dhumkuria) for male labourers and to 'barki 
dhangrin' (head of the 'peal erpa') for female hands. 
Generally they are required for thaching of roofs, and 
harvesting, transplantation and weeding operations. In 
return, the labourer get food and wine made from rice or 
mahua. Sometimes they are paid in cash as well as in kind. 
Thus the whole village works as a family in 
economic pursuits. 
Storing 
Whatever a peasent produces is first paid to clear 
his debts. Then the share of the village musicians, 
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blacksmiths, and other craftsmen is distributed. The 
rest is generally stored for domestic consumption in 
earthen containers which are locally known as moras, 
Poodgrains for immediate consiimption are stored in 
bamboo baskets. 
Storage of Grains 
There are many indigenous methods of carrying 
Over the produce beyond the harvest season i n the 
Baghelkhand region. But the four methods described below 
are very much in vogue. 
1 . Storage in Earthen Pots - This type of storage 
method i s genera l ly used by small farmers. They keep the 
g r a i n s . i n the earthen pots of various s i ze s and 
shapes. The capacity of a pot ranges from 20 kg to 200 kg, 
2 . Dholies or Pa la i - This i s a l o c a l name given to 
bins made of bamboo. These are somewhat square a t the 
t o p . The dimension of such bins var ies according to 
ind iv idua l needs. These are used for s t o r i n g small 
q u a n t i t i e s of g ra ins , varying from 3.5 to 6 qu in t a l s . 
A newly prepared bamboo b i n , ' d h o l i ' ^ i s p las te red on a l l 
s ides with a mixture of cowdung and mud. After completely 
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drying for two or three days, it is again plastered 
with cowdung alone and then dried. The main idea of 
plastering the dholi is to make it airtight. 
When they are dry, the dholies are kept in a 
room where the grain is to be stored. Thoroughly dried 
grain is then filled in, leaving about 15 cm space from 
the top empty. The grain is then covered with teak 
leaves, over which straw is spread upto to top of the 
dholi. The mouth of the dholi is closed with mud, thus 
making it completely airtight. Proper care is taken in 
filling the grain and the 'dholi' is made airtight 
&n^ there is little possibility of damage. 
3. Storage in Bags - When small lots of different 
kinds of seeds are to be stored simultaneously and 
collectively, particularly grams, they are stored in bags. 
A layer of about 15 cm of wheat straw is spread 
over the floor of the store room. Over this straw or 
'bhusa', bags full of grain are stiched and arranged one 
over the other in rows. About one anu half feet space 
is left in between the bags, while the space between the 
rows of bag and walls of the room is filled in with wheat 
straw, about two ana half feet from all sides, to protect 
the foodgrains from outside moist air. 
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^• Iron Bins - Iron bins of various sizes are used 
by prosperous tribal cultivators. The bins are made of 
galvanized iron sheets. They are of various sizes, 
varying from one to one and half metres in diameter and 
two to two and half metres in height. They are also 
provided with lids. The capacity of bins varies from 
eleven to seventeen quintals. 
For storing seeds, the bins containing them are 
kept in the sun for about three to four days, cleaned 
thoroughly and dusted with insecticide to destroy any 
possible insects or their eggs. The bins are then arranged 
in a godown and the dried grain is filled in, leaving 
about one and quarter feet empty space from the top. The 
empty space is filled with teack leaves or wheat straw 
and the bins are closed and sealed wi.th mud plaster so 
as to make them completely airtight,to protect the 
foodgrains from moist air during the rainy season. Iron 
bins are quite uncommon due to their high initial cost . 
Songs, Dances and Festivals Associated with 
Agricultural Operations 
The economy of most of the tribals of the region 
is mainly dependent on agriculture. The beginning and 
the end of the agricultural operations are marked by 
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festival and ceremonies^l)articularly. dances and songs. 
Thus their recreation is very much related to agricultural 
processes. 
Before two to four weeks of the sowing of the 
paddy in the month of Jaith and Baisakh (May and June) 
they celeberate 'Kothori'. For this they make collections 
in cash and kind to purchase hens or goats. They worship 
ana sacrifies these at 'daiwalla' (house of gods); the 
blood of the sacrificed animal is poured into a pitcher 
' Ghara' containing water. Then it is sprinkled over the 
rice fields the same evening. This is supposed to 
increase the yield. 
Karma - In the month of 'Asarh' (June) the festival of 
Ganga Dasehra is celebrated before the sowing of paddy. 
On this occassion, the tribals dance and sing 'Karma', 
Only men can take part in 'Karma', They dance in the 
moon-light, or in the li^t of bonfire, lantern or diyas. 
The Karma is a popular tribal dance. Except for 
the Ganga Dasehra festival, both the sexes take part in 
this dance. The women link arms and dance in straight 
lines, forming rectangles, and swayihythmically. The men 
form a separate circular ring, and dance vigorously. After 
a while, some dancers climb on the shoulders of others. 
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and even then the formatj.on moves in perfect steps, their 
bodies swinging to the rhythm of the drum (Madar) and the 
clapping of the women. Subsequently, the dancers alight 
from the shoulders, re-enter the dancing circle and start 
winding in and out,as if playing hide and seek. 
In some cases men and women make rows opposite 
each other while musicians playing the drum sit between 
them on the ground. The dance is graceful and well 
regulated with measured steps which are very correctly 
performed. While they dance, they sing love songs, one 
row answering another. The dance is always accompanied 
by songs which determine its rhythm and pauses. Dancing 
continues throughout the night, watched by crowds of 
spectators \fn.o gather from many miles. Home distilled 
wine from 'mahua' blossoms is freely taken by the 
performers in order to maintkin their energy. In Surguja, 
' handi' (rice beer) is the common drink, mainly among 
Oraon tribals. The Christian Oraon tribals perform 
karma on the occasion of Bara din (Christmas). 
In the month of Bhadon (August) at the time of 
the ripening of the paddy, they worship Anna deo (god of 
grain). They fix the Karam dandh (a twig) in the centre 
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of the courtyard and sing out the story of Anna Deo. 
A fter this they drink mahua wine and perform the Karma 
dance. 
Shaila Dance - After harvesting paddy crop^ when the 
tribal farmers become idle, the Shaila and Sugna dances 
are performed. 
The Shall dance is performed by males in the 
months of September and October to propitiate their 
tribal gods. In this dance musical instruments and songs 
are same as in the Karma, but they differ in the way of 
dancing. Each dancer has two about one-foot long sticks 
of sal or any other strong wood. They dance in circles, 
striking the sticks of each other in a rhythm. They 
observe fast (Ekadashi Upwas) and go from village to 
village. A dancing party consists of 20 to 50 persons, 
and they dance in pairs. 
Suga or Sua Dance - This dance is also performed in the 
months of September and October,but by women. They dance in 
two parallel rows and,in between these two rows»there is a 
woman in the centre with a basket containing a Sua (parrot) 
made of wood. First the woman in the centre sings and 
this is followed by clapping and dancing by women in the 
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parallel rows. They wear coloured sari and blouses. The 
Suga dancers go from village to village ana stay at night 
in the houses of their relatives. 
The parties of Shaila and 3ua dances do not 
perform their dances on the same day in the same village. 
They believe that if they do this, they will turn into 
stone. Neither of these two dances is common in Sidhi 
district. 
As has already been mentioned, agriculture and 
as well as the whole socio-economic life of the tribals 
is determined by their natural environment. Prom the 
very beginning the Government has been trying to help 
the tribals to come out of this deterministic circle. 
But their traditions and beliefs still exercise a firm 
hold on them,which hinders their socio-economic progress. 
Other important factors which inhibit the development of 
agricultural among the tribals are as follows; 
The level of technology among the tribals of 
Baghelkhand region is extremely low. 
Their Implements - Tillage is done by the tribals with 
crude ana primitive tools. The small wooden plough 
dragged by a pair of lean bullocks or buffaloes is nothing 
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more than an implement to scratch the earth. Thick 
shrubs are allowed to remain in the fields. The seed 
drill is largely unknown to them and much of the seeds 
sown are wasted. Nearly all the agricultural implements 
are home made. Most often the tribal farmers themselves 
do the carpentry and the wood is acquired from the 
neighbouring forests. Only for iron blades they depend 
upon the services of the Agariyas(blacksmiths) who 
inhabit the villages all over the region. 
Irrigation - Irrigation facilities are not available to 
most of the tribals. Some of them use wells, tanks, 
springs and rivers for the purpose. As the ground water 
potential for irrigation wells is limited, they entirely 
depends on rainfall which is quite heavy. Land, owing 
to its hilly and sandy nature, does not retain moisture. 
This lack of moisture restricts the diversification of 
cropping. Generally only a single crop is cultivated 
in a year. The crops sown in the rainy season are known 
as 'Siiihari'. Paddy, maize and millets dominate their 
agriculture. In a few fertile fields, winter crops 
' Unhari' are also grown. With the help of wells and 
tanks, kitchen garden crops (bari) are irrigated. 
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Conservation of the So i l - Tiie t x l u a l farsiers of the 
region do little to improve or preserve the fertility 
of the soil. Most of them still do not build embankments 
for paddy cultivation or for the prevention of soil 
erosion. They are indifferent to manuring^though not 
absolutely ignorant of it. Cattle dung which can be used 
as manures is dried into cakes and burnt as fuel. Green 
manuring is done only by those tribal farmers who are in 
touch with non-tribals. They also use refuse and ash 
for their bari crops and manure for their Band 
and 
(upper lands)/ 'Chawar' (medium land) because they know 
that yields from their 'bari * are insignificance while 
they mainly depend on 'Dand' and 'Chawar' food crops for 
subsistance, 
New Varieties of Seeds - The tribal farmers do not know 
the use of new and improved Varieties of seeds. Usually 
the left-over grains from the previous crops are re-sown, 
with the result that the quality of crops show a gradual 
degeneration. Recently, some tribal farmers have started 
using improved varieties of seeds available through 
different agencies such as Government depots, Christian 
missionaries etc. 
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Crops - In a suusiatence economy, most of the food 
crops grown, particularly cereals, are consimed by the 
farmers' families. Rotation of crops is mostly based 
on thousands of years of experience. 
Social Structure. Tradition and Beliefs 
Among most tribals of the region, agriculture 
was until recently practised primarily for subsistence 
and farming system and practices form an intrinsic part 
of their culture, being intimately bound up with other 
elements of that culture. This influence of general 
cultural pattern on agriculture has to a considerable 
extent persisted in modern times, and despite widespread 
production of crops for the market in most of the tribal 
areas farming is still in the nature of a traditional, 
occupation rather than business. Their farming system 
is directly influenced by this inter-relationship between 
agriculture and other cultural elements. Religious 
beliefs exercise great influence in many tribal areas of 
the region. For example, cows are treated as sacred by 
tribes which are under the influence of Hinduism, and 
cannot be killed and use as beef. Ultimately, land is 
being burdened with a large number of unproductive cattle. 
A. no the r example may be taken from the Baigas of Sohagpur 
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(Shahdcl district). There, cultivation of other crops 
on the same land after the rice crop is desirable, and 
but it is not practiced because of the taboo on planting 
maize and certain other crops after rice. 
The existence of a rather rigid form of group 
or tribal life has affected the development of the 
agriculture of the region. From the very beginning, the 
majority of tribals have lived not as individuals but 
as members of a group, clan or tribe, living strictly 
in accordance within the norms of that group. The 
individual is expected to act according to tribal customs. 
There is little scope for initiative or deviation from 
the accepted pattern because all innovation is frowned 
upon and commonly invites reprisals. 
As a result, there i.s virtually no agricultural 
innovators or experimentalists, and practically there are 
no exceptionally good farmers from whom others might 
learn. Consequently, agricultural practices tend to change 
very slowly. There is no doubt that they have been 
modified slowly from time to time as a result of external 
influences - perhaps by the gradual adoption of a method 
employed by a nearby tribe, or by the introduction of a 
new crop. It is obvious that many food crops widely grown 
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in the rsgicn, such as laaaize, potato, sveet potato and 
tomato, are not indigenous but were introduced to the 
region by non-tribal immigrants during the colonial period. 
This is an evidence of their ability to absorb something 
new. 
Human Health and Nutrition 
The widespread occurrence of diseases like 
maleria, dysentery, tuberculosis, venereal diseases etc. 
naturally reduces the energy, initiative and mental 
capabilities of the people. In the Baghelkhand region, 
during the transitional periods of seasons of the year, 
many diseases like malaria, cholera, typhoid, measles, 
cold and cough etc. erupt. Diseases and malnutrition 
are often inter-related, because malnutrition frequently 
reduces a person's resistance to disease, delays his 
recovery and makes him more liable to have relapses. 
Many diseases, particularly those due to parasitic 
infections (malaria, cholera, dysentery etc.) reduce a 
man's power to produce his food or to benefit by what he 
consumes. 
Obviously, most of the tribals of the region 
suffer from nutritional deficiency diseases. The situation 
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becomes a l l the more aggravated when famines occur in 
the t r i b a l areas and the t r i ba l s have to depend on jungle 
roo ts and f r u i t s for t h e i r d i e t . 
•hiducation 
I l l i t e r a c y among the t r i b a l s i s a b a r r i e r to 
t h e adoption of new ideas and know-how. Ignorance not 
only a f fec t s the development of ag r i cu l t u r e but that of the 
whole of t h e i r socio-economic l i f e . 
The literacy rate in Oraon among the'tribes is 
comparatively high. It was 9 per cent in 1981. They 
are known as skilled farmers of the region while Baigas 
having a low literacy rate (4 per cent 1971), are not 
a 
regarded as good fanners and are known as/backward tribe 
of the region. 
QEAJ^-TEK IX 
COTTAGE INDUSTRIES 
As has been mentioned above , t h e mains tay of 
t r i b a l economy i s a g r i c u l t u r e . Whatever they produce, 
t h e y consume themse lves . Hence the t r i b a l economy i s of 
t h e s u b s i s t e n c e t y p e , and they become more or l e s s i d l e 
a f t e r h a r v e s t i n g t h e c r o p s . But t h i s economy i n i t s e l f 
i s not s u f f i c i e n t to make both t h e i r ends meet . So, to 
supplement t h e i r meagre incomes, t h e t r i b a l s have evolved 
a system of smal l ea rn ings based on the manufacture of 
some sma l l a r t i c l e s . 
'fhough the r e g i o n i s r i c h i n coa l and o the r 
m i n e r a l s and f o r e s t r e s o u r c e s , ye t t h e i n d u s t r i a l and 
power development based on these r e s o u r c e s w i t h i n the 
r e g i o n i s meagre. In r e c e n t p a s t , a t a few s u i t a b l e 
p l a c e s the S t a t e Government and the B i r l a s have e s t a b l i s h e d 
f a c t o r i e s , l i k e the paper manufactur ing p l a n t a t Amlai, 
35 km s o u t h e a s t of Shahdol on the K a t n i - B i l a s p u r r a i lway 
l i n e . A c a u s t i c soda and c h l o r i n e p l a n t i s a l s o o p e r a t i n g 
a t Amlai, a t a d i s t a n c e of 3 km from t h e Or ien t Paper 
M i l l s . These a r e two impor tan t i n d u s t r i e s of the r e g i o n . 
Other i n d u s t r i e s a r e r i c e m i l l s , f l o u r m i l l s , b r i c k making 
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and t i l e making uni ts and l imestone, cement p ipe , 
brassware, hardware, s e c r i c u l t u r e and other indus t r i e s 
producing items of domestic use. But in these f ac to r i e s 
^ the gains accrue mainly to the n o n - t r i b a l s . Only 
neg l ig ib le benefi ts are obtained by the t r i b a l s of the 
region from these i n d u s t r i e s . 
However, par t of the t r i b a l population i s a l so 
engaged in cot tage i n d u s t r i e s . There are 4,864- people 
(0.79 per cent of the t r i b a l workers) engaged in 
cot tage indus t r i e s and hand ic ra f t s . In Table I and Fig.9.1 
the t a h s i l s of the region have been c l a s s i f i e d in to high, 
medium and low on i;he bas is of the percentage of t r i b a l 
workers engaged in these indus t r i e s and handicraf ts in 
, the year 1981. The high category has 3»468 t r i b a l workers 
(1.20 per cent) i n the Sohagpur, Pa l , Samri, 
TABLJi I 
Distribution of workers in Baghelkhand region - Cottage 
Industries 
Rank Total Percentage 
population 
High 3468 1.20 
Medium 678 0.68 
Low 718 0.51 
Source; Census of India, 198I. 
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Bhara tpur and Su ra jpu r t a h s i l s . There a r e 678 ( 0 . 6 8 
p e r cent) t r i b a l workers i n the low ca tegory i n t h r e e 
t a h s i l s ^ n a m e l y Deosar, S i n g r a u l i and Ba ikun thpur . The 
remaining s i x t a h s i l , namely, B e o h a r i , Gopadbabas, 
Bandogarh, Pushpara jga rh , Manendragarh and Ambikapur 
f a l l i n the low ca tegory and have 718 (0 .51 pe r cen t ) 
t r i b a l workers engaged i n co t t age i n d u s t r i e s . They have 
n o t adopted t he se i n d u s t r i e s as a means of l i v e l i h o o d 
but as sou rces of supplementary income. These a r e 
r e s o u r c e based c o t t a g e i n d u s t r i e s which may be c l a s s i f i e d 
i n t o the fo l lowing t h r e e broad c a t e g o r i e s : 
1. Fo re s t Based Uni t s 
2. A g r i c u l t u r e Based Un i t s 
3 . Minera l Based U n i t s . 
FOKKST BASED IITOUSTRIES 
F o r e s t s p lay a ve ry impor tan t r o l e i n the s o i o -
economic l i f e of t he t r i b a l s , A number of a r t i c l e s of 
d i f f e r e n t kinds based on f o r e s t r e s o u r c e s a re made by 
t h e t r i b a l s of t he r e g i o n . These a r t i c l e s , g iven as 
f o l l o w s , a r e g e n e r a l l y p repa red f o r p e r s o n a l as w e l l as 
l o c a l u s e . 
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(a) Bidi Making 
Most of the tribals know the technique of bidi 
making. In Baikunthpur the present researcher found 
tribals smoking bidis prepared by themself from 'Sarai' 
( sal tree) leaves filled with 'kheni' (tobacco). However 
a few of the tribals are engaged in making bidis from 
tendu leaves on a commercial basis. They get a fixed 
number of dried tendu leaves with fixed amount of kheni 
(tobacco) and prepared bidlg for bidi traders. 
(b) Preparation of Liquor 
Liquor drinking is a very important part of 
their culture. They distil it from the 'mahua' blossoms. 
The Government has given facility to the tribals to 
distil liquor for their personal xose upto a certain fixed 
limit. But some of them break the law to prepare excess 
amounts of liquor for sale. This practice is common mainly 
around, the mining and industrial establishments. 
(c) Bamboo Craft 
There are so many articles made by the tribals 
from bamboo. One of them is basket. Its manufacture is 
common among the Baigas ana other tribals of the region. 
The baskets made by them are mainly for their own uae. 
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They make a few baskets for barter with other villagers 
or for sale in Lhe weekly markets and do it only when 
they want to purchase some goods that they ne«d. Sometimes 
these baskets are decorated with gay colours and designs, 
according to the artistic capability of producers^ so 
that they may fetch higher prices. 
Bamboo is also used for making intricate traps 
for catching wild animals. These traps are used by the 
tribals for their own use. Similarly, bows and arrows 
are made for their personal use. An article of everyday 
use both for men and women, is the 'kanghi' (comb). It 
is made of bamboo and practically all tribal men know 
how to make it. Some beautifully carved combs are also 
brought for sale in the market. Bamboo is used also in 
making tools used in agriculture and construction, like 
'Pena' or 'Aar*. (a stick to drive bullocks), winnowing 
fan etc. 
( d) Preparation of Mat 
Mat is prepared from the 'Cheenda', a small 
bush of one metre height like the date palm tree, found in 
the forests of Shahdol and Surguja districts. First 
they prepare strips of two and two to half metre long 
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and six centimetre wide ^nd mat is prepared by 
combining twelve to fourteen strips. This work is mainly-
done by Oraon women. 
( e) Jhadu Making 
Jhadu (broom), an item of everyday use, is 
generally made from 'Bahari' bush and sometimes it is 
made from 'kans *, Every tribal make the jhadu for his 
personal use to clean his house. 
( f) Rope Making 
Rope making is done by the Baigas. It is made 
from 'Bagai', a wild grass. It is generally made for 
personal use. 
(g) Wood Craft 
Prom the very beginning, the tribals have 
been making wooden articles and tools of daily use. 
Though the Government has imposed some restrictions on 
the felling of forest trees, tribals still think they have 
their own right Over forests. However the Government has 
given some privileges to exploit forests and their produce 
throue-h Nistar facilities. 
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The wooden articles in their homes are Kathoti 
(wooden tub), 'Doyee' (wooden ladle), Bilna or Bailan 
(wooden rolling pin used in making rotis (loaves) etc. 
The implements used in the tribal agriculture 
and related fielas, like the plough, 'bharra' and rake, 
spinning wheel, weaving shuttle, oil pressing machine, 
husker and small carts are made from the timber which 
they collect from the local forests. There are no 
carpenters among the tribals as such, as most tribals of 
the region make their own wooden tools and implements. 
Other wooden articles made by the tribals are 
wooden boxes, doors, windows, stands for utensils and 
lamps, beams, different varieties of toys,etc. 
(h) Preparation of Herbal Medicines 
Most of the tribals know the techniques of the 
preparation of herbal medicines from flora and fauna 
found in the local forests. The Baigas are a tribe 
of witch doctors,and witch doctor of other tribes are also 
especially skilled in preparing herbal medicines and 
oils. The Ma.jhvars and Baigas are fond of hunting and 
to ensure that animal that is hit dies, they often 
smear their arrow heads with a vegetable poison locally 
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known as 'mahur'. It spreads fast in the body of the 
animal who dies soon. They say that the animal so struck 
must not be allowed to drink water, as the decomposition 
of its flesh starts soon after it is dead. 
Agriculture Based Industries 
The following agriculture based cottage industries 
are found in the region. 
(a) Spinning and Weaving - The old women of the villages 
are seen spinning and separating seeds from cotton fruits. 
Earlier, ,. in Udaipur (Surguja district), there was a 
family or Oraon weaver called Julahas. Now Oraon weavers 
are non-existent. They just spin and provide spun thread 
to the professional weavers. The thread is of rough 
quality and hence coarse varieties of cloth are spun from 
it, namely 'motia' . 'sari', *'barhi '. ' pharia' khaudri, 
gamcha etc. 
In the olden times when, in Baikunthpur area, 
the shifting cultivation was done, the Gonds. the Saigas, 
'•'^s Kols etc. used to grow cotton and from this the 
Panika tribals weaved coarse varieties of cloth. This 
cloth was used by all the tribals of the area. The Ra.jwar 
Gonds still use this type of cloth for their bridegrooms 
at the time of marriage. 
1;], 
(b) Gur Making - Gur making is a popular and flourishing 
industry in sugarcane growing areas like Surajpur and 
Sohagpur tahsils. Tribals of the region are very fond 
of gur and they also prepare different types of sweet 
dishes from it, 
( c) Liquor Preparation - 'Kusna' liquor is made from 
rice and is generally prepared by Oraon tribals. Sometimes 
this liquor is also known as 'hadiya'. when prepared by the 
fermentation method. This intoxicating preparation is 
used on the occasions of religious festivals, weddings etc. 
( d) Rope Making - Rope making is an important industry 
in this area. Almost every family makes ropes for its own 
use. San and lakda which are the raw materials for making 
ropes, are grown locally. These ropes are sold only when 
there is a surplus output or.a family has no land and 
needs money for making purchases. Quite a few dealers in 
the region make a living from the rope trade only. 
( e) Preparation of Ghee (Clarified Butter) - Though the 
tribals own cattle but generally their yields are low and 
of poor quality and some of the tribals prepare ghee 
( clarified butter) from the milk and sell it in the market. 
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Mineral Based Industries 
The Baghelkhand region has extensive mineral 
resources. Collieries are being worked in the hilly, 
forested and backward tribal areas since the colonial 
period. However, a very limited number of tribals are 
working in them. Apart from collieries, quite a large 
number of tribals work in a number of metal based industries, 
a brief account of which is given in the following 
paragraphs, 
(a) Iron Base Cottage Industries - Cottage indvistries 
based on iron are limited to the Agariya tribe. This is 
because of the intricate nature of the manufacturing 
process involved. A family or two of the Agariyas are 
found in every village and they produce simple and crude 
iron implements required by the villagers, and the surplus 
is sold in the market. The Agariyas smelt iron from stone 
available in the vicinity, their furnaces are crude, 
primitive and small and open and their tools and techniques 
are very simple and primitive. Iron is obtained in a 
nodular form in the hilly tracts. Some of the smelted 
iron is exported. 
(b) Gold Based Cottage Industry - Now this industry is 
a thing of the past. For it, gold was obtained in small 
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quantities from the banks and the bed of the lb river 
near the Gangapur border by the Jhora Gronds who washed 
the soils and sand of the river and made gold trinkets 
for the rulers and the local chief which provided them 
much needed rice, 
Khipra (khaprel) Making Industry 
In the beginning, the houses of the tribals 
had thatched roots. But due to contact with non-tribals 
they have improved the techniques of building houses. 
One of the new methods is the use of 'khipra' or tiles 
for making the roofs of the houses. Generally the tribals 
prepare these tiles for making their own use houses 
as well as for the repair of the roof in the rainy season. 
Sometime they barter these tiles for needed commodities, 
Miscelleneous Cottage Industries 
There are many items they prepare from earth 
and stone, like earthen pots of different sizes, for their 
domestic use. They also prepare toys made from clay and 
some of them sell these in the weekly markets. 
Stone articles like ' chaki' or ' .jant' (grindstone) 
for grinding flour.'sil batna' (for grinding spices), Ookhli 
(pestle) for husking etc, are also made by the tribals. 
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The present researcher saw the tribal women 
come to Shahdol city to sell different items. Like 
'lime cakes' used for white^-washing. After selling these 
items, they purchase articles of daily use. 
Table II shows that there has been a decrease 
in the percentage of tribal workers engaged in cottage 
industries in Sidhi and Shahdol districts between I96I 
and 1981/ while in Sur;)uga district there has been and 
in increase in their percentage during the 1971-81 period, 
TABLE II 
Tribal workers engaged in cottage industry 
I96I-8I 
1961 1981 
Region/District -7.--=-^  p r r — >rn4:oT ^ v Total Per- Total Per- Total Per-
number centage number centage number cent age 
Sidhi 2507 2.14' 924 0.78 857 0.58 
Shahdol 2832 1.10 1339 0.75 2255 0.78 
Surguja 5549 2.43 3706 1.35 10425 2.88 , 
Baghelkhand Region 10888 1.81 5769 1.01 13517 1.70 
Source: Census of India, I96I, 1971 and 1981. 
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In recent years increased contacts with non-
tribals have changed the character of the handicrafts of 
the tribals and a kind of stagnation appears to have 
crept in them. The designs and technical skill indicate 
this stagnation. In some places these handicrafts have 
been replaced by mill-made goods and the crafts are dying 
out. But for the development and upliftment of the tribals 
and for raising their standard of living, some agriculture 
based and forest based industries have been encouraged 
by the government. 
There is much scope for the development of a 
number of cottage industries in the tribal areas. Care 
should, however, be taken to start and develop only those 
cottage industries which may not be in danger of competition 
from large scale industries which might be started in the 
near future in contiguous areas only where the raw 
materials are available locally or in the neighbourhood 
and where tribals are already familiar with the techniques 
of their manufacture. Keeping these three points in 
view, some of the cottage industries that can be developed 
are (i) pottery for domestic use,(ii) pottery painted 
and decorated with tribal patterns and motifs, (iii) brick 
and tile making, (iv) rope making, (v) gunny cloth weaving, 
(vi) mat weaving, (vii) iron smelting and manufacture of 
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carved and decorated weapons, (viil) bidi rolling, 
(x) furniture making from bamboo, cane and wood, 
(xi) leather industry,(xii) bee keeping and (xiii) tusser 
rearing (sericulture) etc. 
The following steps are suggested for the 
enhancement of the above mentioned industries; 
(1) Training-cum-production centres should be opened 
(2) Loans should be provided at low rates of interest. 
(3) A massive programme should be launched to minimize 
illiteracy among the tribals. 
MARKETS AMD MARKETING OF AGRICULTURAL AND 
FOREST PRODUCE 
The traditional economy of the tribal people 
was generally self sufficient. They consumed whatever 
they produced within the village. With the opening up of 
the tribal areas and growing contacts with the non-tribals, 
this self-sufficiency is rapidly breaking down and the 
people are becoming more and more dependent upon markets 
for the sale of their produce and purchase of their own 
necessities. Also, the process of modernization is 
creeping in. 
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There are more than 162 weekly markets in 
Baghelkhand region (Table III). These markets are generally 
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away from urban centres. / 70 per cent of them are 50 km 
or more away from the nearest town. In a barter economy, 
which was the case in most tribal areas, there was no 
necessity for an organized market or for transport to 
move the produce over considerable distances. But now 
barter economy is gradually being transformed into money 
economy because of considerable immigration of non-tribals. 
Thus the people now think of transport facilities ana 
organized markets. The ruggedness of the hills and the 
uneven terrain have restricted mobility of the people to 
a great extent. Marketing of the tribal produce, both 
agricultural and forest, is an important problem of tribal 
economy. 
TABLE III 
Distance of weekly markets from nearest towns in 
Baghelkhand region 
S.No. Distance from nearest Total number of 
town in km weekly market 
1 0 - 5 4 
2 6-10 5 
3 11-15 11 
4 16-25 35 
5 26-50 46 
6 51 - 100 45 
7 101-200 16 
Total 162 
J 5 j 
TABLE IV 
Days and weekly markets i n Baghelkhand Region 
S.No. 
1 
2 
5 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Days 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Fr iday 
Sa tu rday 
To ta l 
Tota l : 
weekly 
number of 
markets 
29 
27 
25 
16 
25 
27 
13 
162 
Sources Census of I n d i a 1971, Madhaya Pradesh , 
S e r i e s - 1 0 , P a r t X A and B ( i ) S i d h i D i s t r i c t 
( i i ) S h a h d o l D i s t r i c t 
( i i i ) S u r g u 3 a D i s t r i c t 
Exchange Transac t ions 
There was l i t t l e scope e a r l i e r fo r exchange 
t r a n s a c t i o n s i n t h e types of economy fol lowed i n t h e 
t r i b a l a r e a s of Baghelkhand r eg ion i n g e n e r a l . The bas ic 
needs of the t r i b a l s were j u s t a few i n number and l i m i t e d 
i n v a r i e t y . The wild f l ower s , f r u i t s , l e a v e s and r o o t s 
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which they collected from the forest, the game that 
they hunted, and a little strip of cloth and country 
liquor brewed from mahua and rice together with salt, 
were all their requirements. The trihals did not have 
to resort to exchange except for salt, cloth and spices. 
The exchange transactionswere few and limited. 
Conversion to Farm Economy 
However, in recent years contacts between the 
tribals and the non-tribals have increased. The wants of 
the tribals have m\iltiplied ana more civilized economy 
has introduced the institution of markets and money into 
their economy. Another set of internal factors have 
also been at work. The exchange from axe-cultivation to 
settled agriculture has converted their economy into farm 
economy. This change too has, necessitated more exchange 
transactions. The tribals now need advanced iron 
implements, healthy cattle and better and more seeds. 
For buying these they have either to barter their own 
produce or make money by selling it. Besides, they need 
more cash for paying land revenue, grazing tax and 
Nistar charges. 
IGl 
Knowledge of the uses to which forest produce 
can be put is also responsible for expanding tribal 
marketing activities. Harra, bahera. lac, honey, gum, 
wax, tendu leaves, a char or chlron.ji etc., which had 
formerly little exchange value, have now attained a 
significance position in the tribal economy. 
The tribals are now seen selling their forest 
produce or agricultural yield in the markets for their 
other requirements like tobacoo, spices, salts, mahua. 
utensils, cloth, and ornaments. Moreover the contact 
of these tribals with the outsiders has created in them 
a new outlook and~new wants. Often they are channed by 
the glittering articles of modern times. Another 
important factor which compels the tribals to earn more 
cash and take them to the weekly markets is the licensed 
liquor shop. Most of the liquor shops are located in the 
market villages where the tribals are able to sell their 
produce and buy liquor at the same time. 
The weekly markets have become a very great 
attraction for the tribals. They are hela at distances of 
1 to 10 km depending upon the terrain of the area. 
Vegetables, tobacco, snuff, bidis, and all sorts of spices 
may be bought from these markets. 
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TABIiE V 
Important a g r i c u l t u r a l and f o r e s t produce so ld by the 
T r l b a l s of Baghelkhand r e g i o n 
Name of the produce Haw m a t e r i a l 
used or 
c o l l e c t e d 
Name of 
t h e t r i b e 
P r i c e 
Chatayee (Mat) 
Jhadu (Broom) 
Rass l (Rope) 
Poo t l 
Tokni (Basket ) 
Supa (Winnowing 
Fan) 
Mahua f lower 
Dori (Mahua f r u i t ) 
Anwla 
Harra 
Bahera 
Dhooyee flower 
Lahasa (Gum) 
A char or Chiron.ji 
Tendu l eaves 
Cheenda l e a v e 
(A bush l i k e da t e 
palm) 
Bhara or Kans 
Ba^ai o r san 
Moolayan or 
bambo thread 
Bamboo 
Bamboo 
Forest 
Forest 
Forest 
Forest 
For es t 
Forest 
Forest 
Forest 
Forest 
Oraon Rs.2 to 10 
All tribes Rs.0.25 to 1 
Baiga Rs.2 to 3 per kg 
All tribes R3.0.5 to 0.75 
A l l t r i b e s Rs .4 .0 to 5.0 
Gond,Pamka Rs.5 to 4 
A l l t r i b e s 
A l l t r i b e s 
A l l t r ibes -
A l l t r i b e s 
A l l t r i b e s 
A l l t r i b e s 
A l l t r i b e s 
Al l t r i b e s 
A l l t r i b e s 
Rs .1 .10 to 1.25 
Rs .2 .0 to 2.25 
Rs .0 .5 to 0.80 
p e r kg 
Rs .1 .0 t o 1.50 
p e r t i n 
R s . 0 . 5 to 1.0' 
p e r t i n 
i is . 1.0 to 2 .0 
p e r kg 
Rs .10.0 to 15.0 
p e r kg 
Rs .40 .0 to 45 .0 
p e r kg 
xis.2.0 to 3.0 
p e r kg 
Ifi3 
TABLE VI 
Measures used in Tribal areas in Baghelkhand 
Region 
A. 
One 
Two 
Three 
Four 
Five 
Kori 
Koris 
Koris 
Koris 
Koris 
= 
= 
= 
= 
=: 
Numbers 
20 
40 
60 
80 
100 
B. Units of Measurement 
One Beeta (Span) = 9 inch 
Two Beetas (Spans) = i Hath =18 inch approximately 
Two Haths = 1 Gaz (yard) 
Two Gaz (yard) = 1 Pursha 
C. Weights 
One Saan = 74 See r (about 240 gm) 
One Saan = y2 Seer 
One P a i l a = 1 See r 
One Tami = 2 See r 
One Khandi = 40 Seer or Maund 
H. 
Cloth, cheap mirrors, cosmetics, hardware, 
knives and scissors, bangles and trinkets and m^talware, 
particularly aluminium and brass utensils, are sold in 
these markets. The majority of the shop keepers are 
non tribals. A few small tribal sellers and hawkers are 
also found in these markets who use primitive measures, 
as given in the Tables IV A, B and G. 
Sometimes they pile their forest and agricultural 
produce like anwla, bair, tomato, chilli etc. for sale 
in SUHII heaps on the ground. They can count upto 20 
which is 1 Kori in their language and refer to numbers 
above 20 in terms of Koris as units e.g. one Kpri and 
five, two Koris and three and so on. They make little 
use of scales. They use container of different weights, 
as given in Table VIC. These containes are generally 
used to vreigh the paddy. They measure length and width 
with the help of spans and arms. 
Now due to greater exposer and increasing 
contacts with the non-tribals they are slowly adopting 
the new and modern weights and measures. 
;;j ellers' Markets 
Markets from which the tribals of Baghelkhand 
region buy the things needed by then are sellers markets. 
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in which traders are able to dictate the terms. As the 
number of sellers is usually small, any one who reaches 
these markets and displays his articles for sale enjoys 
a semi-monopolistic position. The absence of competition 
among the sellers, leaves the tribal customers entirely 
at their mercy. Moreover, most of the things that are 
purchased by the tribals consist of basic necessities 
of life,like salt, cloth, food-stuff etc. which they must 
buy at any cost. Therefore to them prices are no 
consideration. The tribals pay whatever price, fair or 
unfair, the traders ask. In the bargain,the tribals 
are always the losers. 
The villagers come to attend the markets from 
distances ranging from 2 to 15 km. During the rainy 
season only 2 or 3 of these markets function. So, during 
this season most people try to meet their requirements 
with whatever they have been able to procure and store 
up during the earlier season. During the rainy season, 
most parts of the region (especially its northeastern 
part) become almost inaccessible. 
Traders and Vendors 
There are traders and vendors who visit the 
tribal villages at regular intervals and buy tribal produce 
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as well as sell their own wares. Mostly they are local 
money-lenders who go to the tribal villages close to 
their centre of activities and purchase the spare 
foodgrains, oilseeds, cotton, forest produce etc. available 
in the area of their itinerary. 
The present researcher has observed that these 
traders generally offer low prices for the commodities 
they purchase from the tribals. This exploitation by 
traders is due to the fact that the tribals come to them 
for loans and the traders supply the seeds and other 
articles when these are needed. These traders exploit 
the lack of bargaining capacity among the tribals, 
and they have to agree to sell their goods at the prices 
offered by the trades not only because they mostly owe 
money to the traders taken as loans but also due to the 
fact that the traders hold a virtual monopoly in their 
areas of operation. The traders argue that they have to 
calculate the transportation charges in making any 
purchase, and that there are risks involved in the 
recovery of the loans advanced by them. 
Vendors visit tribal villages to sell their 
merchandize which includ^beads, cosmetics, conch shells, 
1G7 
mirrors etc. The trilaals, except in highly acculturated 
areas of the Oroans the Kawars, the Gonds etc. are not 
much accustomed to use these thing, but since these goods 
are attractive,they find anxious buyers among the tribals. 
Not aware of the correct price and unable to resist their 
appeal*the tribals pay whatever prices the vendors ask 
for them. 
Generally the people sell their farm, and forest 
produce at rates which are calculated in terms of money 
and not in terms of commodities or exchangeable goods. 
The businessmen try to purchase it from the villagers at 
their very doors. The rates at which these traders sell 
their wares to the tribals are higher by 20 to 50 
per cent over the prevailing rates in the markets of Sidhi, 
Sohagpur and Baikunthp-ur. 
Recently government has opened fair price 
shops under cooperative marketing societies. They perform 
the dual function of purchasing forest produce and sale 
of consumer goods which include such articles of daily 
use as kerosene oil, cloth, sugar, salt, cereals, pulses, 
tea and soap. 
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These societies-are also facing difficulties in 
their proper functioning. This is because there are 
little storage facilities and these societies cannot 
store the produce for a long time, there are no transport 
arrangements and the goods purchased cannot be taken to 
other areas. Again, these societies have no authority to 
sell tribal produce on their own and have to depend for 
deals and transactions on other departments of the 
government. 
THAIiBPORTATIOU 
The tribal areas in Baghelkhand region are 
generally inaccessible. At places, they are even impossible 
to reach. During the rainy season, particularly, flooded 
hilly streams and ravines completely cut them off from 
the rest of the world. The region has extremely meagre 
facilities of transport. The rugged and forested 
topography and socio-economic backwardness have retarted 
the development of rail and road transport in this region. 
The rugged masses of hills and ravines of Changbakhar-
Korea and adjacent parts do not provide much impetus to 
the building of roads and laying of railway lines. This 
part continues with its ancient foot-paths and cart 
tracks. Whatever development in the means of transport 
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has taken place is basically for the exploitation of coal. 
Katni-Bilaspur branch of the South Eastern Railway 
( formerly known as Bengal Nagpur Railway) and its extension 
beyond Anuppur upto Chirmire (formerly known as Central 
India Coal Fields Railway) pass through the main cold 
fields. The recently constructed Katni-Billi railway 
line also passes through a major coal field of the region. 
The three existing roads, between Shahdot Rewa, Sidhi 
and Rewa and Manendragarh and Ambikapur, were mainly 
constructed to connect the headquarters of the erstwhile 
States of Rewa, Baikunthpur, Surguja etc. with their 
illaquas,. The tribals, who constitutes the major portion 
of the population of the region, pursue a primitive and 
subsistence type of economy in which means of transport 
do not play any significant role. Hence much importance 
was not given to transport and"means of communication. 
The transport system in Baghelkhand region may 
be classified into three categories 1) Rail, 2) Roads 
and 3) Others. 
1 . Rai l Transport 
Railroads make inland t r anspor t f ea s ib l e . At 
present the major par t of the region i s served by the 
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Katni- Bilaspur branch Xt)road guage) of the South Eastern 
Railway. The total length of this line is 220 km. Out 
of this, about 125 km is in the region. The line 
bifurcates near Anuppur junction to serve the Ghirmiri 
coal fields. The Anuppur Ghirmiri section is further 
joined by two feeder lines - from Annuppur to Bijuri and 
Bisrampur. There are the chief railway connections in the 
region. They have double tracks. The Allahabad to 
Jabalpur and Katni to Bina sections also have double 
tracks and connect the region to Allahabad and Jabalpur 
via Katni. However, Katni-Bilaspur railway line is being 
used for goods traffic only. Such widespread rail 
connections have given impetus to the exploitation of the 
major coal fields and other minerals of the region. 
2. Road Transport 
Even the innermost parts of the region are 
connected with roads. There are about 4,000 km of 
serviceable roads in the region. 
The Anuppur-Bijuri line was constructed in 
1958 to approach coal fields developed by the 
National Coal Development Corporation and the 
Annuppur-Bisrampur line was laid in 196O to 
provide link with the N.C.D.C. Mine at Doman Hill. 
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All Weather Roads 
Only 30 per cent of all the roads of the region 
are all weather ones. An examination of the road map 
shows that there are 5 nodal points in the region in 
respect of road transport i.e. Katni, Shahdol, Sidhi, 
Ambikapur and Bilaspur. None of these centres, 
unfortunately, have direct all weather roads connecting 
them. Through Katni passes the Nagpur-Mirzapur National 
Highway No.7. It stretches over only 43 km of the 
surface of the region in the extreme western portion. 
Shahdol is a nodal point of road transportation. It is 
linked with Sidhi via Govindgarh with an all weather road 
which twists down the Kaimur scarps in the Baghwar 
foothill zone. The road continues further up Waidhan 
in the southeast and Hanumana in the northeast. Direct 
connection also exists between Shahdol-Amarkantak and 
Shahdol-Chirmiri roads. In the southeast of the region, 
Ambikapur is an important nodal point of road transport. 
It is linked with Manendragarh by an all weather road which 
passes through the plains of Surguja. Ambikapur is 
connected with Raigarh via Sitapur, Pathal Gaon and 
Dharamjaigarh, by a broad metalled road. Chirmiri-
Ambikapur, Ambikapur-Rsimanujaganj, Janakpur-Shahdol and 
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Baikumthpur-Shahdol roads are important a l l weather 
road of south and southeastern pa r t s of the region. 
Ambikapur is l inked hy an a l l weather road with 
Bilaspur v i a Raigarh. 
Fa i r Weather Roads 
A f a i r weather road connects Katni with Shahdol 
v ia Umaria. Another f a i r weather runs between Katni and 
Beohari via Barhi-Amarpur. These are the only two roads 
through which the r e s t of the region i s l inked with the 
developed par t of Murwara. The f a i r weather road in the 
southeas t of the region l inks Ambikapur and Katbhora, a 
place i n Bi laspur . 
These roads no doubt connect a l l the important 
places of the region but are s t i l l i n e f f i c i en t and 
inadequate.. There are numerous streams which a re d i f f i c u l t 
to bridge and t r a f f i c passes through the stream beds. 
Bridge const ruct ion has not received due a t t e n t i o n and 
i s probably supposed to be economically unwise because 
of the underestimation of the ex i s t i ng fores t and mineral 
resources . Mention may a l so be mad-e of f a i r weather 
connections through the scarps which play an important 
ro le in the reg ion ' s economy. These are four f a i r l y good 
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approaches to the road between Rewa and S idh i , one v ia 
G-arh ( i n Rewa d i s t r i c t ) connecting Kuria, the second via 
Maldawa, the t h i r d via Mohania, and fourth one between 
S i tapur and Duhuli - a l l located along the Kaimur f o o t h i l l 
zone. 
Fa i r weather connections are spread upto c i r c l e 
headquarters in a l l par t s of the region,,except i n 
Bharatpur t a h s i l whose headquarter , Janakpur, i s connected 
with i t s d i s t r i c t headquarters through Shahdol. I t may 
appear r a the r unimaginable and a l so inp rac t i cab le for the 
admin is t ra t ive machinery to function smoothly with such 
a c i rcu i tous connection*. The i n t e r i o r of t h i s t a h s i l 
has nothing tha t can be termed road but the sandy 
paths through fores t s c r i s s -c rossed by numerous streams. 
Track alignment has, been mostly guided by 
topography and f o r e s t s . Along the Son Trough, p a r a l l e l 
roads run in an east-west d i r ec t i on with a few north-south 
in terconnect ions because the main roads run along the 
per iphera l zone of dense mixed f o r e s t s . Similarly^road 
alignment in Changbhakhar . and in G-opad-Banas and Surguja 
Basins has been directed by fores t s and rugged topography. 
Though very diverse modes of t r anspor t of the region 
17o 
have brought about signi-ficant changes in man's 
relationship with the natural environment, only 5»345 or 
5 5 per cent villages are covered by transport facilities 
(pucca and kutcha roads) and the remaining 45 per cent 
villages have still to be provided such facilities. As 
the distance of villages from the nearest town increases 
the roads linking then with the town change from 'pucca' 
to 'kutcha' ones ai^ d a very negligible niimber of villages 
are covered by railway transport. 
Cart Tracks and Footpaths , 
In a region having very low road and railway 
mileage, the importance of lower order means of transport, 
i.e. cart and pack-tracks and footpaths becomes quite 
obvious. They are the main arteries of rural traffic 
flow in the Baghelkhand region. The large villages are 
connected by cart tracks. Almost all the approachable 
parts are interlinked but for the isolated hill and forest 
villages where only footpath are the connecting links. 
The incidence of footpaths is greater in Sidhi district 
and Bharatpur, Bandogarh and Pusparajgarh tahsils. There 
are about 97 bullock carts per 100 sq. km of area in 
Schagpur tahsil and 2 per 100 sq, km in Deosar tahsil. 
In actual numbers, Schagpur had 53,650 and Deosar 67 carts 
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i n 1971. This indicates that the main routes of these 
parts of the region consist of footpaths. In Sidhi 
d i s t r i c t , c a r t tracks are restr ic ted partly due to pressure 
on limited cultivable land in agricul tural areas and 
par t ly due to the rugged, forested and barren physiographical 
nature of the res t of the area. In Pushparajgarh tahsi l 
the deciding factor i s slope. A few pack tracks serve 
as connecting links between remote villages through 
dif f icul t passes in the Maikal.Hills. 
Among the patterns of routes, usually rectangular 
arrangement i s found in Eandogarh tahs i l due to c r i s s -
crossing of l a t i tud ina l and longitudinal tracks. There 
i s a horse-shoe partem in the h i l ly southern portion 
of the t ahs i l . Radial pattern i s seen in Sohaghpur t ahs i l , 
c i rcular , rectangular and paral le l patterns in Beohari, 
Pushparajgarh, Bharatpur, Baikunthpur, Pal tahsi ls and 
Sidhi d i s t r i c t . The guiding factors behind these 
alignment are topography, drainage and fores ts . Besides 
these factors, due to the low volume of products of rural 
areas there has been very l i t t l e need for transport and 
hence pack-tracks and cart-track predominate. 
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Tribal and fiural Traffice Flow 
Due to predominance of lower order means of 
transport, tribal and rural traffic flow needs a separate 
mention. Foot and animal trails, the primitive routes 
of transport, still play an important role in the rural 
economy of the region.Men ,bullocks and ponies are commonly 
used to carry goods to the interior parts of the region. 
Sample studies have been conducted in Gopadbans 
tahsil, and hill region where traffic passes through 
'ghats' which channelise the forest and agricultural 
products of this region along the Katni railway line to 
the trade centres. Commodities from Kachodi (214 m, 
Ghunghuti) and Burhar (215 m, Anuppur) ghats are mostly 
carried in bundles on ponies and on the human head. The 
former mode of transport is known as 'bhadia'. Traffic 
through Thumbi (195 m, Pali), Bajraghatia (284 m, Shahdol), 
and Bangaria (201 m, Burhar) Ghats mainly uses bullock 
carts. These differences of means of transport are due to 
their respective terrain conditions. Large quantities of 
goods pass through Banjaria Ghat from where the Burhar 
railway station is at a very short distance. Thumbi 
Note: relative elevation of each Ghat and the name 
of connecting trade centre are given 
in oracrcets. 
] • / u 
and Banjaria Ghats have also the advantage of the change 
of mode of transport due to the availability of fair 
weather roads in the vicinity,from where trucks usually 
collect the tribal products. There is,however,no stability 
in the volume and frequency of trade passing through 
these ghats. 
Tribals are still the carriers of goods in the 
region. Almost all the products of tribal areas move to 
nearby markets on hiiraan head. A number of female 
labourers also carry loads on their heads. Bulk of the 
goods to remote areas are carried on men's shoulders 
by kanwar in the districts of Shahdol and Surguja and 
some hilly parts of Sidhi district. There are two ways 
to use the 'kanwar'type of transport. In the case of 
bulky goods, the load is suspended in the middle of a 
wooden pole and the pole is supported by two persons at 
either end. This mode of kanwar is employed in the remote 
villages, in the absence of bullock carts,mainly in Sidhi 
district. In the case of medi\im to light weight goods, 
the flexible rib of a bamboo is balanced 'on the shoulder 
of the human carrier and loads are suspended at both ends. 
This type of kanwar transportation system is extensively 
employed in tribal and hilly-forested areas,from where the 
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marketable forest produce is transported to 
trade centres and 'hats'. In most of the parts, this 
is the only means of transport for carrying goods. 
There are very few bullock carts in Sidhi district (there 
are only 7 bullocks carts per 100 sq. km in the district), 
Along the sandy, forested paths of Changbhakhar, 'kanwar* 
is the lone means of transport available, Gonds, Baigas. 
and Kols are employed to carry all goods, domestic and 
commercial, through wide stretches of forests from one 
place to the other. The cart used in these places is 
small, with solid wooden wheels, which enable them to 
cross sandy stretches. Along the ghats of the Maikal 
Hills, bullocks and ponies are employed, except on very 
difficult passes like Thumibada, Dabharia Singri, Singri, 
Ahirgaon and Banjaria, where horses may also be used. 
Bullock carts are used to transport grains, oilseeds, 
mahua etc. The bullock carts are also common with 
non-tribal Rajasthani traders (Lamanis), settled in the 
region. They employ horses and mules to carry grains, 
and themselves sometimes ride on horses along with them. 
I'iules are widely employed for transport of bricks and 
earth. 
.] ^ (.; 
Though these means of transport are primitive, 
but they are of great utility in the region. They are as 
primitive as they are flexible. Modern mechanical means 
may replace them in part but cannot eliminate them due to 
the nature of the terrain. Remote hamlets will continue 
to depend on the primitive means for long. 
OTlii;.R mkm OF THAl^PORT 
A ir strips 
There are two air strips in the region. The one 
near Amalai is maintained by M/s Birla Brothers for their 
private use. The other is at a distance of 9 km from 
Sidhi. These air strips, however, do not share the 
transport of the region but are for private use. 
Ropeways 
There is only one wire transportation system in 
the region which extends from Gailhapani coal mine to 
Chirmiri Railway Station. The distance in between is 12 km 
which passes over hills,to transport coal in iron trolleys 
which move along the wire. 
Srivastava, V.K., Habitat and Economy in the 
Upper Son Basin, Gorakhpur, 1973, 
pp.143_U8. 
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TRIBAL POPULATION Am) WELFARE 
CHAPTER X 
TRIBAL POPULATION, TRIBAL VILLAGES 
AND SETTLEMENTS 
Tribal population in Baghelkhand region accounts 
for about 18 million which is 15 per cent of the State's 
total tribal population. The region contains 35 specified 
tribes according to 1971 Census. Among these, the 
Baigas, the Bhumias, the Gonds, the Kawars, the Kols and 
the Oraons together constitute a major part (about 
84 per cent) of its total tribal population (Fig.10.1). 
All the major tribes are concentrated in the districts 
of Sidhi, Shahdol and Surguja, and of these, the Kawars 
and the Oraons are confined only to the Surguja district. 
Naturally, about 97 per cent of the tribal 
population lives in rural areas. The tribals always 
wander in search of better job opportunities. Therefore, 
there is a large influx of these tribals in several towns 
Agariya, 2) Baiga, 3) Bhaina, 4) Bharia, 
Bhumia, 5) Bhil, 6) Bhujjia, 7) Binjhawar, 
8) Birhul or Birhor, 9) Biyar or Bair, 
10) Dhanwar, 11) Gadaba or Gadba, 12) Gonds, 
13) Halba or Halbi, 14) Kamar, 15) Kawar or 
Kanwar, 16) Khairwar including Kondar, 
17) Kharia, 18) Kol, 19) Kondh or Khond or Kandh, 
20) Korku, 21) Korwa, 22) Majhi, 23) Majhwar, 
24) Mawasi, 25) Mund, 26) Nagesia, 27)Nat, 
Navdigar, Sepera, Kubutar, 28) Oraon, 29) Pardhan, 
Pathari and Saroti, 30) Pardhi, 31) Pao, 32)Parja, 
3 3) Saonta, 34) Saur and 35) Sawar. 
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located in this region, resulting thereby in an increase 
in the urban population of these towns. But still the 
impact of urbanization among the tribals as compared with 
that on the general population of the region is very-
little. 
Population of tribals in rural areas increased 
by 23.57 per cent between 196I and 1971 while between 
1971 and 1981 it declined by 1,16 per cent, reducing it 
to 22.21 per cent. 
DISTRIBUTIONAL) GROWTH OF POPULATION - 1951 to 1981 
Since 1951» considerable changes have occurred 
in the population and density of tribal population in 
Baghelkhand. During the decade from 1951 to I96I, it 
increased from 0.68 million to 1.20 million, registering 
an additional 0.51 million tribals and an increase of 
7.47 per cent per annum. As a result, the share of tribal 
population increased in 196I to 51.31 per cent as compared 
with 1951 when the tribal population accounted for only 
« 
36.62 per cent. Further, between 196I and 1971, 0.29 
million more tribals were registered, but their growth 
rate decreased from 7.47 per cent as registered in the 
previous decade to 2.42 per cent annually. Between 1971 
and 1981 another 0.33 million tribals were added. 
LS. 
registering an annual growth, of 2.26 per cent per annum 
and the share of tribal population to the total population 
dropped to 46.00 per cent compared with 196I figures. 
These variations in population are given in Table VII. 
Though there are no very clear reasons for the 
drop in the percentage of tribals to the total population^ 
tnis appears to be mainly due to the outward migration 
of tribals from the region and the regular flow of 
non-tribals in it. Another factor may be the high 
mortality rate among the tribal children. 
The pattern of population density as revealed by 
T P 2 the 1981 Census shows a great variation - from 13 * ' /]aa 
ll'^'^'/'^r^^ (Table VIII),, There is no particular reason 
for this. But most probably the regular exploitation of 
natural resources by non-tribals and regular shifting of 
tribals in search of betters occupation are the causes of 
this variation. 
Tahsilwise distribution of tribal population 
density per square kilometre is shown in Fig.10.2. It is 
evident from these figures that four tahsils make a 
T.P. = Tribal Population. 
I S o 
TABLE VIl 
V a r i a t i o n s i n p o p u l a t i o n (1951-1981) 
p o p u l a t L f ^951 1961 1971 1981 
T r i b a l ( a ; P o p u l a t i o n 687,104 1,200,752 1,491,325 1,843,279 
(b ) V a r i a t i o n + 513,648 + 290,571 + 331,951 
(c) Pe rcen tage of 
v a r i a t i o n + 74.76 +• 24.20 -i- 22.26 
G e n e r a l ( a ) P o p u l a t i o n 1,875,927 2,339,946 3 ,133,064 3,963,921 
(b) Variation + 464,019 + 793,118 + 830,857 
(c) Percentage of 
v a r i a t i o n + 24.74 + 33.89 -t- 26.52 
S o u r c e : ( i ) Vindhya Pradesh , Vol.XVI, P a r t I I . 
( i i ) Madhya P radesh , Vo l .VI I , P a r t I IC . 
1. Census of Ind ia 1951, Madhya Pradesh . 
2 . Census of Ind i a I 9 6 I , Madhya Pradesh , 
P a r t IIC ( i ) . 
3. Pocket Compendium of Madhya Pradesh 
Statistics, 1/973. 
4 . Census of Ind i a 1981, Madhya Pradesh , 
S e r i e s I I , Paper I , I 9 8 I . 
5 . Census of Ind i a 1981, Madhya Pradesh . 
6 . Census of Ind ia 1981, S e r i e s I I , 
Pape r of 1982. 
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TABLE V I I I 
Densi ty of T r i b a l p o p u l a t i o n i n Baghelkiiand 
Region 
Name 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
of Tahsil 
Manendragarh 
Ambikapur 
Baikunthpur 
Sohagpur 
Pushpara jgarh 
Samri 
Sura jpur 
Pal 
Beohari 
Deosar 
Gopadbanas 
Bandogarh 
Singrauli 
Bharatpur 
Tribal 
density 
population 
per sq, km 
77 
75 
66 
64 
60 
52 
42 
38 
37 
32 
31 
31 
23 
13 
Source: Census of India, 1981, 
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compact block of high density which lies in the southwestern 
a 
part of the region, while Ambikapur,/detached tahsil bearing 
high density, is located in the southeastern part of the 
region, Tahsils Samri, Pal and Surguja in the eastern 
part, and Beohari and Sohagpur in the western part of the 
region exhibit medium density range. In the remaining 
five tahsils the density per sq. km is lowest, four of 
them, Gopadbanas, Leosar, Singrauli, Bharatpur lie in the 
northern part and Bandogarh tahsil lies in the western 
part of the region. 
Tribal Workers 
The tribal population of main workers in Baghelkhand 
region stood at 797,140 in 19811 This was about 44 per cent 
Census of India 1981, Series II, Madhya Pradesh, 
Paper I, 1982 defines the category 'main workers' 
as those who work for the major part of a year. 
The main activity of a person who is engaged in 
more than one activity has been reckoned in 
terms of time disposition. For example, if a 
person works as a daily wages labourer for four 
months, as an agricultural labourer for one month 
and as cultivator for two months, he has been 
treated as a main worker on the basis of total 
time spent on work and his main activity has 
been reckoned as daily wage labour since he spends 
a greater part of his working time in this 
activity compared with that spent as cultivator 
or agricultural labourer. 
IS'J 
of the total number of tribals in the region. Fig.10.3 
shows the percentage of tribal workers to the total 
number of workers in different tahsils of Baghelkhand in 
1981. However, if the population of tribal workers is 
compared with that of the total number of workers 
( tribals and non-tribals both) the share of the tribal 
workers is 51.64 per cent to the total number of workers 
of the region. 
TABLE IX 
Distribution of Tribal workers in Baghelkhand region 
1981 
Ranks To ta l t r i b a l s p o p u l a t i o n Percen tage 
47. 
42, 
38. 
.54 
.43 
.14 
High 173,943 
Medium 590,425 
Low 32,772 
S o u r c e : Census of I n d i a 1981. S e r i e s I I , 
Madhya P radesh , Paper I , 1982. 
]\i\} 
On the basis of standard devia t ion , Fig.10.3 
ind ica tes three d i s t i n c t categories of t r i h a l workers as 
high, medium and low. In order to compare Table ix 
and F ig .10 ,3 , i t can ea s i l y be said t ha t the medium 
category comprises the l a r g e s t number of t r i b a l workers 
i . e . 590,425 persons which comes to 42,4-3 per cent i n nine 
t a h s i l S j namely, Surguja, Ambikapur, Baikunthpur, 
Bandogarh, Pa l , Samri, Gopadbanas, Sohagpur and Bharatpur. 
In the high category the share of the t r i b a l workers i s 
47.54 per cent or (173,943 persons) i n four t a h s i l s of the 
region v i z . , Pushprajgarh, Deosar, Beohari and S ing rau l i . 
The low category of t r i b a l workers with 38»14 per cent 
share (32,772 persons) i s i n Manendragarh t a h s i l of 
Surguja d i s t r i c t . 
I t has been observed that i n the t r i b a l dominated 
areas the economic (subsis tence type of economy) and s o c i a l 
problems are comparatively l e s s , e spec ia l ly in the southern 
p a r t s , while in the areas where the t r i b a i s are sca t t e red 
the problems are manifold. In these areas a majority of 
members of t r i b a l families are engaged in some work to 
earn t h e i r l ive l ihood . 
The nor theas te rn par t of Madhya Pradesh i s known 
as a r i c e bowl and the three d i s t r i c t s of t he region are 
p a r t of t h i s bowl. The involvement of t r i b a i s as workers 
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is also seen in the cropping system, different crops 
requiring different nxmher of workers. The participation 
rates are highest in the rice tracts and decrease as the 
importance of rice in the cropping pattern diminishes. 
Amonfe the major crops, rice is the most labour 
intensive crop which needs 72 man-days per acre. The 
man-day requirements per acre of other crops sown in the 
region are: jowar 39, cotton 52, groundnut 67, wheat 18 
and gram 14. 
DISTRIBUTION OF RURAL AND URBAN TRIBAL WORKERS 
ACCORDING TO SEXES 
The nximber of tribal workers in the region 
stands at 571,725^which makes 71.72 per cent of its total 
tribal workers' population. Of these, 555,333 (97.13 
per cent) are rural workers and 16,030 (2.87 per cent) 
are urban workers. 
The distribution of rural and urban male tribal 
workers can be put under three categories as 'high* 
•medium' and 'low' (Table A, Fig, 10.4 ). The 
number of rural tribal workers in the high range category 
1 NCAER, Techno-Economic Survey of Madhya Pradesh, 
New Delhi, 196O, p.5. 
UiS 
TABLE X 
Distribution of male tribal workers in Baghelkhand 
region, 1981 
Ranks 
High 
Medivun 
Low 
Rura l 
Tota l 
p o p u l a t i o n 
272,293 
189,985 
102,023 
Male 
Pe rcen t age 
74.34 
61.75 
58.87 
Urbai 
To ta l 
p o p u l a t i o n 
2,449 
11,127 
2,454 
fi Male 
Pe rcen t age 
56.75 
53.89 
46.94 
Source; Census of India, 1981. 
i n the t a h s i l s of Manendragarh, Samri, Ambikapur, 
Baikunthpur and Surajpur i s 272,293 persons or 74.54 
per cent of the t o t a l number of workers, while percentage 
of urban male t r i b a l workers i s 56.75 per cent or 
2,449 persons in t a h s i l s of Ambikapur, Beohari, Pal and 
Surajpur . 
In the case of medium category there are 189,985 
(61,75 per cent) ru ra l male workers i n t he t a h s i l s of 
S i n g r a u l i , Sohagpur, P a l , Deosar and Bharatpur, The two 
t a h s i l s of Manendragarh ana Sohagpur have 11,127 or 53.89 
per cent of urban male t r i b a l workers. In the low 
category there are 102,023 t r i b a l workeru i n the r u r a l 
a reas in Gopadbanas, Pushparajgarh and Beohari t a h s i l s . 
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58,87 per cent of the total number of workers,while 
there are 2,454 male tribal workers in the urban areas, 
of Gopadbanas, Baikunthpur and Bandogarh their share in 
the total number of male urban workers being 46,94 per cent. 
It was observed that this difference of rural 
ana urban category was mainly due to the nature of tribal 
economy and traditions. Traditional rural tribal male 
workers are greater in n\imbers because they are engaged 
in work from a young age. The economic condition of the 
urban based tribals is better than that of the rural ones. 
The urban tribals' children are generally school 
going and do not start working at an early age. 
Rural and Urban Female Tribal Workers 
The majority of tribal population is agriculturist, 
but except ploughing, in all the agricultural operations 
the females work shoulder to shoulder with male population , 
besiaes doing all the regular house jobs. The number of 
female tribal workers stands at 225,417 which comes to 
28,28 per cent of the total number of tribal workers. Of 
this number of female tribal workers 221,257 (98,15 per cent) 
are rural workers while 4,160 (1.85 per cent) work in 
urban areas. 
If^G 
It is observed that generally as the tribal 
population decreases and the proportion of non-tribals 
increases. This is becaase both males and females are 
engaged in earning their livelihood. In the urban areas 
the female tribal workers are seen engaged in building 
construction, baniyas' shops, collieries, domestic 
service, bidi rolling, nursing etc. 
x'able XI and "^ ig. 10.5 indicate that high 
category of rural tribal female workers are met within 
six tahsils, G-opadbanas, Dijosar, Singrauli, Manendragarh, 
iieohKsi and Pashparajgarh and urban tribal female workers 
in the tahsils of Pal and }ieohari, the number and percentage 
of rural and ui'ban female ti'ibal vforkei-s being 86,111 
(54.92 per cent) and 430 (27.3-1 pei' cent) respectively. 
In the medium category of female tribal workers, rural 
areas fall in tahsils Eharatpur, Sohagpur and Bandogar-h 
tahsils while urban areas are in Ambikapur, Bandogarh, 
Gopadbanas and Sohagpur, the respective number of workers 
ana percentages of the rural ana urban female tribal 
workers being 64,670 (30.26 per cent) and 2,796 (15.75 
per cent). Five tahsils, namely Surajpur, Ambikapur, 
baikunthpur. Pal and Samri fall in the lov;' category of rural 
fem.ale tribal workers while three, namely Manendragarh, 
I'J 
TABLE XI 
Distribution of female tribal workers in Baghelkhand 
region, 1981 
Ranks 
High 
Medium 
Low 
R u r a l 
To ta l 
p o p u l a t i o n 
86,111 
64,670 
65,344 
Female 
Pe rcen t age 
54.92 
30 .28 
17.04 
Urban 
To ta l 
p o p u l a t i o n 
430 
2,796 
327 
Female 
Pe rcen tage 
27.34 
15.73 
7.55 
Sou rce : Census of I n d i a , 1981. 
Baikunthpur and Su ra jpu r a r e i n the same ca tegory of 
u rban female t r i b a l worke r s , t h e r e s p e c t i v e numbeis and 
p e r c e n t a g e s of t h e two be ing 65,344 (17 .04 p e r c e n t ) and 
327 (7 .55 pe r c e n t ) . 
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Main Act iv i ty of Workers . 
According to t h e i r main a c t i v i t y , workers have 
been c l a s s i f i ed in to three ca tegor ies v i z . , c u l t i v a t o r s , 
a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers and others workers. 
Cu l t i va to r s 
According to 1981 census the t r i b a l c u l t i v a t o r s 
i n the region are 494,671 in nvimber, and c o n s t i t u t e about 
62 per cent of the t o t a l workers' population in the region. 
Of these , 484,671 (99.39 per cent) are r u r a l and only 
3,051 (0.61 per cent) are urban workers,which shows a 
According to the 1971 Census, there are 
nine categories of workers; 1) c u l t i v a t o r s , 
2) a g r i c u l t u r a l l aboure rs , 5) l i ve s tock , 
fo re s t ry , f i sh ing , hunting, p l a n t a t i o n s , 
orchard and a l l i e d a c t i v i t i e s , 4) mining, 
5) manufacturing, processing and se rv ic ing 
with sub-ca tegor ies : a) household industry 
and b) other than household indus t ry , 
6) cons t ruc t ion , 7) t rade and commerce, 
8) t r anspor t , s torage and communication, ana. 
9) other workers. 
In the 1981 Census, however, main workers 
were divided into only 4 categories, viz., 
i) cultivators, ii) agricultural labourers, 
iii) those engaged in househola industry and 
iv) other work. For purposes of this 
chapter, main workers have been divided into 
3 categories i) cultivators, ii) agricultural 
labourers and iii) other workers^ non-agricultural 
labourers• 
2(ju 
decline since I96I. In J961 about 72.13 per cent of the 
workers were cultivators. After a decade in 1971 the 
percentage of cultivator came down to just 59.49 per cent 
and in 198I it slightly increased, to 62 per cent. 
The decline between 196I and 1971 was probably-
due to the fact that a considerable number of tribal 
cultivators had been aliented from their holdings. About 
two-third of these tribal cultivators have holdings of 
less than four hectares, and the holding of about half 
the tribals are even less than two hectares, which is 
not sufficient for them even to provide food to their 
families for the whole year. Their misery is increased 
due to the influx of non-tribals and their land alienation 
practices. The construction of dams, establishment of 
industries and collieries in these poor and backward tribal 
areas have been attracting the non-tribals to monopolise 
job anu business opportunities, which has pushed ^he 
tribals out of their fields and jobs. The ignorant tribal 
cultivators have lost their lands to the government for 
industrial establishments and mining. The slight 
recovery in percentage between 1971-81 is due to establishments 
Bahadur, F.K., op. cit., p.10. 
Oi 
of Integrated Tribal Development Programmes (I.T.D.PB) 
and other schemes, which has helped the trihals in 
retaining and recovering their lands. 
In Table XII rural ana urban tribal cultivators 
are classified into three categories i.e. high, medium 
and low (vide Fig. 10.6 )] 
TABLE XII 
Distribution of Tribal cult ivators in Baghelkhand 
region, 1981 
Ranks 
High 
Medium 
Low 
Rural 
Total 
population 
262,443 
92,078 
137,119 
Percentage 
76.63 
63.58 • 
44.47 
Urban 
Total 
population 
559 
2,389 
83 
Percentage 
37.77 
14.67 
6.48 
Source: Census of India, 1981 
1 Based on Stanaard Deviation System. 
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The high category of ru ra l t r i b a l cu l t iva tors^ 
comprising 262,443 persons or 76.63 per cent_,are found in 
s i x t a h s i l s of Baikunthpur, Pushparajgarh, Ambikapur, Samri, 
Surajpur and Manendragarh. There are 92,078 persons or 
63.58 per cent c u l t i v a t o r s i n the medi\im category in the 
t a h s i l s of S ing rau l i , Deosar, Pal and Bharatpur. The 
remaining four t a h s i l s , namely Gopadbanas, Bandogarh, 
Beohari and Sohagpur are in the low category. 
The urban t r i b a l c u l t i v a t o r s of high category 
having 559 persons or 37.77 per cent a re found in the t a h s i l s 
of Bandogarh and Sura^jpur. The c u l t i v a t o r s of medium 
category are 2,389 in number or 14.67 per cent of the 
popula t ion in the t a h s i l s of Ambikapur, Beohari, Baikunthpur 
and Sohagpur. The remaining three t a h s i l s , namely 
Manendragarh, Gopadbanas and Pal f a l l under the low category, 
having 83 persons or 6,48 per cent . 
The c u l t i v a t o r s ' percentages among the major 
t r i b a l s of the region are as follows: Baigas (45.16) , Bharias 
(50 .50) , Gonds (69 .83) , Kawars (83 .67) , Kols (18.35) and 
Oraons (77 .31) . Though Baigas are poor and t r a d i t i o n a l 
Notet Because of pauci ty of 1981 Census data 
the percentages of each t r i b e according 
to the 1971 data are being given. 
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farmer who have not yet adopted new methods, G-onds, the 
l a r g e s t t r i t e of the region, have a low percentage of 
c u l t i v a t o r s . Bharias who a re general ly found a l l over 
the region and are mainly concentrated i n i t s southern 
pa r t s are a l so t r a d i t i o n a l farmers, while Oraon and 
Kawars have a high l i t e r a c y r a t e and are good farmers. 
Agr i cu l t u r a l Labourers (Rural and Urban) 
The number of a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers i n 
Baghelkhand region stands a t 238,540,which makes 30 per cent 
of the t o t a l of t r i b a l workers* populat ion. Of the 
238,540 a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers 232,757 (97.60 per cent) 
a r e r u r a l and 5,833 (2.40 per cent) a re urban. Due to 
t r a d i t i o n a l wage system (general ly i n kind) and low incomes, 
a considerable nvunber of landless a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers 
a r e migrating out of the region i n search of b e t t e r 
p rospec t s . Those who do not go out f ind b e t t e r incomes 
i n others jobs l i k e br ick making, mining, rickshaw pu l l ing 
or work as kha l l a s i s or coo l i e s . The s k i l l e d ones works 
as masons, carpenters and d r i v e r s . But in s p i t e of a l l 
t h i s s h i f t i n g of jobs, the numbers of a g r i c u l t u r a l 
labourers i n inc reas ing . In I96I, the share of a g r i c u l t u r a l 
labourers among the workers was jus t 21 per cent , while 
i n 1971 t h e i r percentage increased to 35 per cent . In 
the 198I Census i t was recorded as 30 per cen t . Though 
^ { ] ) 
detailed tribe-wise figures of agricultural labourers 
for the year 1981 are not yet available, on the basis of 
the fact that the total number of tribal workers in this 
category has registered an increased, it is perhaps safe 
to assume that every tribe has contributed to their 
increase. 
The major tribes of the region^which makes 
eighty four per cent of their total population^registered 
increase of percentage of agricultural labourers among 
them between the years 196I and 1971, the respective 
figures of which are; Baigas (27.12 and 49.21), Bharia 
or Bhumia (24.72 and 42.57), Gond (12.09 and 25.24), 
Kawar (5.49 and 13.44), Kols (61.48 and 75.96) and Oraon 
(5.54 and 17.58). 
This variation can be attributed to a number of 
factors such as general opening up of the area, search 
for better economic prospects, decreasing demand of 
agricultural labourers etc. The most important factor 
is that non-tribals are trying to acquire tribal lands, 
leaving the tribals with very little land. The result 
The percentages of agricultural labourers 
in years 196I and 1971 of each tribe are 
given in (brackets). 
21)0 
TABLE XIII 
Distribution of Tribals agricultural laboui^ ers in 
1 981 
Kanks 
High 
Medium 
Low 
R' 
Tota l 
p o p u l a t i o n 
130,203 
42,815 
59,689 
u r a l 
Pe rcen tage 
46 .33 
29.27 
17.29 
Urba 
Tota l 
p o p u l a t i o n 
5,379 
278 
176 
n 
Percen tage 
39.92 
18.22 
5.31 
Source: Census of India, I98I. 
is that the tribals who have sold their lands have become 
agricultural labourers, knowing no others work. Their 
increase in the decade 1961-71 can be attributed to this 
fact. However, the decrease in 1971-81 was due to the 
fact that Governmental agencies csune to the rescue of 
the tribals and the magnitude of land alientation 
decreased. 
Tahsilwise distribution of rural and urban 
agricultural labourers is given in percentages and 
has been classified into high, medium and low categories. 
It is shown in Table XIII and has also been depicted 
in Fig.10.7. Tahsils Sohagpur, Bandogarh, Beohari 
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and Gopadbanas f a l l under high, category with 130,203 
t r i b a l labourers or 46.33 per cent . The four t a h s i l s , 
namely Bharatpur, Pa l , S ingrau l i and Deosar, which have 
4 2,815 labourers or 29.27 per cent of the r u r a l t r i b a l 
a g r i c u l t u r a l l abourers , come in the medium category ana 
the remaining s ix t a h s i l s of low category of the ru ra l 
t r i b a l a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers are Manendragarh, Surajpur, 
Samri, Baikunthpur, Ambikapur and Pushparajgarh,comprising 
5 9,689 persons o r 17.29 per cent . 
Only nine t a h s i l s of the region have urban 
populat ion and a considerable number of urban t r i b a l 
a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers are found i n these t a h s i l which are 
categorized as high medium and low. 5,079 labourers or 
39.92 per cent a re found in the four t a h s i l s of high 
category,namely Bandogarh, Gopadbanas, Sohagpur and 
Beohari. The medium catego-ry incluaes two t a h s i l s , namely 
Ambikapur and Pa l , having 278 labourers or 18.22 per cent 
and the remaining three t a h s i l s , namely Manendragarh, 
Surajpur and Baikunthpur have 176 labourers or 5.31 per cent 
t o t a l number of urban t r i b a l a g r i c u l t u r a l l abourers . 
Other Rural and Urban Tribal Workers or I\i"on-APTinultural 
Labourers 
The t r i b a l s of the region other than c u l t i v a t o r s 
and a g r i c u l t u r a l labourers are about 66,767 or about 
2 0 J 
8 p e r cent of t he t o t a l number of w o r k e r s . Of t h e s e , 
55,461 (85.04 p e r c e n t ) a r e r u r a l and 11,526 (16 .96 p e r cen t ) 
a r e u rban . T r i b a l s l i v i n g i n urban and sub-urban a r e a s 
a r e engaged i n secondary and t e r t i a r y a c t i v i t i e s . The 
t r i b a l s i n r u r a l a r e a s a r e most ly unab le t o p a r t i c i p a t e 
i n such a c t i v i t i e s because of p o v e r t y , i g n o r a n c e , t r a d i t i o n a l 
ways of l i v i n g and i n f l u x of n o n - t r i b a l t r a d e r s and 
c o n t r a c t o r s . The major t r i b e s of the r e g i o n , e x c e p t Oraons 
and Kawars^ r e g i s t e r e d a d e c l i n e i n pe rcen t ages of o t h e r 
workers du r ing the pe r iod between I96I and 1971 e . g . Baigas 
( 1 0 . 0 8 , 5 . 6 5 ) ! Bhar ias or Bhumias ( 1 2 . 1 2 , 7 . 1 5 ) , Gonds 
( 4 . 6 6 , 4 . 9 5 ) , Kawars ( 2 . 9 0 , 2 . 8 9 ) , Kols ( 1 5 . 0 4 , 5 .69) 
and Oraons ( 4 . 8 0 , 5 . 1 1 ) . 
TABLE XrV 
Distribution of Tribal workers in Baghelkhand region -
other workers (III; IX) 
Ranks 
High 
Medixim 
Low 
Rura l 
To ta l Pe rcen tage 
p o p u l a t i o n 
25,589 
12,979 
17,095 
S o u r c e : Censxos 
10.87 
6.20 
4 .59 
of I n d i a , 
Urban 
Tota l 
p o p u l a t i o n 
4,184 
451 
6,711 
1981. 
Pe rcen tage 
85.50 
52 .48 
46.56 
1 The percentages of rural and urban tribal workers 
of each tribe for the years 1961 and 1971 are 
given in brackets. 
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AS regards rural areas, the tahsils of the region have 
been classified into high, medium and low in respect of 
the percentages of other tribal workers. Table XIV and 
Pig.10.8 indicates that the percentage of other rural 
tribal workers of high category comprised 25,389 persons 
or 10.87 per cent in the four tahsils of Bandogarh, 
Baikunthpur, Singrauli and Sohagpur. In the medium 
category there were 12,979 persons or 6.20 per cent other 
rural tribal workers in four tahsils, namely Pal, Surajpur, 
wanendragarh and Bharatpur. The remaining six tahsils, 
viz., Ambikapur, Beohari, Pushparajgarh, Deosar, Samri 
and Gopadbanas fall in the low category having 17,093 
persons or 4.59 pe^ cent. 
In the high category of other urban tribal workers 
there are four tahsils, namely Pal, Ambikapur, Baikunthpur 
and Manandragarh comprising 4,184 persons or 85.50 per cent 
Two tahsils, namely Gopadbanas and Surajpur fall in the 
medium category having 431 tribals or 5 2.48 per cent. The 
remaining three tahsils, namely Beohari, Bandogarh and 
Sohagpur fall in the low category and have 6,711 tribal 
Vorker or 46.36 per cent. 
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Li te racy Among the Tribale 
Due to high rate of their i l l i t e r a c y the tr ibals 
have to face many problems. Chief of them i s their ruthless 
e x p l o i t a t i o n , making them miserable victims of economic 
and s o c i a l i n j u s t i c e . This pos i t ion i s t rue of a l l pa r t s 
of India,and Baghelkhand region i s no exception. Education, 
the re fo re , i s a necess i ty for the u p l i f t of the t r i b a l 
people of Baghelkhand region. 
The l i t e r a c y r a t e s among t r i b a l s show tha t though 
some e f fo r t s have been made towards improvement i n t h i s 
r e spec t , they are s t i l l far behind the non- t r iba l s in 
educat ion, though there a re a f a i r l y l a rge number of 
educat ional establishments with requis i te f a c i l i t i e s i n the 
region (TablesXV and XVI) There i s a l so a g rea t d i spa r i t y 
between male and female l i t e r a c y r a t e s . 
Education appears to be a luxury to the t r i b a l s 
which they cannot afford to provide to t h e i r ch i ld ren . 
Again, a t r i b a l child i s involved in some work to enable 
h i s parents to make both ends meet. Often he i s entrusted 
with the task of looking a f te r other younger chi ldren or 
ac t ing as a watchman of h i s house i n the absence of h i s 
pa r en t s . Tribal chi ldren can be educated only i f school 
hours and school-days, are fixed i n such a way tha t they 
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may conveniently attend school. Seasonal institutions 
may be opened when maximum opportunity is available for 
a tribal to send his children to school. 
The problem of education in the Baghelkhand 
regions is two-fold; 
1. Consolidation of existing educational facilities. 
2. Greater dispersal of education. 
Educational facilities in the villages of 
Baghelkhand region,according to 1971 Census of India, are 
as follows: 
1. Primary Schools 2,924 
2. Middle School 265 
3. Higher Secondary Schools 50 
The above data will reveal that educational 
facilities at the primary school level are adequate. There 
are 6,488 villages in the region out of which 2,924 
villages have primary schools i.e., on an average about 
2 villages are covered by each primary school.Special 
incentives are given to tribals for sending their children 
to schools. The tribals do get their children enrolled 
in the schools only to avail themselves of some benefits 
like quotas of sugar and kerosene oil,but actually they 
21 
do not send them to the schools, and instead they have 
to work at house. Therefore the attendance of students 
in the schools is always much lower than the number 
enrolled. 
There are 265 middle schools in the region. This 
means there is one middle school for every 11 to 12 primary 
schools. This number is not sufficient to cover the 
n\imbers of students leaving primary schools. There are 
50 higher secondary schools in the region and one college, 
in Singrauli Tahsil of Sidhi district. 
Male and Female Tribal Literates 
Tables XV and XVI show some facts about literacy 
among the major tribes of the region. 
Among the literate tribals, the highest percentage 
is of the 'literate without educational level*, which too 
has been decreasing rapidly since 196I. On the other hand, 
there was a large increase in the percentage of literates 
among Baigas, Bhumias, Gonds, Kawars, Kols and Oraons in 
the category of primary or junior basic level literates 
1 The present researcher observed when he went to the 
villages Patra Pali, Bodh G-aon of Baikunthpur tahsil, 
Nagam Paseena, Chaindra and Raghunathpur of Ambikapur 
and Gandhigram of Gopadbanas that the attendance of 
students in primary schools was much lower than 
number of students enrolled. 
2 1 / 
between 196I and 1971. There has been no progress in the 
percentages of literates in the matric and above category 
v.'hich was below one per cent except in the Kawar and 
Oraon tribes during the same period. This inadequacy of 
education creates a lacuna in the socio-economic 
development of the tribals. 
TABLE XVII 
Distribution of male and female literate tribals in 
Baghelkhana region - 1981 
Ranks 
High 
Medium 
Low 
Mal( 
T o t a l 
p r o d u c t i o n 
6 2 , 2 7 2 
4 1 , 7 9 2 
27 ,416 
a 
P e r c e n t a g e 
17 .99 
1 3 . 2 3 
1 0 . 2 3 
Femal< :^ 
T o t a l P e r c e n t a g e 
p r o d u c t i o n 
10 ,036 
6 ,137 
1 , 6 6 2 
3 . 7 0 
1.60 
0 . 6 9 
Source: Census of India, 1981. 
Tahsilwise percentages of male and female 
literate tribals in Baghelkhand region have been categorized as 
high, medium and low in Table XVII and are also represented 
in Fig.10.9. The six tahsils of high category of male 
tribal literates are Ambikapur, Samri, Bharatpur, 
planendragarh, Pushparajgarh, Baikunthpur where the percentage 
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of literates was 17.99. In '^^^ medium category there 
are three tahsils namely Bandogarh, Sohagpur and Surajpur 
where the percentage of male literate trihals was 12.23. 
The remaining five tahsils namely Deosar, Singrauli, 
Gopadbanas, Pal and Beohari fall under last category with 
10.23 per cent literates. 
The percentages of literate among the female 
tribals were very low. This was because of poverty, 
ignoranceJ early marriage^distant educational establishments, 
change from br;ide price to dowry system etc. In the high 
category there were four tahsils - Manendragarh, Ambikapur, 
Samri and Baikunthpur with 3.70 per cent female literates. 
Five tahsils namely Pal, Sohagpur, burajpur, Bharatpur and 
Pushparajgarh fell in the medium category with 1.60 per cent 
female tribal literates. The remaining fi.e tahsils which 
were in the low category, namely Deosar, Singrauli, Beohari, 
Gopadbanas, and Bandogarh had as low as 0.69 per cent 
female tribal literates. 
TiJlBAL VILLAGES AKD RURAL SETTLEMENTS 
A rural settlement in tribal areas is a grouping 
of dwellings in their typical form exhibiting a definite 
223 
relationship and 'a fine.adjustment' to soil, topography, 
climate and water supply,which determine the nature of 
a settlement in the region. Generalizations are not 
possible and patterns of settlement cannot be explained 
only in terms of a few isolated factors. During the course 
of village surveys of the region one is easily convinced 
of the importance of such cultural factors as the sense of 
security and migration, ethnic composition and traditions, 
socio-economic bonds, clan solidarity, irrigation facilities, 
cooperation in agriculture, methods of cultivation, size 
ana fragmentation of holdings and lease systems. Thus, 
now it is realized that many factors are involved, the 
mode of life of the tribal people, the tribal economy, 
the historical background and, most important of all, the 
geographical setting must be considered. Therefore to 
understand forms of settlemeni;,one must study physical as 
well as cultural factors, because settlement types show 
interesting correlations with both the physical and cultural 
2 
factors. 
1 Aureusseau , M., The Arrangement of Rura l 
P o p u l a t i o n , Geofcraphical Review. 10, 
1920, pp .223-225 . 
2 Ahmad, E . , Rural S e t t l e m e n t Types i n 
U t t a r P radesh , Ann. , Assoc. Amer. 
Geog. . 1952, p p . 4 2 , 45 and 225-246. 
2'dL 
Baghellchand region is predominantly rural in 
character,where above 40 per cent rural population is 
tribal, living in 6,203 villages. Among these villages 
1,524 (24.57 per cent) have a concentration of tribals, 
which is put in high categories. These 1,524 villages 
have a total population of 616,245 tribals which is 
70.98 per cent of total population and form parts of 
Pushparajgarh, Bharatpur, Manendragarh, Ambikapur and 
Samri tehsils (Fig,10.10 and Table XVIII).There are 2,605 
villages (42 per cent) in medium category which includes 
tahsils of Bandogarh, Beobari, Sohagpur, Surajpur and Pal 
ana have a tribal population of 804,633 persons,which is \ 
51 per cent of total population of these tahsils. The 
remaining 2,074 villages (33.43 per cent) which belong to 
the low category are spread over the tahsils of G-opadbanas, 
Deosar, Singrauli and Baikantl^pur which are inhabitated 
by 364,374 tribals,which is 34.4 per cent of total 
population of these tahsils. The distribution of villages 
categorywise according to the siae of houses is as follows: 
Of the 1,524 villages in the high category of tribal 
concentration, there are 247 villages (16,21 per cent) 
with population of less than 200, 547 villages (35.89 
per cent) with population of between 200 and 499, 532 
villages (34.91 per cent) with population of between 
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5 00 and 999 and 198 villages (12.99 per cent) with 
above 1,000 people. 
Of the 2,605 villages in the medium category of 
tribal concentration, there are 460 villages (17.66 per cent) 
with population of less than 200, 937 villages (35.97 ' 
per cent) with population of between 200 and 499» 773 
villages (29.67 per cent) with population between 
500 and 999 and 435 villages (16.70 per cent) with above 
1,000 people. 
Of the 2,074 villages in the low category of tribal 
concentration, there are 643 villages (31 per cent) with 
population of less than 200, 637 villages (30.71 per cent) 
with population of between 200 and 499, 689 villages 
(23.58 per cent) with population between 500, 999 
and 305 villages (14.71 per cent with above 1,000 people. 
The locational patterns of villages and house 
types in these essentially triJaal areas are somewhat 
different from those occurring elsewhere and there are a 
large number of villages in these areas where there are 
no compact settlements, villages comprising isolated 
homesteads and dispersed clusters. Further, there is a 
great tendency in these areas, particularly in the eastern 
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and southern part of the'region, toward formation of 
separate hamlets which are sometimes 3 "to 5 km away from 
one another, ana almost bear the resemblance of separate 
villages. 
Locational Pattern 
Location and growth of villages of the region 
may further be classified on the basis of common factors 
like availability of water, fertility of land, topography 
and transport facilities. The last of these factors may 
either enhance the importance of an existing village or 
initiate the establishment of a settlement. 
Taking the availability of water as a locational 
factor, the settlements may be classified into three, i.e. 
well settlements, tank settlements and river side 
settlements. 
The 'well settlements' are important in Bandogarh 
tahsil and also in parts of Deosar and Gopadbanas tahsils. 
Some of them are' - Mungwani (Bandogarh, 776-82), Titalli 
1 Name of the tahsil to which a settlement 
belongs, with total population and tribal 
population figures of 1971 are given in 
bracket against each example. 
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(Gopadbanas, 1045-154), Khaira (Deosar, 689-225) and 
Patrapali (Baikunthpur 319-126), In these villages spacing 
is haphazard because of rugged terrain underlain by a 
variety of rock formations causiiag variations in the 
depth of the water table. 
The 'tank settlements' are found in Badagaon Viran 
(Gopadbanas 70-48), Rampur (Gopadbanas, 52-35), Putadand 
(Baikunthpur 314-267) etc. These settlements are usually 
far apart. Each tank supports one or two villages and 
are surrounded by a few hamlets where people are engaged 
in fishing and agriculture. 
Riverside settlements are also quite large and are 
located on high stony banks, Among them are Bharatpior 
(Bharatpur 656-136), Jiyawan (Deosar 1218-430), Sihawal 
(Gopadbanas 832-103), Bijauri (Sohagpur, 555-395), etc. 
Usually, chains of settlements along a stream flowing on 
gently undulating plateau surface may be marked. Examples 
may be seen along the Ghorchattar in Bandogarh tahsil, 
Mohan river in Deosar tahsil etc. These villages are 
upto 500 m from the river in most cases. Another category 
of interfluvial location of villages may be marked in 
Bandogarh tahsil along the tributaries of Ghorchhatar 
river where some of the villages are^Bhanpura (642-502), 
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Silaundi (551-353), Barhl Chhot (55-8) etc. Usually the 
top of the interfluve (dry point) of small streams is 
selected for protection against floods of short duration 
and also for conserving cultivable land ,the soil mantle 
of which is renewed every year by floods. 
The other important factor to be considered is 
transport. Only 54 villages of the region are located 
either near metalled roads or railway lines. The typical 
examples of such villages are Ragunathpur (Ambikapur 
399-261), Amarpur (Baikunthpur 402-213), Benibari 
(Pushparajgarh 705-560) and Khutar (Singrauli 3175-116) 
along metalled roads while Sarai (Deosar 1571-442), 
Karanji (Surajpur 1151-48), Bailbehra (Manendragarh 
590-361) are along railway lines. These settlements are 
usually not large,as the frequency and volume of traffic 
passing through them is very small,due to the poor 
resource base of their hinterlands. 
Beside the above mentioned types of settlements, 
the foothill type is also found along the Maikala foothill 
zone in Shahdol district. Two such chains are located 
along the 2,000 feet and 1,750 feet contour lines 
(Fig.10.11j. Among the dense forests, villages are also 
located on hill-tops. In such cases usually a few hamlets 
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a re seen on f l a t topped spurs with supporting s i s t e r 
se t t l ements down below. Examples of such se t t lements 
a re Gopalpur (430-398) and Rampur (158-108) in Bandogarh 
t a h s i l . 
Some unique type of 'ghat se t t l emen t s ' are seen 
along the Maikala h i l l s . The t r a f f i c passes through a 
niimber of ghats which support two se t t lements each - one 
a t the top and the other a t the hottom. A t o t a l of 25 such 
ghats (passes) are found along t h i s zone and some v i l l a g e s 
supported by them are Tumichot (427-404), Ghunghuti 
(762 457), Ahirgaon (217 202) e t c . i n Sohagpur t a h s i l . 
Two such ffjhats a re"a l so there i n Bharatpur t a h s i l , namely, 
Kamraj (490-430) and Harchauka (425-327). Ferry and ford 
point loca t ion of se t t lements may a lso be mentioned in 
t h i s context . The paramount f ac to r in such cases seems to 
be the break of bulk points r a t he r than merely a r i ve r s ide 
l o c a t i o n . A chain of point se t t l ements i s found along 
the Mahanadi r i v e r where i t marks the p o l i t i c a l boundary 
between Murwas and Bandogarh t a h s i l s . 
1 Ghat, i s a l o c a l term used for pass i n 
a mountanous a rea . 
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Mention may also be made of some mining villages. 
Among them are Bijuri (598-169)» Kotma (Sohagpur^ 
1362-644) etc. 
Ancient sites wMch were once flourishing towns 
have also influenced the siting of settlements in the 
Baghelkhand region, Manpur (Bandogarh, 3523-723) was a 
flourishing centre in the Gupta period and was known as 
Manapuram. Majhouli (262-177) is said to be an ancient 
sacred place connected with Varha Avtar. In Bharatpur, 
Harchoka (425-328) is supposed to be connected with the 
2 
temple monasteries of 1870-71, 
A few lines may be added about the impact of 
Rihand Dam on the distribution of settlements in Singrauli 
tahsil where some area has been submerged under water. 
3 
The submerged area is generally known as 'doab area*'^  
and people affected are called 'doab people''. Some of the 
submerged villages are Tilgawan, Judi, Gubadi, Churchuria 
etc. Usually the traders have occupied open roadside 
1 Majumdar, R.C., Ray Chaudhari and Kalikinkar Datta, 
An Advanced History of India, p,150, 
2 Hira, Lai Rai Bahadur, Descriptive List of 
Inscriptions in the Central Provinces and 
Berar. Nagpur, I916. 
3 Doab area = submerged area. 
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forests which have thick,soil cover. On the fringes of 
the existing large settlements, hamlets may be seen built 
by such people. The tribals have entered the forested 
portions of the interior according to their tradition. 
Settlement Types and Patterns 
Generally compact, semi-compact and isolated 
types of settlements are found in the region. The ground 
plans of these settlements are dominated by climate, 
geologico-topographical conditions and the degree of 
material culture. The patterns of settlements i.e. the 
actual arrane,ements of streets ana roads may be of 
several types like radial, star-shaped, chess-board, 
2 
c i r c u l a r , fan-shaped e tc r These pa t te rns may ex i s t i n 
both types of se t t lements commonly found i n the region, 
compact and semi-compact, which have developed on leve l 
s t r e t c h e s and undu la t ing p l a t eaus . The h i l l ranges and 
t h e i r associa ted drainage channels have given r i s e to 
l i n e a r type of s e t t l emen t s . Besides these , r ec t -angu la r 
and t r i angu l a r pa t t e rns of se t t lements are a lso e x i s t . 
1 Alhmann, H.W,, The Geographical Study of 
Se t t l ements , Geographical Review. Vol.18, 
1928, pp.g^-lI^T^ 
2 A l i , S.M., Populat ion and Set t lements in the 
Ghaggar P la in , Indian Geographical 
Journal , 17, 1942, p .173. 
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Isolated groups of hamlets are also met with in tribal 
areas where the patterns of houses may differ according 
to the type of tribe inhabiting a village. For example, 
Baigas do not use plough for tilling the land because 
using a plough means lacerating- "the breast of Mother 
Earth". Moreover, they maintain that God made the 
jungles to produce the necessities of life and made the 
Baigas, the king of the forest, giving them wisdon to 
discover the things provided for them. Their major 
implement is the iron axe. Therefore they like to 
live in the scattered forested villages with rugged 
terrain sometimes in only isolated homesteads. While on 
the other hand,nearly all the Gonds,the largest tribe of 
the region, are dependent on agriculture either as 
cultivators or as agricultural labourers and prefer to 
make their houses near to their fields. 
Compact and Semi-Compact Settlements 
Such settlements are seen on the interplateau 
basins of Baghelkhand region (Fig.10.11, 3). Such villages 
1 Dube, B.K. and Bahadur, F., A Study of the 
People and Tribal Areas of Madhya 
Pradesh. Bhopal. 1966. p.86. 
2 ibid., p. 85. 
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have generally grown at junctions of roads near a waterbody. 
Beohari, exhibiting a radial pattern (Fig.10.18, 8), is 
an important example of this type. It is dotted with a 
number of small tanks and agricultural fields. In actixal 
siting of settlements, preference to agricultural land 
and lines of communication are equal in importance to 
the waterbody. The neighbouring nuclei also exhibit 
such preference. Examples of radial pattern are also met 
with in Bharkhara (64A/1), Barhi (64A/13), etc. The 
limited resource base of the surrounding area of such 
settlements makes import a necessity. Hence transport 
has a greater influence on siting than merely a tank 
or a stream. Along the Shahdol-Anuppur section also such 
examples may be met with at Lalpur, Singpur, Anuppur, 
Ponri and Murwahi villages etc. Among the bends of the 
Son also, compact type of settlements are found (Pig.10.11,3) 
The river bends, in their process of evolution, have 
created wide level areas, t\xll of alluvial soils, providing 
attractive sites for settlements. Example of such 
villages are Imilia, Balhoun, Saria and Burwo etc. 
Some settlements around old forts are also of 
this type. Kanhawara, Chorhat, Khatlai may be cited as 
examples. 
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Linear Sett lements 
Linear type of se t t lements a lso dominate the 
cu l t u r a l landscape of the region. Some examples of such 
se t t lements have been shown in F ig ,10 .11 , 4 , 5 . A strong 
l i n e a t i o n tendency may be marked west of Sihawal 
(F ig ,10 .11 , 4 ) . These hab i t a t i ons have avoided the vast 
cen t ra l extent of f e r t i l e land. Cluster ing i s i n small 
groups along water s i t e s . Around Chorhat too, such l i n e a r 
tendency may be marked on e i t h e r s ide of the Faponala, 
The s i ze of the waterbody has detennined the number of 
hoiises. F e r t i l e s o i l s have a t t r a c t e d c u l t i v a t o r s . The 
pa t t e rns are haphazard and in places a semi-c i rcu la r 
p a t t e r n i s found. Such tendency i s also seen along the 
Maikal slopes^but the number of v i l l ages being very few, 
i t i s not as s t rong as i n the cases discussed above. As 
already s t a t e d , means of communication have a l so 
contr ibuted to the tendency of l i n e a r s e t t l emen t s . In 
Banas-Gopad basins there are examples of such s e t t l a n e n t s 
Rectanf:ular and Triangular Sett lements 
Rectangular p a t t e r n i s commonly found i n Deosar, Sohagpur, 
Pushpurajgarh and Bandogarh t a h s i l s . Usually these 
se t t lements are located along the main roads with a shor t e r 
road branching off i n another d i r e c t i o n . This l a t t e r road 
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road leads to the interior of a village. Such settlements 
are Piprodh Rajbandh (L/10) Kanhawara (64-A/5), Kua (64A/13), 
Banyara Kalan (64A/10), Dukaria (64A/13) (Fig.10.18, 9-12) 
etc. Triangular pattern is seen in villages which are 
in between the junction of a main road and a small road. 
In between the triangular space thus available, houses 
naturally form a triangular pattern. Such examples are 
met wi th in Jhinghri (64A/5) and Chaka (64A/5) etc. 
House Types 
Climate and loca l environment determine the s t y l e 
and s t r u c t u r e of houses. Usually enclosed house types are 
avoided and open and a i r y houses a r e prefe r red . The 
c e n t r a l and most important feature of the t r a d i t i o n a l 
the 
Indian houses as wel l as houses of / reg ion under study 
whether in a v i l l a g e or in a town, i s the courtyard 
(Angan or Uthan) where most of a occupants ' time passes , 
while i n the rooms property i s secured and s h e l t e r sought 
from the r igours of the weather. The courtyard i s for 
l i v i n g , the room mainly for s torage and r e t i r i n g . 
The a r ch i t e c tu r e of a house i n rura l a reas i s 
thus mainly determined by ( i ) the commanding pos i t ion 
1 Ayyar, N,P,, Rural Population and Sett lements 
of Jabalpur D i s t r i c t . Madhya Pradesh. 
Essays on Agr icu l tu ra l Geography (Ed. ) , 
B„Banerji, Calcut ta , 1969, PP.100-117. 
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occupied by the courtyard or quadraxigle, (ii) the need 
to safeguard livestock and draught cattle, the harvest, 
the household god (choura) and the kitchen, and 
(iii) the availability of local material for wall and roof. 
Considerations of privacy, decency, elbow room and 
sufficiency of covered living area come only when these 
basic requirements have been fulfilled. The scale of 
building and size of rooms are of course determined by 
the nature of the raw material used and its stress and 
load bearing capacity, and, above all, by the economic 
status of the owner. 
The most elementary form of rural house consists 
of a single room set in some open space surrounded by 
trees and a kitchen garden which gives it seclusion and 
privacy within the community. The structure may have 
either a round or a rectanguliar plinth or floor area with 
a single slope or double slope or high round conical 
roof (Fig.10.12). 
Sal wood beams supporting the roof are called 
'dharna' and bamboo or wood support of tiles is known as 
'bata'. The absence of windows in the houses is remarkable. 
ibid.. Census of India, 196I. 
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This is because there is no security and except for 
Christian Oraons, they have no money to buy iron or wooden 
bars for the purpose. They make round holes or small 
windows. For ventilation, some space is left between the 
wall and the roof. 
Food grains, poultry, livestock (goats, sheep 
or pigs), and kitchen are all housed in different portions 
or compartments made of waist high partitions within the 
single roomed-house. Most of the household chores are 
done in the courtyard. 
Wall and Roof Materials 
The present researcher observed during his field 
survey of the villages that the most common material for 
the wall is mud. At some places grass, leaves and beunboo 
are also used as wall material. Generally this type of 
wall material is found in forest villages. Walls built 
with unburnt bricks are also found in some places. These 
are very uncommon and indicate the prosperity of a tribal. 
A negligible number of houses have stone walls.(Table XIX). 
The most common roof material is khipra or khaprel 
(tile). In the past the tribals habitually made roofs of 
their houses with grass, leaves, unburnt bricks or 
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bamboo. But n o n - t r i b a l migran t s to t h e s e t r i b a l a r e a s 
i n t r o d u c e d the d u r a b l e and easy t echn ique of k h i p r a 
( t i l e ) . C o n s e q u e n t l y , i n the ma jo r i ty of t h e roofs the 
predominant m a t e r i a l i s k h i p r a . A s m a l l e r s e c t i o n s t i l l 
make t h e i r r oo f s wi th g r a s s , l e a v e s , unburn t b r i c k or 
bamboo. This type of roof i s made e i t h e r by poor t r i b a l s 
l i v i n g n e a r f o r e s t s or when temporary houses a r e needed 
fo r a s h o r t d u r a t i o n of t ime . 
TABLB XX 
Accommodation of Houses 
Number of rooms Number of houses 
S i n g l e room accommodation 159 
Double room accommodation 270 
T r i p l e room accommodation 241 
Accommodation wi th more than 
t h r e e rooms 180 
Tota l 850 
24i 
House Plan and Accominodation 
The majority of tribals of the region are 
ill-housed people. A sample survey conducted during the 
course of field work revealed that (as given in the 
Table XX and Fig.10.1 3) in rural areas, out of 85 0 houses, 
159 consisted of single room accommodation, 270 houses had 
double room accommodation, 240 had three rooms and 
180 houses consisted of more than three rooms. 
Lay-out of Houses 
There is no set pattern of the lay-out of 
houses. Usually they are scattered. Almost all the 
villages are of irregular or amorphous pattern, as they 
were settled before the construction of roads. The 
people built their house wherever they found it convenient 
to do so. It was later that the tracks ana lanes developed. 
The lanes run with rows of houses on either sides. The 
main entrance of the houses mostly faces the roads or 
lanes. However, there are a few exception to this. 
Arrangement of Rooms 
A poor man's house consist of single room 
accommodation with an attached verandah. The room is large, 
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generally 5.50 m x 2.50 m and the verandah is of the 
same size. An open courtyard is generally attached to 
the verandah. 
Houses with double room are also built by the 
tribals who have greater resource at their command. These 
houses have either a single verandah or a verandah on 
either side of the house. The provision of a courtyard 
is generally made in every house. Houses with three or 
more rooms are owned by tribals enjoyin a high economic 
s tatus . 
The houses are generally,built in a row. 
Sometimes, large families or members of a clan build 
their houses in a single quadrangle. There is generally 
some open space between the houses. 
Apart from agriculture^the economy of the tribals 
of the region largely depends on livestock. Therefore 
sheds either open or closed are generally built for keeping 
livestock. Sometimes the poor tribals also keep cattle 
along with the family members in the verandah. 
Usually all the members of a family sleep at one 
place. If there is a "Dhum Kuriya" he is provided 
separate accommodation, 
1 IShxm Kuriya, Sometimes a boy is adopted or hired 
to work in the fields. He is known as 
Dhum Kuriya. 
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The tribals, 'though they look dirty themselves, 
keep their houses clean and tidy. Housewives are 
particularly keen to keep their houses neat and clean. 
Gleaning is done every day^and at least twice a week, the 
floor is plastered with cowdung mixed with mud. 
Selection of House Sites and Rituals Connected 
with Houses 
Before constructing a house the trihals carefully 
select a site for it. They follow their customs in this 
regard. Generally for a house^land adjoining a road or 
a lane is preferred. To select a site, four pits are dug 
on four corners of a plot and some rice grains are put 
in each pit and it is covered with a clod of earth. A 
fowl or pigeon is then sacrificed. This ceremony is 
performed on a Saturday or-.a Tuesday, particularly, in the 
evening. On the next day, the number of grains are 
carefully counted. Reduction in the number of grains is 
regarded as ominous and if grains are found intact in all 
the four pits the site is regarded as a good one. Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays are considered auspicious for 
laying the founaation of a house. On the appointed day 
incense is burnt and fowl ana rice beer (kusna) or mahua 
2 4 5 
wine are offered to friends and r e l a t i v e s . The family-
gods and godesses are worshipped. After the const ruct ion 
of a house i s over, a ceremony i s perfonned before i t s 
occupation. On the f i r s t entrance in the newly constructed 
house 'Pharmesh' ( the supreme d e i t y ) , Bura-buri ( the 
a n c e s t o r s ) , G-aon pu.jari or Guniya ( the v i l l a g e de i ty) 
a re worshipped with the s a c r i f i c e of a fowl. For t h i s , 
a por t ion of the western s ide of the house i s se lec ted 
and cleaned. Nowadays, these p rac t i ces a re gradually 
disappearing because of a ccu l t u r a t i on , owing to the 
influence of the n o n - t r i b a l s . The houses are constructed 
pr imar i ly with the help of family members. Some labourers 
may be employed for which payment i s genera l ly made i n 
k ind . Both c o l l a t e r a l and a f f i n a l r e l a t i v e s are inv i ted 
t o p a r t i c i p a t e i n the cons t ruct ion work. Neighbours a lso 
help in the cons t ruc t ion . At- the day's end, those 
p a r t i c i p a t i n g in the bui ld ing of the house are served with 
r i ce beer ana are feas ted. 
CHAPTER XI 
TRIBAL WELFARE 
Developing societies are strenuously struggling 
to accelerate their growth in the face of their own 
seriouc handicaps and inadequate support from outside. 
The proven social, political and economic mechanisms 
borrowed from developed societies are ineffective in 
removing the sluggishness and inertia of the masses which 
expect the government to perform miracles of development, 
even goirg beyond their own expectations. As no government 
could succeed in bringing about the expected wonders, 
frustrations are rising, bringing in their wake political 
and economic instability. These problems have attracted 
the attention of political scientists, economists, 
sociologists, anthropologists,geographers and others. 
However, when the problems of the development of tribal 
areas in a developing society are scrutinized, the startling 
reality stares one in the face. The illiterate tribals 
with his own tribal dialects have no basis of interaction 
with the elite who cherish the values of economic development 
anu modernisation. The middlemen, government servants, 
teachers, traders ana money lenders, who forge links 
between the elite anu the tribals, generally do not understand 
their warp of life. Some of those who do understand. 
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exploit them for their awn ends. Under this situation, 
the development of tribal areas poses a serious problem. 
Welfare of tribals haa always been one of the 
serious concerns of the Government. However, the 
philosophies and mode of execution of policies of development 
have been undergoing change from time to time. Under the 
alien rule i.e. prior to 1947, the basic plank of the 
philosophy was, to use a rather simplistic term, that of 
isolation i.e. minimizing the intrusion of, and interference 
by, outsiders and letting the primitive tribes develop 
of their own, according to their own genius. One may 
criticise this policy as one which aimed at keeping the 
tribals in a zoo, one may critisise the slow pace 
of development that took place because of this policy; 
one may even talk about the ill-effects of isolation which 
resulted in cutting the tribal societies off from the 
mainstream of national life and the cultural and economic 
development of the country. All this criticism may be 
valid. Over this, endless debate has been going on for 
more than half a century now. But one can never doubt 
the sincerity of purpose and the genuineness of intentions 
behind this policy. 
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Be that as it may, the policy of isolation. 
may have been suitable at a certain time and situation. 
It certainly could not be suitable for all time. And 
some people, who were interested in the tribals and their 
problems started thinking that the sooner the tribals 
could be assimilated into the mainstream of Indian 
society, the better it would be. A rapid and fast 
process of assimilation, however, had its own dangers. 
Living in fortresses of hills and forests, these tribals 
had nurtured their own distinctive culture for centuries 
anu this culture had certain very distinctive values -
courage - sincerity - truthfulness, love for labour, 
cooperative and community feeling, love for songs and 
dances and for the finer things of life, A rapid and 
fast change, it was apprehended, would tend to erode, and 
even completely wash off, the.se distinctive traits and 
these vital elements. It was thought that the results 
of assimilation would be far from happy. Therefore, it 
was thought that the tribals should develop along the 
lines of their own genius and imposing any thing on them 
should be avoided. 
The tribals are a delicate ana sensitive people 
and national integration is an extremely delicate and 
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sensitive process, , It is not proposed here to go into 
the history of the development of the tribal population. 
It may only he stated that in spite of four five year 
plans the gap between the development of the tribals and 
that of the general population did not appear to be 
narrowing. Maybe, the tribals were developing all right 
but the nation in general was developing at a faster 
rate, and hence there was something wrong somewhere. 
This feeling resulted in evolving national 
policy for tribal development which was incorporated in 
the Fifth Five Year Plan, and in a declaration of the 
Prime Minister on 19th June 1974. According to this 
strategy, the entire problem of tribal development was 
divided broadly into two parts, dealing with: 
1) tribal majority areas, and 
2) dispersed tribals. 
Besides this broad two-way classification, another 
category of primitive tribal communities was also 
Dubey, K.C., A Plan for the Development 
of the Abhu.iamarias ( A Primitive 
Tribe) Unpublished T.R.D.I., 
Bhopal, 1984. 
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recognized for special attention ^ irrespective of whether 
they lived within the areas of tribal concentration 
or outside. 
The first question in the Fifth Plan was, from 
where to start the new thrust and how to phase this 
important task. The earlier programme of Tribal 
Development Blocks had been started in 1954 in areas of 
high tribal concentration ana was gradually extended by 
the end of the Fourth Five Year Plan to all those areas 
which had more than two third tribal population. These 
blocks covered about 40 per cent of the total tribal 
population in the-country. Thus the position was that 
even after Four Five Year Plans, bulk of the tribals were 
outside the ambit of any intensive tribal development 
programme. 
At this stage it was also noted that socio-
economic condition of dispersed tribal communities was 
much worse than that of those living in compact tribal 
majority areas. In most cases, the former had lost 
their resource base. Moreover in view of their small 
numbers they did not claim much attention. It was also 
accepted that the strategies for development in areas of 
tribal concentration and for dispersed tribals had to be 
21)1 
different. In the former case a strategy of Area 
Development with focus on the development of tribal 
communities was necessary. On the other hand, in the 
case of the dispersed tribals, the problems had to be 
tackled within the general development programmes of the 
concerned areas. Thus, the task of the dispersed tribals 
was admittedly a more difficult one. 
In the context of this situation, it was decided 
that a major thrust should be made in the tribal 
majority areas, drawing upon the experience of earlier 
'Tribal Development Blocks'. Simultaneously, a beginning 
was also to be made for the upliftment of tribals living 
in smaller concentrations. The objective was that the 
entire tribal population should be fully covered by an 
intensive programme in the second phase of tribal 
development. 
The first task was to delineate the tribal 
majority areas. But the distribution of tribal population 
in different states is widely different. In some states 
the vast majority of the tribal people live in tribal-
majority areas, while in some other states there were 
hardly any areas of tribal concentration. Consequently, 
a flexible approach was adopted. A block or taluka was 
2:)^ 
taken as the basic u n i t for the purpose of de l inea t ion 
of t r i b a l majority a r ea s . Accordingly, the p repara t ion 
of t r i b a l sub-plans was taken up in d i f f e r en t s t a t e s . 
However, i t was found tha t although by adopting th i s 
formula a la rge sec t ion of t r i b a l populat ion was covered 
under the sub-plans i n the s t a t e s of Madhya Pradesh, 
Bihar , Orissa, Gujarat , Rajasthan, Manipur and Himachal 
Pradesh, each s t a t e and area had t o have i t s own plan 
within a broad framework. 
The Sixth Five Year Plan was devoted to the 
consol idat ion of the Fi f th Plan e f f o r t s . Therefore 
the re was only a marginal change in the coverage of t r i b a l 
populat ion under the t r i b a l sub-plans programme, The 
smal les t u n i t for inc lus ion i n a sub-plan was taken as 
an area with a population threshold of 10,000. This 
helped in increas ing the coverage of t r i b a l sub-plans in 
the s t a t e s of Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Orissa , Rajasthan, 
Gujarat , Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh, 
The Baghelkhand regions of Madhya Pradesh has 
had a large share of development under the auspices of 
I,T.D.Ps and sub-plan s t r a t egy . About 60 per cent area 
of the region was covered by these programmes. 
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Baghelkhand region in the north-eastern part 
of Madhya Pradesh, has ahout 15 per cent of the total 
tribal population of the state and the tribal constitute 
about 50 per cent of the total population of the region. 
Though the region is physiographically known as Baghelkhand 
plateau, but culturally it differs from place to place. 
In Sidhi and Shahdol districts of the region, the Bagheli 
dialect is common, while in Surguja district the 
Chattisgarhidialect is spoken. And dialects of other 
tribes have their its own identities. As far as the 
economic condition is concerned, the Baigas are the most 
backward tribal community of the region, while the Oraons 
are socio-economically its most advance tribe. The Gond 
who comprise the largest Hinduized tribe of the region, 
mainly engage in agriculture, while among the Oraons, 
comparatively high literacy is due to the efforts of 
Christian missionaries. Such a physiographically united 
and cultuirally diversified region has been enjoying the 
privilege of I.T.D.Ps under the tribal sub-plans. 
As shown in Fig.11.1 and Tables XX,. XXI,the 
following areas of Baghelkhand region are covered by 
the I.T.D.Ps; 
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S idhi District; Kusmi Tribal Development Block of 
Gopabanas Tahsil. 
Shahdol; Pushparajgarh and Sohagpur Tahsils and 
Jaisinghnagar Community Development Block of Gopadbanas 
Tahsil. 
Surgu.la D i s t r i c t ; The whole d i s t r i c t . 
TABLE XX. I 
P o c k e t s of T r i b a l c o n c e n t r a t i o n i n Baghelkhand r e g i o n 
( P o p u l a t i o n (1971 Census) 
D i s t r i c t 
SIDHI 
3 HAHDOL 
Blocks/ 
Pockets 
Gopadbanas 
3 i n g r a u l i 
Deosar 
Bandogarh 
Beohari 
Total 
Niomber of 
v i l l a g e s 
165 
59 
532 
399 
95 
1,150 
Total 
popu-
l a t i o n 
66,35 2 
18,293 
196,746 
97,950 
26,227 
405,568 
Population 
of S.T. 
43,627 
13,086 
91,862 
61,132 
16,375 
226,082 
Percentage 
of S.T. 
65.75 
71.54 
46.69 
62.41 
62.44 
55.74 
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The Kusmi BlocK of Gopadbanas Tahsil of S idh i 
d i s t r i c t , Pushparajgarh ana Sohagpur Tahsils of Shahdol 
D i s t r i c t , and whole of Surguja D i s t r i c t come under the 
purview of the ITDP. In Baghelkhand region these 
programmes cover an area of 32,617 sq. km with more than 
5 5 per cent of i t s populat ion, (1971 Census) inhab i t ing 
4,275 revenue ana fores t v i l l a g e s . A neg l ig ib le number 
of t r i b a l s , 1 5 per c e n t , l i v e i n urban a r e a s . 
The t r i b a l populat ion l i v ing wi thin ITDP areas 
have a purely r u r a l charac ter and more than 90 per cent 
t r i b a l s d i r e c t l y or i n d i r e c t l y depend upon pr imi t ive and 
subs is tence type of a g r i c u l t u r e . Table XXII shows tha t 
t he y ie lds per hectare of food crops grown in t r i b a l areas 
a r e in general lower than those of the r e s t of t he i r 
respec t ive d i s t r i c t s . The chief means of 
l ive l ihood of t r i b a l s a g r i c u l t u r e . §o Government has 
been t ry ing to lay more emphasis on progress i n the 
a g r i c u l t u r a l as compared with other s ec to r s , to reduce 
t h e i r socio-economic backwardness. I t was good tha t though 
be la ted ly but i t was u l t ima te ly rea l i zed that the various 
t r i b a l communities are a t d i f fe ren t s tages of socio-economic 
development and may requi re d i f f e ren t t rea tment . The 
a g r i c u l t u r a l t r i b e s of the region cannot get r i d of t h e i r 
poverty u n t i l t h e i r incomes are raised through 
2.^8 
TABLE .XXIII 
Yields of food crops in Baghelkhand region(kg/hectare) 
C r o p s 
Paddy 
Jowar 
Wheat 
G-ram 
Tur 
Sesame 
L i n e s e e d 
D i s t r i c i : 
1 9 8 0 -
ITDPs 
Kusmi 
392 
424 
737 
356 
614 
146 
247 
; S i d h i 
81 
S i d h i 
487 
644 
740 
561 
650 
209 
178 
D i s t r i c t 
1980-
ITDPs 
S o h a g p u r 
297 
248 
352 
307 
501 
108 
149 
S h a h d o l 
-81 
S h a h d o l 
851 
750 
387 
389 
615 
121 
182 
D i s t r i c t S u r g u j a 
1980 81 
S u r g u j a 
715 
675 
755 
285 
1,020 
93 
285 
Sources: (i) District Statistics Hand Book of 
(1) Sidhi 1983 
(2) Shahdol 1983 
(3) Surguja 1983 
( ii) Field Work. 
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agricultural development as well as with the help of 
other sources of income. Therefore, some suggestions 
for agricultural development as well as supplementary 
activities are being made in the following paragraphs. 
(i) Soil Erosion 
In Baghelkhand region, especially in its tribal 
dominated areas, soil erosion is a matter of great 
concern. There are many causes of soil erosion. An 
important cause is the monsoon rainfall. Some steps 
have already been taken to check soil erosion in the 
region. However greater emphasis should be placed on 
the prevention of sheet washing or soil planation by 
growing grasses and other forms of natural vegetation 
suitaDle to the area and by contour bunding. Continiial 
vigilance is required and constant warefare has to be 
waged against the gully where it has formed. The gullies 
may be checked by damming, planting the slopes with 
proper grasses, improving the plant cover, scientific 
farm management, contour ploughing, terracing etc. 
(ii) Irrigation 
Irrigation is an important factor for increasing 
the production of crops in tribal areas. Resources 
'doO 
of existing perennial irrigation require special 
attention. Rural electrification for tapping all the 
water resources available is required by installing 
electric motor pumps. Wherever electric lines are not 
available, diesel pumping sets may be installed 
on rivers and nalla flowings. The farmers may be 
notivated to construct their own wells for the purpose 
of irrigation. For this purpose a detailed survey of 
ground water table is necessary. On the basis of existing 
wells ana water resources in individual fields and 
patches ground water availability can be worked out which 
will facilitate the implementation of the programme of 
digging wells. 
(iii) Improvements in Cropping Pattern 
In order to increase "the yields of crops, 
improvement in the cropping pattern is required, A 
systematic rotation of crops in this context will be 
fruitful. 
(a) Research and Training - In proposing and starting 
new programmes it is essential to undertake research and 
trials in order to evolve new methods of crop production. 
The cropping programmes should be based on the experience 
2G1 
of the field specialists. The expertise on new crops 
that is obtained from these specialists needs to be tried 
on the fanners' field under different conditions like 
local verification trials, mini kit trials, demonstrations 
etc. 
(b) Training - To transmit the knowledge obtained through 
research to the farmers it is necessary to prepare them 
psychologically and giving them the know-how of the crop 
development. It is suggested that training camps 
should be set up at village level or covering 3 to 5 
villages before the sowing of kharif and rabi crops. 
( c) Demonstration - The best method to persuade a farmer 
to adopt new practices is demonstration,along with group 
discussions. A chain of demonstrations at farmers' fields 
every year is needed. 
(d) Urea Spray - Under the crop development programme, 
urea spray on standing kharif and rabi crops is proposed. 
It has been observed that urea spray results in quite 
good yielas and it is also a measure that can be adopted 
without any difficulty even in unapproachable areas. The 
application of fertilizers as a basal doze in the crops 
may not be possible under the shallow soil condition of 
26^ 
the area. Inputs like H,Y.V. fertilizers, pesticides etc. 
should be provided at subsidised rates. Improved 
agricultural implements like sprayers, dusters, iron 
ploughs may be provided to these tribals, 
( iv) Development of the handicrafts and cottage 
industries based on local raw material ana labour force, 
( v) Improvement in the quality of cattle to increase 
the dairy products, 
(vi) Development of horticulture. 
Education can play a very important role in 
accelerating the effective implementation of these 
programmes of tribal welfare. But there are some hurdles 
in the way of the spread of education among the tribals 
which are given in the following paragraphs. 
The social history of the tribals reveals that 
the skills of reading ana writing were unknown to them 
until recent times. The technical skills, religious 
beliefs and mythology were transferred from one generation 
to another, through oral tradition only, literacy among 
these communities is thus a very recent development. 
2C3 
The apathy of tribal parents towards education 
discourages even their intelligent children from joining 
and continuing their education in schools. A majority 
of tribal children in Baghelkhand belong to the first 
generation of learners. The atmosphere at home is mostly 
uncongenial and unsympathetic towards children who wish 
to pursue their studies. Parents look upon education as 
a sort of luxury and it is generally thought that only 
the non-tribals can afford to educate their children. 
To the tribals, the proper place of a child is in the 
house or in the fields or forests,assisting their parents. 
Most of the males and sometimes whole family, are 
addicted to alcohol. That is why considerable amount of 
their meagre income is spent on drinks. Naturally, the 
parents do not have the will to spend even a tiny amount 
on the education of their children. 
Their cultural isolation also hinders the 
education of the tribals. Most of the tribals are culturally 
isolated from non-tribals. They are suspicious of 
non-tribal teachers, who, in their turn, also treat tribal 
children shabbily and show contempt for their manners, 
dress^accent etc. 
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One of the reasons of low literacy among the 
tribals is their general poverty. A child, from the age 
of 6 or 7 years, starts assisting the family. They keep 
young ones at home while the elders member of the family 
are away for work. Later, after one or two years the 
children are also supposed to earn their own bread. Thus 
there is no time left with a tribal boy or girl to attend 
school. 
Education of tribal children also depends on the 
location of educational institutions. If a school is 
located in a village, the parent living there readily 
permit their children to attend the school. But they 
do not like to send their children (especially girls) 
to far away places from their native villages. 
Early marriagejwhich is quite common among the 
tribals,is another obstacle in the way of their education. 
After marriage it is not possible for tribal children, 
especially girls, to carry on their education. After 
marriage the burden of household duties falls on the girls 
and they have also to engage in earning their livelihood. 
The curriculam of education does not suit the 
tribal people. Most of the text books contain lessons 
2C/o 
related to the urban and upper or middle class life. 
Often, the tribal children are not able to follo-w simple 
concepts presented in these lessons. 
The rate of literacy is low to very low among 
the tribes of Baghelkhand region. It does not exceed 
15 per cent even among the socially advanced tribes. 
Education can act as a calalytic agent for the implementation 
of tribal welfare programmes. 
The present reseaj?cher has observed that the 
an|0:anbari schools are mostly located in easily accessible 
areas, especially those near the towns. More anganbari 
schools should be opened in the forested, hilly,inaccessible 
areas. These schools should be provided with all the 
facilities to educate the tribal children properly. In 
inaccessible tribal areas, residential facilities should 
be provided to the teachers in order to help them make 
u.se of all their academic skill. The tribal students 
should be encouraged to familiarize themselves with 
literature in their own tribal dialects. 
While appointing a teacher in tribal areas, 
special care should be taken by the Government. Well 
trained and capable people should be given preference. 
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Their pay scales should"be the same as in Government 
schools and special amenities should he provided to then 
when they are posted in inaccessible areas. 
The tribal children must have a chance to be 
educated in non-tribal institutions so that they are be 
able to mix with the non-tribals. This will lead to 
cultural adjustment between the tribals and the non-
tribals. 
A number of Governmental measures have been 
decided upon to improve the socio-economic condition of 
the tribals; but due to lack of their implementation by 
the concerned agencies their full benefits are not 
realized. Hence it is absolutely essential that the 
implementation of all tribal welfare programmes is 
strictly monitored. 
CONCLUSIOiY 
The tribals of Madhya Pradesh comprise about 
22 per cent of India's tribal population and Baghelkhand 
contains 15 per cent of the state's tribal population. 
There are 35 scheduled tribes in the region. Among 
them, the major tribes are Baiga, Bharia or Bhumia, Gond, 
Kawar, Kol ana Oraon which together make 84 per cent of 
the total tribal population of the region. The tribals 
belong to various social, linguistic, socio-economic 
and religious categories and they differ from one another 
in numerous ways. There is again wide ran^e of variation 
among them in their levels of socio-cultural integration. 
The stage of their civilization is intimately 
related to the geographical environment. Different 
cultural groups may be distinguished from one another in 
the ways they utilize their resources and their 
distribution in a particular area. Thus they show 
typical patterns of activities in relation to their 
resources. Though the area under study is passing through 
a phase of development, the majority of tribals are either 
deprived of the benefits of development or they are 
getting facilities without proper guidance for their 
utilization. Therefore, while the plans for the welfare 
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of tribals look nice on paper ,their implimentation and 
results produced by them are not upto the mark. • 
In the region a sequential historico-cultural 
development of the tribals is evident, which has resulted 
from their changing relations with the physical, biotic 
and cultural environments from the remotest antiquity 
of the palaeolithic age to the present scientific and 
technological era. The historical events which have 
taken place in this area are intimately linked with the 
changing levels of socio-economic stages in relation to 
their natural environment. The region was part of 
Vindhyan Pradesh from 1948 to 1956. Its name is derived 
from the Baghelas, a Rajput clan which is believed to 
have settled in the area. 
Baghelkhand region vith hilly and rugged terrain 
is situated on the east and south of the Son river. The 
region, covered with derB e forests and habitat of 
tribals and wild animals ,comprises the districts of Sidhi, 
Shahdol and Surguja. The region lies between 22°21' to 
24°2rN and 81°20' to 84°22'E and covers an area of 
46,897 sq. km with a population 5.96 million. 
Baghelkhand may be described in general terms as a secluded 
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basin. On the east of -the Maikal Plateau and north 
of the Chattisgarh basin lie two important coal basins 
of Lower Gondwana age, Sohagpur basin is in the west and 
Surguja basin in the east separated by Deograh Hills. 
The rim of the Surguja basin consists of Archean 
metamorphic rocks in the east, coarse sandstone of the 
Upper Gondwana rocks in the north ana isolated flat 
topped mesas vrith laterite cappings, locally known as 
"pats" rise above the floor of the basin. The Mainpat 
(1,152 m), however, stands in the south of the basin. 
The Jamirpat in the east represents a penne plain at an 
elevation of 1,000 m, above which monact rocks rise 
another 200 m. On the north, the Deogarh hills formed 
by Gondv/ana sandstone are considerably dissected and 
all the rivers which flow northwards across the region 
appear to be of the superposed type. The Rihand is a 
typical example. 
The region has typical monsoon type of climate. 
The scorching heat of May is modified, in places, by 
extensive floral cover. The region receives average 
rainfall of more than 125 cm and which increases as one 
goes eastward. For example, Ambikapur has 162.5 cm of 
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rainfall, Dharamj-j.igarh -162,0 cm and Naitrahat (on the 
border of Jsihar and itedhya Pradesh 160.0 cm. The average 
temperature of the above mentioned towns is 35.5 C in the 
month of May and in the north-south of the region the 
temperature is 40°C, Average temperature in January 
remains in between 10°-12.5°C. 
Owing to wide range of elevations, from 500 m 
to over 1100 m, and differences in rainfall, there is a 
rich and varied wealth of natural vegetation in the region 
to 
from the long Sal and Sagon forest/sub-^tropical scrub and 
bamboo. Forests, besides besides being an economic asset 
to the tribals in their day to day work, are also a means 
of their livelihood during lean periods. The tribals 
depend on the forests and their fruit-bearing trees for 
about three months in a year. All evidence goes to show 
that there has been large scale depletion of natural 
vegetation. Conservation of forest wealth constitutes, 
in some respects, the most crucial single problem. Misuse 
and denudation of forests may end in "killing the goose 
that lays the golden egg". The rights of the tribals in 
the forests must be recognized and their interests should 
be protected. The Raiyat and Bhvunhari lands including 
the forests which have been grabbed by others due to 
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negligence or mischiefs of the revenue and forest officials 
should be restored to them. The present researcher would 
suggest that vigorous measures be taken and an enlightend 
policy for conservation of forests be adopted by the 
Government, Efforts should be made to improve fruit 
bearing trees and grass lands to bring, about sound land 
development management and to protect and enhance the 
wealth of forests. 
The plateau, forests and streams still provide 
habitat and su&tenance for ntimerous fauna, both tropical 
ana sub-tropical. Their indiscriminate killing is 
responsible for depletion in their nximberSo 
The soils of Baghelkhand are often shallow, 
stony and leached. Their general carrying capacity is 
low, except in areas of alluvial deposits. The main soil 
types in hilly tracts are the tnar (upland) and don 
(low land). Soils near the homestead get more manure and 
better care since they are used as bari tnar (kitchen 
gardens). Detailed soil surveys, which are lacking, 
are necessary as a basis for use of manure practices, 
agronomic operations and forest management etc. Widespread 
and extensive soil erosion has been observed. The main 
contributing cause for this is the destruction of natural 
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vegetation due to overgrazing and other abuses. Erosion 
here not only plays havoc with the soil of the 
hilly areas but also causes devastation in the plains 
below. Conservation measures must be adopted without 
loss of time. The alienation of land must be stopped, 
forthwith and immediate measures should be taken to 
restore all lands grabbed from the tribals fraudulently. 
All landless tribals should be provided with lands. 
They includes the persons who have been evicted from 
their homes to make room for industrial establishments 
and their employes. Strict legislative measures are 
required against the Sahukars and the Mahajak who exploit 
tribals by usurious money-lending leading to taking 
possession of their lands. 
An appraisal of the retarding factors, as they 
reveal themselves in the present economic framework, 
is an essential pre-requisite for a correct evaluation 
of the prospects of the development of the region. On 
account of the rugged nature of terrain in tribal 
dominated areas, subsistence type of cultivation is the 
rule rather than the exception. Fields are laid out with 
eager care to secure every cultivable inch of land. This 
shows wonderful diligence on the part of tribal peasants. 
27o 
where the slope is steep "the fields are not higger than 
a couple of square metres.. Nature, here is not a kind 
mother anu mere sustenance can be earned by the sweat 
of the brow. Holdings are small, fragmentation is 
excessive and alternative sources of income are few. 
Different stages of agricultural operations are accompanied 
by different folk dances, songs, and festivals. For example. 
Sua. Shall, Karma G-anga Dasehra etc. They show a marked 
correlation between culture, economy and environment. 
The main crop of the region is rice and 30-65 per cent 
lands come under its cultivation. Jowar, wheat, gram, 
ulsi, til etc. are the other crops. The tribal peasants 
are poor ana illiterate. There is not much possibility 
of extending cultivation, though the tribal society is 
predominantly agrarian. To the present researcher, it 
appears that the pressure of population on cultivated area 
is greater than is feasible and alternative means of 
gainful employment must be available. Agricultural 
operations are arduous, owing to uneven land, stony soils 
ana small fields. Irrigation is a difficult task in the 
hilly areas. In such areas water lifting devices should 
be employed. 
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The tribals should be provided to loans purchase 
land, oxen and agricultural implements, so that they 
do not have to depend on the Ma ha .jans and the Sahukars. 
The crop improvement programmes should be initiated 
V7ith a small number of farms under the close supervision 
and guidance of the extension staff of agriculture. 
Emphasis should be laid on providing non-conventional 
inputs for the crops growirgin the region.New crops 
should not be introduced indiscriminately. The rotation 
of crops should be practised.Payments for non-conventional 
inputs spould be accepted in kind. The early spring 
ripening varieties of millets like Kodon-Kutke may be 
introduced. This will be helpful in-increasing their 
yields. 
Since mines and industries are developing in 
tribal areas, meat, eggs, milk etc. will be required on 
a large-scale. So encouragement to poultry farming, 
dairies ana piggeries should be taken up alongwith the 
crop improvement programme. 
For improved agriculture, new methods should be 
introduced, such as the use of advanced implements, and 
the Japanese method of cultivation. Irrigation facilities 
should be provided or improved in the area. Water 
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preservation should be done with the formation of dams, 
diversions etc., alongwith soil conservation measures. 
The agricultural infrastructure should be the main concern 
of the integrated rural development. Provision of 
banking facilities, means of communication and transport, 
input supply depots, regulated markets, warehouse storage 
facilities are also essential. 
Evidentaly, agriculture is the mainstay of 
tribal economy but generally lands available to the tribals 
are unable to provide them food for the whole year. 
Therefore, they supplement their incomes by selling the 
surplus of various cottage industries and handicrafts. 
iJow these industries ana handicrafts are gradually losing 
their importance because of the inroad of mill made 
articles. At present important handicrafts and other 
manufacturing activities are bidi rolling, rope making, 
preparing of medicines and wooden articles, basketry, 
tusser rearing tile making, gur making dairying etc. 
These industries are now dying out and the number of tribals 
engaged in these industriec is decreasing. This means 
that they may ultimately disappear as a supplementary 
source of income of the tribals if measure are not taken 
to safeguard them. There are several sellers' markets and 
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weakly markets in the region but these are characterized 
by great variation in selling anu purchasing prices and 
measurements, monopoly of non-tribals etc. The railway 
lines ana roads, both kuchcha and pucca, have been laid 
to transport the mineral and forest wealth which have 
made a big impact on life of the tribals. Most of the 
roads are unbridged and during the rainy season, hilly 
and forested tribal areas remain cut off from the outside 
world for a long time. 
The development of transport and communication 
and related fields has made markets more accessible to 
tribal peasants, consequently enlarging the supply areas. 
Now-a-days the stagnant barter economy of the tribals is 
fast changing into money economy. Earlier, there was 
no necessity for an organized market because of the 
barter system and there was no need to move produce over 
considerable distances. But in money economy there is 
greater specialization. Development of transport is a 
must in a money economy. These conditions have undoubtedly 
come into existence, at least in some parts of the area, 
though facilities of marketing ana transport have not 
developed to any considerable extent. 
In order to bring out the salient features of 
the human response to the environment of Baghelkhand, it 
is necessary to study the operations of the basic factor 
in relation to human activity in various forms. 
k study of the demographic features of the tribals 
of Baghelkhand reveals that there is a positive correlation 
between the distribution of population on the one hand 
and the proximity of water, forest and level land, on the 
other. The relation between these is so intimate that 
a rough population map may be constructed with the help 
of topography and proximity of water bodies. Population 
density of the tribals invariably increases where the 
three are in man's favour. On the contrary, the population 
density thins out where the water table is lov7,as in the 
pats areas and Bharatpur tahsil. 
By and large,the region is sparsely populated, 
the only exception being a few favoured tracts vAere the 
regional water potential, combined v/ith the terrain, is 
sufficient to support a comparatively large population. 
There are 18,23,274 tribals living in different 
parts of the region,which makes about 46 per cent of the 
total population of the region. Density of the tribal 
population per square kilometre ranges between 77 in 
(Manendragarh tahsil) and 13 (in Bharatpur tahsil). Growth 
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of the population in the recent past has been high and 
there are clear indications that it will increase 
further. This will lead to greater dependence on 
agriculture, unless the economy is diversified. The 
economically active tribal population is 1,73,943 or 
43 per cent of the total workers of the area. This 
percentage must be higher because the present researcher 
has observed that the tribal children start work at the 
age of 6 or 7 year. Tribal workers have been classified 
into three ca,tegories i) cultivators, ii) agricultural 
labourers and iii) other workers. Their respective 
numbers and percentages in the year 1981 were 49,467 
person (62 per cent), 118,540 persons (30 per cent) and 
66,787 persons (8 per cent). 
Bulk of tribal workers are engaged in agriculture. 
Most of them are cultivators belonging to this category, 
but there is a decrease in the number belonging to this 
category, because of poverty, alienation of their lands, 
acquiring of lands by Government for various projects, 
uncertainty of rainfall leading to famine. As a result, 
the population of agricultural labourers is increasing, 
but low wages are being given to them which are quite 
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inadequate for their daily requirements. Because of this, 
among the tribals disappointment ana frustration is 
increasing_^which gradually leads them to the path of 
agitation. Therefore there is need for increase in their 
wages and opportunities for alternative jobs. Though the 
socially advanced ana literate tribals are engaged in 
professions other than cultivation, 
but their number is small. There is need of formal and 
informal Job oriented education. 
Due to high rate of illiteracy among them, the 
tribals face many socio-economic problems. There are 
sufficient number of primary ana secondary schools in the 
region. But the present researcher has observed that 
the presence of students in schools is lesser than the 
number of students enrolled. Parents get their children 
enrolled only in order to avail themselves of government 
benefits provided to the tribal students. They do not 
know the importance of education in the modern era. Only 
8 per cent tribals are literate. They are far behind 
their non-tribal brethrens in this respect. 
There are 6,203 villages in the region 
accommodating 1,785,25 2 tribals, A rural settlement in 
tribal areas is a group of dwellings in their typical form 
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exhibiting a definite relationship and fine adjustment 
to soil, topography, climate ana water supply which 
determine the nature of a settlement in the region. 
Generalizations are not possible and patterns of 
settlements cannot be explained only in terms economic 
factors. There are also other factors like considerations 
of security, their nomadic life ethnic composition, 
traditions, socio-economic bonds, clan solidarity, irrigation 
facilities, cooperation in agriculture, methods of 
cultivation, fragmentation of holdings lease systems etc. 
These settlements are of dispersed type with clusters of 
compact and semi .compact settlements. 
The roofs of the houses are made of tiles. They 
have kachcha (mud) walls. Often accommodation available 
in houses is based on economic condition of the tribals. 
As per provision of Indian Constitution, the 
tribals have been placed under the category of "vreaker 
section" of society. Various programmes have been 
formulated for their welfare and uplift. Special efforts 
have been made to improve their conditions. At the 
national level, a separate commissioner has been appointed 
to look after the interests of scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes. He has been given the task of tribal 
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uplift and development. 'A standing committee of the 
members of parliament reviews the progress in this respect 
now and then. 
During the British rule various welfare schemes 
were launched to improve the conditions of tribals, 
although the main aim was the spread of Christianity. 
These were the first steps which led to modernization in 
these remote ana unaccessible areas. Later, welfare 
schemes for tribal development were taken up by the 
Indian Nation Congress with the efforts of Shri Thakkar 
3apa who v/as the first Indian to take up the task of 
tribal welfare. He visited most of the tribal areas of 
various states and suggested Five Year Development 
Programmes for their uplift. With the advent of the 
Fifth Five Year Plan, Integrated Tribal Development 
Programmes (ITDPs) were launched to study the conditions 
of the tribal areas ana take steps to remove their 
backwardness. The Kusmi Block of Sidhi District, Sohagpur 
and Pushparajgarh tahsils of Shadol District, and whole 
of Surguja District come under the purview of ITDPr schemes. 
In spite of the effective measures taken by the 
Government and the aid given by it there was no remarkable 
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change in the conditiona of the tribals. Instead in the 
name of tribals, non-tribal bureaucrats took advantage 
of the aid. Therefore no material change could be brought 
about. 
The development schemes could not provide help to 
the needy persons. Only those who were resourceful 
received the benefits of such schemes. The tribals were 
cheated off by various government agencies. 
Another reason for the failure of the welfare 
schem.es is that they have been started without adequate 
participation ana orientation of the tribals. Besides, 
the urban people do not want to stay in tribal areas. 
They take it as a punishment. As such, there is a perennial 
gulf between the tribals and non^tribals living side 
by side. 
In collusion with bureaucrats,a segment of 
tribals cornered most of the benefits of these schemes. 
Wide differences have now emerged among the tribals. 
A section of tribals has become better off. They have 
received large benefits from the Government, whereas most 
of the innocent cultivators did not know any thing about 
Governmental assistance. 
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The schemes failed to achieve their objectives. 
The major defect of the planning was the complete lack 
of identification of the necessities of the tribals. 
The difficulties in applying the 'Development 
Programmes' ana welfare schemes in tribal are noted below. 
Immediately after independence, developmental 
programmes were prepared for a planned development for 
the backward regions. But even with heavy investments 
these programmes did not yield the desired results, due 
to the lack of proper assessment of resources and 
carelessness of the government officials. 
There are some typical characteristics of the 
tribals which hinder the development programmes. They 
these may be stated as follows: 
(i) The tribes of the region have their distinctive 
history, culture, customs, manners ana religious 
faiths. 
(ii) Dialect of each tribe is different not only from 
that of the mainstream but between one tribe and 
another. 
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( iii) The tribes have "Uaeir own social organization 
which, does not have any resemblance with that of 
the mainstream. 
(iv) The tribals have different level of socio-economic 
development. They are sensitive about their 
heritage. They have their roots in nature. Since 
they are ignorant, simple and primitive, it is 
not easy for them to adopt modern technology. 
( v) Majority of them live in extreme poverty and 
illiteracy. So, they are unable to accept change. 
(vi) The tribals are a self-satisfied people. This 
tendency of theirs hinders the implementation of 
developmental.programmes, 
(vii) Since the mileau of tribals is still ancient 
or medieval, there is a vast socio-cultural gap 
between the tribal and the non-tribals. 
The crux of the matter is that the problems of 
poverty and earning livelihood is the major problem in 
the tribal areas. In the past, poverty was not given 
proper attention, but now it is a matter of great concern. 
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Poverty among the tribals'is the result of the interplay 
of the following factors: 
(1) Their traditions and taboos. 
( 2) Indifference of the government towards them. 
(3) Their exploitation by non-tribals. 
From the very beginning the tribals have been 
strictly following the traditions and taboos of their 
ancestors and their socio-economic life rotates around 
these. This has been possible because of the abundance 
of resources arouna them, resulting in leaving than a lot 
of leisure and the fact that they considered themselves 
to be the owneis of these resources. The earnings of a 
person belonged to his whole family. Therefore at that 
time there was no problems of .land alienation, indebtedness, 
bonded labour etc. 
However, from the beginning of the present 
century the native rulers and the more advanced 
non-tribals started extensive exploitation of the forest 
and mineral resources from the tribal areas in this region. 
This led to the disturbance of their natural environment. 
Shifting cultivation was banned and the forests were brought 
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under the reserved category. The result of all this was 
that the majority of the tribals experienced scarcity of 
resources for their sustenance. Therefore, most of them 
adopted settled agriculture with primitive tools and age 
old implements. Majority of the tribals have small 
land holdings which do not enable them to feed their 
families throughout the year. During famines the problem 
of hunger becomes still more acute. Consequently, either 
their wives and children die because of malnutrition 
or they fall into the trap of moneylenders. 
With the influx the more shrewd and sophisticated 
non tribals from distant parts of the country in these 
tribal areas, the pressure on land has greatly increased, 
resulting in the alienation of tribals from lands acquired 
by the non-tribals. These conditions add to their poverty 
and have an adverse effect oh'their socio-economic life. 
In the past, there was a great demand of tribal 
handicrafts both among the tribals and the non-tribals in 
and outside the region. The introduction of factory made 
articles by the non-tribals has almost ruined there 
handicrafts. This has deprived them of this their source 
of supplementary income. 
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The conditions of there people became more 
miserable, when they started adopting the costoms and 
manners of non-tribals which were purely money based 
like cash spending, dowry, no corporate life but 
independent and individual life etc. 
These factors, combined together, pose a serious 
threat to the social system,economy, and cultural life' 
of the tribals. Therefore the following measure should 
be adopted to bolster up their economy and means of 
livelihood. 
(1) First priority should be given to the development 
of agriculture, especially to irrigation and the 
modernisation of agricultural practices. Marketing 
facilities, animal husbandry, cottage industries and 
infrastructure should also b;e included. As part of 
extension programmes, selected tribal farmers be given 
three or more months' training in modern technology on 
special farms in phases. Seasonal inputs, plough, 
bullocks anu improved implements should be supplied at 
subsidised prices in view of their poor economic condition. 
( 2) The present agriculture development programme is 
oriented towards the maximization of output, through the 
introduction of HYVs, commercial crops, chemical 
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fertilisers ana pesticides. Hovrever, such assistance 
is not accompanied by market facilities. As a result, 
surplus production, though small, goes into the hands of 
private agencies at unremunerative prices. Adequate 
market facilities coula provide tribals with an incentive 
to raise new crops, at least in some areas. 
(3) The present agricultural extension staff in tribal 
blocks is unable to provide efficient service to farmers 
because of their small numbers and poor transport and 
communication facilities. At least two Agricultural 
Extension Officers should be posted in each block instead 
of one and they should be provided with better transport 
facilities. 
(4) The geophysical and ecological conditions of 
tribal areas impose a limit on the degree to which tribal 
agriculture can be modernized. In any case, many farmers 
supplement their incomes with forest wealth. The Forest 
Department should therefore assume greater responsibilities 
in developing the tribal economy and modify its policies 
accordingly. 
(5) The introduction of agro and forest based cottage 
industries and handicrafts could serve as powerful agents 
2SJ 
of change in tribal areaa. In promoting mch industries, 
the Governmental agencies can. play an impcrtan^ t role by 
supplying the raw materials and marketing -he products. 
(6) There is a lack of co-ordination Istween the 
Block Development Officers on the one hand ind the 
Government departments and institutions involved in 
promoting tribal development on the other. Epfective 
linking of the B.D.Os with these institutions \t block 
level woula help to accelerate the development process, 
(7) Tribal societies represent a primitive s\ate 
of development. Since the tfibal economy is intricitely 
interwoven with the socio-cultural matrix, economic 
development necessarily entails social development. Tie 
administration must therefore place greater emphasis on 
education and intensive extension activity siue by side 
with its programmes of the economic betterment of the 
tribals. 
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